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Preface

The International Computer-Assisted Assessment Conference (CAA) has a long
tradition in providing a snapshot of the current state of the art of technology-
enhanced assessment. In its 17th edition in 2014 the conference for the first
time crossed the channel over to mainland Europe. We continued the tradition
of establishing the conference as an interdisciplinary event in the intersection
between, on the one hand, theory and practice, research and application, com-
puter science, psychometrics and education and, on the other hand, between
primary and secondary education, higher education and professional learning.
To make the conference more attractive for researchers from different domains
we arranged for the first time in the conference’s history to publish the proceed-
ings with Springer. The best papers have been selected for a journal indexed in
the Social Science Citation Index.

Besides recent trends such as learnig analytics or serious games as new in-
teractive technologies for assessment, contributions from the the field of medical
education and technology-enhanced assessment in the health sector were also
well represented in the conference program. Three pre-conference activities tar-
geted different groups: A symposium on large-scale testing facilities in higher
education, a practice-oriented workshop on formative assessment for twenty-first
century skills, and a research-oriented workshop on future trends for technology-
enhanced assessment. Interesting demos presented the latest advancements of
technologies for assessment and a poster track provided opportunities to share
practical experiences with the scientific community. We thank all reviewers, con-
tributing authors, and the sponsoring institutions for their support.

June 2014 Marco Kalz
Eric Ras
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Abstract. Several trends in society have led to a request towards schools to 
integrate 21st Century Skills and technology enhanced formative assessment 
(TEFA) in their curricula. Although there are frameworks defined at an 
international level, implementation of technology enhanced formative 
assessment of 21st Century Skills at school level is seldom. This paper explores 
the underlying reasons for this hampered implementation by consulting and 
collaborating with teachers. It provides an overview of these reasons and 
proposes a collaborative professionalization approach to overcome detected 
implementation barriers and challenges. 

Keywords: Technology-Enhanced Formative Assessment (TEFA), formative 
assessment, 21st Century Skills, teacher professionalization. 

1 Introduction 

The fast developments in society imply the necessity of being able to deal with 
growing complexity, ill-structured problems and with uncertainty about the 
knowledge and skills needed to function competently. Changing professional and 
societal demands impact significantly on the requirements for education at all levels. 
It implies that schools integrate new knowledge and skills in their curricula and have 
tools to assess them. In this paper we discuss three important trends which should lead 
to approaches to be used in schools, colleges and universities to facilitate the learning 
process needed for the development of skills to live, learn and work in society: 1) the 
proposition of 21st Century Skills, 2) the growing attention for formative assessment 
and 3) the availability of tools for Technology-enhanced formative assessment. 
Although the key competences and the 21st Century Skills are defined and elaborated 
in several international frameworks, we argue that the link to approaches to 
implement them is currently missing. Although these are meant to be applied and 
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implemented in each member state, several studies [1][2] mention that, although the 
competences and skills are seen as important by both policy makers as well as 
teachers and school managers, few countries have developed implementation plans 
and assessment policies for them.  

In this paper we describe these trends, analyse why implementation at classroom 
level currently hampers and how implementation could be supported. The analysis is 
based on Spanish and Dutch data gathered amongst teachers. These data were 
collected in the context of the PREATY project (PRoposing modern E-assessment 
Approaches and Tools to Young and experienced in-service teachers)1. This project 
aims to equip teachers in primary and secondary schools with e-assessment strategies 
and tools to evaluate a number of key 21st Century Skills and competences. Opposite 
to the traditional test and output-focussed perspective on assessment, the project 
pursues to promote assessment for learning, therefore focussing mainly on the 
formative assessment [4, 5, 6, 7] of these skills. To analyse the reasons for the 
tardiness of implementation of 21st Century Skills internationally we use a framework 
developed by Surrey and Ely [3]. They define eight conditions that positively 
contribute to the implementation of instructional innovations in education: 

1. Dissatisfaction with the status quo; beliefs on the part of the users (teachers) that 
things could be better or that others are doing better than themselves. 
Dissatisfaction can be innate or can be induced by external information about 
alternatives. 

2. Knowledge and skills exist; people feel confident to introduce an innovation 
when they feel competent to do so. A lack of required knowledge and skills lead to 
immobilization and frustration; training is usually a vital part of innovations. 

3. Availability of resources; all resources that are required to make the innovation 
work are provided, e.g. ICT or building infrastructure. Without them the 
innovation is impossible or reduced. 

4. Availability of time; (company) time needed to acquire and practice knowledge 
and skills. 

5. Rewards or incentives; rewards given for meeting an acceptable standard of 
performance. 

6. Participation; the involvement of all stakeholders that are contributing to the 
process. 

7. Commitment; evidence of individual support for the innovation 
8. Leadership; support of different hierarchical levels in the organization 

In the rest of the paper we first describe the three trends mentioned. Then we describe 
empirical results indicative for the level of implementation in schools. 

In the concluding section we use the scheme proposed by Surrey and Ely [3] to 
link the different conditions for and their effect on implementation to the empirical 
data. The discussion section of the paper contains propositions to improve 
implementation as we explore them within the PREATY project.  

                                                           
1 www.preaty-project.eu 
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2 Formative Assessment and Technology-Enhanced Formative 
Assessment 

Assessment is a key aspect in any learning process. Formative assessment contributes 
to achieve learning goals, due to the feedback and feed-forward information it 
provides to learners about their performance [4,5,6,7]. Moreover, assessment shapes 
learning, as students tend to concentrate their efforts on those tasks that have a greater 
assessment weight or on faults that they made, and assessment promotes students’ 
attitudes towards learning, as well as the tactics they employ [8]. In response to this, 
authentic evaluation approaches emphasize the alignment between learning goals, 
application contexts and assessment criteria, as well as in the participation of the 
students in continuous assessment processes [9].  

As with almost any activity in our lives, ICT has the potential to support and 
enhance assessment processes. This support goes beyond the first approaches to the 
use of ICT technologies to perform on-line tests. The Joint Information Systems 
Committee defined a broad concept of e-assessment as any electronic process in 
which ICT is used to present and perform tasks and activities related to assessment, 
from the perspective of any of the possible stakeholders: learners, tutors, institutions 
or the general public [10]. This wider concept of e-assessment leaves more space for 
benefiting from the potential advantages that the use of ICT may pose. As pointed out 
previously by the authors [11], these benefits range from a larger control on learning 
by the involved actors, to an improvement of the feedback quality and motivation of 
the learners. Besides, technology can track, store, process and visualize learners’ 
results and actions, making these processes visible and available for different learning 
purposes, and more concretely for formative assessment. It also offers opportunities to 
differentiate amongst learners. Technology can furthermore help to shape learning 
scenarios with varied authentic assessment designs [18], enabling formative 
assessment of both products and processes learners produced and experienced.  

From this broad perspective, different approaches for the use of technology to 
support assessment can be identified. One of them is adapting off-the-shelf tools to 
the needs of a particular assessment process, like the use of spreadsheets to record and 
calculate grades, or questionnaire-management tools to present different types of tests 
to students. However, this approach leaves the effort to adapt the tool to their needs in 
the hands of teachers. A second approach is the provision of tools designed to support 
specific assessment methods, and that try to implement the principles of these 
approaches to make them more accessible to their users (teachers, learners, etc.). In 
the PREATY project we focused on tools for e-Portfolios, learning analytics, enriched 
rubrics, and self- and peer-assessment [12]. We chose these assessment methods and 
tools because they are well suited for the provision of enriched feedback, making 
them suitable for the formative assessment of 21st Century Skills.  

We carried out a survey focused on tools supporting the aforementioned 
assessment methods, evaluating them on criteria deemed necessary for 
implementation within schools [12]. This analysis showed a wide number of tools in 
the different categories. However, the current offer of tools did not fulfil the needs of 
primary and secondary school teachers and schools necessary for implementation. 
Most of the reviewed tools, especially those related to Learning Analytics, are still 
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only for researchers and positioned mostly in higher educational settings. They are 
potentially applicable in secondary school contexts, but it is quite difficult to make a 
translation towards primary schools. Moreover, they do not (yet) provide integrated 
environments with a usable interface. Many of the tools are at a prototype or piloting 
stage. Those in that situation do not provide enough stability for implementation in 
schools. Others are the result of research projects, which have failed to get the 
necessary continuation after the project lifespan. They currently lack technical support 
and an active community of users, which is an important drawback for application in 
school practices. Language is also a barrier. Since most of the reviewed tools are in 
English, they are not appropriate for their use in schooling contexts where English is 
not a native language. Exceptions are classes implementing bilingual models, 
international schools or those oriented to teach English as a foreign language learning.  

In summary, the tools that are currently offered to support assessment methods 
were found to be not fully appropriate for use by primary and (partially) by secondary 
school teachers. 

3 21st Century Skills  

The need to specifically define 21st Century Skills is related to changing societal 
requirements both in terms of knowledge and cognition. But at least as important are 
the skills that go along with cognition, namely those needed to cope with changes and 
to be and stay motivated to learn. Several initiatives exist where groups of experts 
developed lists of competences deemed to be important for coping with the societal 
changes. Obviously technological-related skills, such as digital or media literacy, are 
represented in every list, but these skills go along with skills such as being able to 
collaborate, being creative, critical, self-regulative etc. Two of the most known of 
these lists are the key competences formulated by the European union and the 21st 
Century Skills formulated by a business consortium [16,17]. Both the key 
competences and the 21st Century Skills in these lists are formulated at a general and 
abstract level, although their aim is to be applied in (national) contexts and to be 
implemented within school curricula. However, it seems that the leap from the 
European to the class level is too big to allow for proper operationalization and hence 
implementation. That means that the skills as they are formulated do not define 
learning outcomes or levels of performance related to the targeted educational levels 
(yet). The EU key competencies are: 1) communication in the mother tongue; 2) 
communication in foreign languages; 3) mathematical competence and basic 
competences in science and technology; 4) digital competence; 5) learning to learn; 6) 
social and civic competences; 7) sense of initiative and entrepreneurship; 8) cultural 
awareness and expression [16]. The list of 21st Century Skills developed by the 
business consortium (sponsored by Cisco, Intel and Microsoft) covers 4 domains: 
1)Ways of thinking - Creativity, critical thinking, problem-solving, decision-making 
and learning; 2) Ways of working - Communication and collaboration; 3) Tools for 
working - Information and communications technology (ICT) and information 
literacy; 4) Skills for living in the world - Citizenship, life and career, and personal 
and social responsibility [17]. These lists with key competences are partially 
complementary and partly overlapping.  
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Several studies [1][2] mention that, although the competences are seen as 
important, few or none of the countries have developed clear assessment policies for 
them. This can easily be understood, as different contexts and constellations of 
national issues and priorities could define other clusters of competencies as the most 
important ones. Overall, it seems not yet clear whether all 21st skills should be 
addressed and are suitable to be taken up by primary and secondary schools and if so, 
how (a selection of) 21st Century Skills should be interwoven in the consecutive 
curricula of primary and secondary schools and enacted in classroom practice.  

4 Working Together on the Integration of Formative Assessment 
and 21st Century Skills  

The analysis of teachers’ perceptions and needs regarding the formative assessment of 
21st Century Skills is a complex endeavour, which depends on institutional, school, 
and personal conditions. Besides this, we have shown in the previous section that the 
gap between existing frameworks and implementation in educational practice still 
needs to be bridged. We here describe the results of two approaches adopted within 
the Preaty project to initiate a translation towards school practices: 1) Gauging teacher 
needs beforehand, to inform the development of professionalization initiatives around 
TEFA and 21st Century Skills. 2) Collaborate with teachers in workshops towards 
translations suitable for their practice.  

4.1 Gauging Teachers Needs to Inform Professionalization Initiatives in the 
Netherlands  

The Dutch partner employs various means to gauge the need of primary and secondary 
teachers, such as document analysis, individual and group interviews. In this paper the 
focus is on the results of a chat log analysis to gain insight in teachers’ needs. 

Foundation Kennisnet held an online seminar about 21st Century Skills2 and how to 
make them explicit in education, in which various models of 21st Century Skills, 
reasons and manners to make them explicit and some example implementation 
projects were shown. During this seminar Dutch participants could discuss presented 
topics in a chat log. We asked Kennisnet permission to analyse this discussion, to 
acquire insight in participants’ needs with regard to 21st Century Skills and current 
issues regarding implementation (such as suitable learning activities, assessment 
practices, technology use) in school practice. 37 seminar participants participated 
actively in the chat, this group mainly consisting of teachers in various educational 
contexts, next to educational consultants and researchers. They created in total 443 
text entries, which were processed anonymously. Entries which were not directly 
related to the content of the seminar (e.g. more practical, technical and social entries) 
were filtered out. The remaining 250 entries were then analysed by means of 

                                                           
2 Kennisnet is the public ICT partner for education in the Netherland, providing advice on the 

use and implementation of ICT s for primary, secondary and vocational education. See 
seminar (March 2014): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYyZ3UkspyI& 
list=PLQI9hXCcoK1QZARMTuQ5YJTgWIYJGcQDg       
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qualitative content analysis. All entries were read and re-read, a coding scheme was 
derived bottom-up from the chat-log content and the entries were then tagged with the 
coding scheme. Each entry could be labelled with multiple labels. Table 1 provides an 
overview of the labels derived from the chat-log entries and their definition, the label 
frequency as well as some example entries (in italic), to provide further insight in the 
nature of the discussion. 

Table 1. Overview results qualitative analysis of chat log about 21st Century Skills and how to 
make them explicit in education 

Label and description Label 
Freq. 

Implementation: 
Remarks about how to implement 21st Century Skills at classroom/school level, 
mentioning the following aspects: 
- how to implement relevant learning activities: learning activities specified  

top-down based on specified programmes for (integrated/specific) 21st Century 
Skills or bottom-up by means of teacher-designed learning activities; potential 
benefits and role of ICT in implementating 21st Century Skills. E.g.: “when 
children would get more digital instruction the teacher saves time which can 
be used to support acquisition of new skills” 

- how to approach implementation: at what level (at national, school or individual 
teacher level), how to gain commitment amongst teachers. E.g.: "could 
implementation of 21st Century Skills happen at individual [teacher] level or  
can it only happen at large scale?"; "search for well underpinned information  
on which means/methods are most effective compared to only instructing. Not a 
single teacher would object to a means to help their pupils learn in the best way  

- preconditions (and their relations) for implementation. E.g.:” think of ‘4 in 
balans”[a dutch model for ICT implementation at school level with 4 factors] 

- time and planning issues: estimation of implementation trajectory, time 
needed for acceptance of 21st skills approaches in schools, how to use time 
effectively. E.g.:“what is the time line to accept the concept of 21st Century 
Skills as a familiar concept within education?” 

86 

Understanding and conceptualization of 21st Century Skills: 
Remarks about : 
- definition, models, background/origin, nature, positioning and critics of 21st 

Century Skills. E.g.: “on their own these skills already counted in the 20th 
century (think about all ‘innovative schools’). To me the ICT component provides 
another perspective with regards to pace, scale and organization”;“aim of 
ATCS21 (Microsoft, Intel, Cisco)is to integrate a lot of ICT within education, 
and their first strategy is to do so with digital tests and assessments (where in 
the Netherlands Cito is already busy with). I find this a dangerous develop-
ment.” 

- relations between and stress on skills: which skills are currently 
stressed/included and which not, how do the skills relate. E.g.: “21st 
Century Skills spans more than just media literacy” 

57 
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Table 1. (continued) 

Teacher skills, attitude and professionalization: 
Remarks about the knowledge, skills and attitude that teachers need to have or acquire 
in order to be able to implement 21st Century Skills in their classroom. E.g.: “I  
think something proceeds this, namely the sense of why you would like to do it 
[teaching] differently (= attitude)”;“do we, teachers, actually have these skills 
ourselves? To say it with other words, how can you teach pupils something, that you 
don’t master yourself?”;“kids need to learn how to solve problems, teachers need to 
learn to leave this to the kids”;” many teachers lack knowledge about the digital 
world” 

39 

Relations between 21st Century Skills and curriculum/content/domain:  
Remarks on: 
- whether skills can be learned separately from content or whether they should 

be learned interactively/combined with content and with each other. 
- whether skills are transferable from one domain to another or domain-

dependant.  
E.g.: “these 21st Century Skills are typically presented if they are not about any 

content. That’s quite interesting, as education is just about content.”; “several skills, 
like research skills and collaboration, are definitely not domain specific”;” domain 
specific content can as well stay like it is, skills are just another didactic approach” 

34 

Outcomes/output: 
Remarks on the objectives and potential results of introducing 21st Century 
Skills in schools. E.g.:” are there already objectives that need to be reached 
by education?”; “are these objectives smart [specific, measurable, 
acceptable, reachable, time specific] ?”; “core learning objectives are also 
well achievable by means of different didactics. That we already know 
decennia from research. Think for example about collaborative learning” 

32 

Good practice, examples and guidelines:  
References to good practices, examples, thoughts, guidelines and tips that are usable 
or provide background and inspiration for implementing 21st skills. E.g.: “I lately 
bumped into the initiative www.jeelo.nl, interesting and 21st century… project-
oriented learning” 

31 

Policy: 
Remarks on decisions and developments around 21st Century Skills at policy 
level. E.g.: “From the ministry of education and the curriculum institute 
nothing is fixed yet, isn’t it? Differently than in Flanders where by means of 
the diamant-model several core competences (that show a large overlap with 
the skills) are in the curriculum” 

26 

Assessment:  
Remarks on objectives, methods of and issues around (formative and 
summative) assessment of 21st Century Skills. E.g.: “are there already tools 
or instruments available that can measure the 21st Century Skills of 
pupils/schools?”;“measuring is from the old paradigm. We have to think how 
learners can picture/capture their own development. This goes more towards 
portfolio learning”; “to me it appears useful to assess the state of affairs, so 
that you can undertake goal-oriented interventions and adapt your teaching. 
If this is possible with a portfolio it is fine, but then still you need to analyse 
it” 

22 
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Table 1. (continued) 

Target group: 
Remarks on 21st Century Skills in relation to a specific target group. E.g.:“I do see 
many programmes in media literacy for primary education, but not for secondary 
education!”; “in secondary education it is mainly about learning pupils to recognize 
self-regulation and that in the long term they can manage this themselves” 

21 

Tools/instruments: 
Remarks on concrete (ICT) tools or instruments that support teachers, students 
and schools to (start to) work with 21st Century Skills. E.g.: “maybe a 
Kijkwijzer (observation indicators/pointer checklist) is a good way to support 
teachers, but that you further assess pupils by means of a portfolio and 
competences” 

18 

Research: 
Remarks on scientific research around 21st Century Skills. E.g.: “is there any sound 
research about 21st Century Skills available?” 

12 

School management: 
Remarks on the contribution at school management level with regards to 
introducing 21st Century Skills in schools. E.g.: “what does it mean as a 
manager for policy and team development?“ 

12 

Looking at the most mentioned themes we can see that the participants are, mostly 
at an individual level, struggling to make sense of 21st Century Skills and how to 
implement them in their classroom. They state that there are no clear national 
agreements, policies, guidelines and frameworks (yet) that can be used to guide their 
implementation at school curriculum level. It is for example unclear whether 21st 
Century Skills should be taught in combination with domain-related content and 
learned ‘on the fly’ or whether they should be taught, practiced, stressed and 
evaluated more extensively and expressively. Although teachers foresee a role for 
ICT to support and enable implementation of 21st Century Skills, next to being part of 
one of the skills in itself, it is not clear what use would be most beneficial. Teachers 
also wonder whether they have the required competences to guide the introduction 
and implementation of 21st Century Skills in their class, especially with regards to the 
ICT component. Also the manner to look upon assessment of the 21st skills, e.g. in a 
(combination of a) formative or summative way, is yet to be defined, still even at a 
conceptual level. In short, teachers and schools are still in a searching and explorative 
phase with regards to 21st Century Skills implementation.  

4.2 Collaborating with Teachers to Translate the Needs to Their Practice in 
Spain 

The Spanish partner designed and set up two teacher training workshops. The first 
workshop (WS1) was conducted at a primary school reckoned for its innovative 
character, especially regarding the integration of ICT in their classes [13]. The 25 
participant teachers attended the workshop in the context of the continuous formative 
assessment plan of the school. Therefore, they did not volunteer to assist to this 
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workshop. The second workshop (WS2) was organized at the University stances. 
Seven primary school teachers volunteered to assist to the three sessions, which were 
organized right after WS1 had finished. The goal of these workshops was to offer 
teachers conceptual and practical tools that enabled them to reflect on their 
assessment practices, show them procedures to integrate the assessment of 
competences, and eventually, help them apply e-assessment approaches presented at 
the workshop in their practice.  

Evaluation Instruments and Methods 

The workshops provided valuable initial evidence about teachers’ needs regarding the 
assessment of 21st Century Skills, and the role that ICT tools can play to support 
them. The evaluation instruments and methods used were initial and final 
questionnaires, observations and group discussions (see Table 2):  

Table 2. Instruments and methods used to collect data in the Spanish workshops, with the 
labels used to refer to them 

 Workshop 1 Workshop 2 
Initial questionnaire  [Init-Quest-WS1] [Init-Quest-WS2] 
Formal observations [Obs1-WS1] [Obs2-

WS1] [Obs3-WS1] 
[Obs1-WS2] [Obs2-
WS2] [Obs3-WS2] 

Final discussion  [Diss-WS1] [Diss-WS2] 
Final questionnaire [Final-Quest-WS1] [Final-Quest-WS2]  

Like every needs analysis also this one has limitations. As mentioned beforehand, 
we adapted the pace and content of the sessions to the needs of the participants, which 
were not always relevant to our research goals. Time restrictions were also strong. An 
example of this is the short time we could devote to the final discussions, due to the 
time we had to dedicate to previous activities. In response to this limitation, we plan 
to complete the data-gathering phase by organizing further group discussions with a 
selection of teachers.  

Findings 

The first two issues we had to face while designing the workshops were related with 
how to present the participants methods for the integration of 21st Century Skills in 
the curriculum, and the selection of the most appropriate e-assessment methods and 
tools to present at the workshops.  

The integration of 21st Century Skills into the curriculum of Primary schools in 
Spain has not been sufficiently developed at the official level. In spite of some efforts 
[14], teachers have not received sufficient directions about how to integrate these 
skills in the curriculum, even less about how to assess them. There are very few 
examples of schools that have carried out this endeavour [15]. While designing the 
workshops we used the experience of a secondary school teacher as an example. He is 
an active innovator himself, who had already faced this problem, and had a vast 
experience as trainer in teacher workshops. He had designed a process that defined 
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how to map these competencies to assessment criteria, and how to include them in  
the learning activities proposed in his classes (supported or not by technology). At the 
workshops he explained his experience and how he had managed to bridge the 
competencies with assessment criteria, and these with the learning activities. Then, 
the participant teachers were asked to fulfil an activity plan where they could put in 
practice these procedures. 

It turned out that the intervention of this teacher was one of the most valued 
aspects of the workshop, as recognized in the final evaluation questionnaire (“I 
appreciate that everything was based on the experience of a colleague that has 
already applied it” [Final-Quest-WS1]. However, being a secondary school teacher, 
some participants still questioned whether the examples where applicable to their 
classes. (“The assessment instruments are too detailed for the application I foresee in 
the classroom” [Diss-WS1]; “Time in classes is very limited, we do not have time 
inside or outside the class to reflect on the students’ advancement” (this is related to 
the formative evaluation) [Obs3-WS1]. This calls clearly for the need of documenting 
yet more meaningful examples, and to the need of adapting the assessment criteria to 
match the context of primary school teachers.  

The process of assessing competencies requires tools that support teachers in the 
creation of instruments that operationalize the assessment criteria (control lists, 
rubrics, etc.). The e-assessment approach that best matches this need are electronic 
rubrics, and therefore, we focused the workshop on this approach.  

We chose Evalcomix3 out of six other tools that had been analysed previously in 
the context of the Preaty project [12]. Evalcomix was selected based on a set of 
criteria referring to the usability, stability, support, language, price, user-friendliness 
and integration in a VLE. Regarding this last criterion, the teachers in the workshop 
demanded a tool that could be integrated in Moodle, which was their institutional 
VLE [Init-Quest-1]. Evalcomix supports the design and management of assessment 
instruments, such as checklists, rating scales and rubrics. It offers English and Spanish 
versions, and can be integrated in a VLE (Moodle or LAMS) to assess learning 
activities. The fact that teachers in this school already used Moodle for their lessons 
added potential value to the choice of Evalcomix. At the workshops, it was employed 
to show the participant teachers how to define and apply a checklist, a rating scale and 
a rubric. The participants worked on assessment criteria defined in a previous activity, 
and used these and the tool to develop assessment instruments.  

However, and in spite of the fact that Evalcomix complied with the selection 
criteria listed above, it showed important limitations for its use by the primary school 
teachers. As noted by one of the teachers in the final questionnaire “The product 
itself, Evalcomix, needs to be improved. These improvements should be done in two 
directions: on the one hand, making all the system more intuitive, it should not 
require more than 10 minutes to learn; on the other hand, the labels should go hand 
in hand with the (educational) design, words like “attributes” are not in our teachers 
vocabulary” [Final-Quest-WS1]. Another teacher in the second workshop raised the 
question of what was the benefit of using Evalcomix instead of another off-the-shelf 
tool, such as Google Forms. In the discussion that followed this comment it was 
agreed that these tools are useful if integrated in a VLE used by the students (not only 

                                                           
3 http://evalcomix.uca.es/ 
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by teachers, as it is the case in many primary schools) [Obs2-WS2]. In fact, 
Evalcomix only exploits its full potential in complex evaluation processes, involving 
not only the teacher but also the students, in peer-assessment and self-assessment. 
These approaches to assessment are not normally used, especially at the first courses 
(“The main problem for us as primary school teachers, is … that the students cannot 
use the resources autonomously due to their age”; “The lower levels (referring to 6- 
and 7- years old) are not able to create their own resources” [Obs2-WS2].  

Of course, technology itself is still seen as an obstacle (“We cannot depend on 
technology. It may happen that the connection does not work, and my computer is 
very slow”) [Obs3-WS1]. When asked about which were the main problems to adopt 
the approaches studied in the workshop, two groups of teachers pointed out this issue: 
“Internet access and the command of computer and technical issues” [Diss-WS2], 
“[the main problem is] The lack of technological resources in the school, the fact that 
we sometimes do not know how to use them …” [Diss-WS2]. In fact, we experienced 
this kind of technological hazard in the first workshop, the one run at the primary 
school instances. Several issues related to the configuration of the lab, and of the 
access to the Moodle server used for the course, caused us many problems “We have 
dedicated 5-6 minutes to explain them how to enrol in the new course”, “The server 
[where the Moodle course with Evalcomix is installed] breaks down. We try to export 
the instruments to import them later on, and it does not work either. I phone B. [in 
charge of the unit that runs the Moodle server] to get a number to call to”; “We are 
obliged to finish the session now [15 minutes before expected]” [Obs2-WS1]. As 
mentioned beforehand, this happened in a school that has been acknowledged to have 
the highest level of ICT-integration4. Schools need more reliable resources to enable a 
more natural use of technology.  

Some teachers expressed their concerns that these methods require them to be in 
front of the computer all the time [Obs3-WS1], which is not the way they usually 
work. Therefore, an issue for further reflection is to see whether current ICT-based 
assessment methods are of value for these classrooms, which are not (yet) 
implementing the one-to-one computing paradigm. In these contexts, most of the 
activity is still done off-line, with no intervention of computers, and therefore, the role 
of ICT-based tools is restricted. 

In spite of the limitations observed, the teachers also envisioned some of the potential 
advantages of these approaches. Interestingly, they stated that they are appropriate to 
assess group learning (The answered “To assess group learning” to the question about 
which possibilities they saw for these methods and tools) [Obs3-WS1, Diss-WS2]. They 
saw the potential provided by this kind of systems to share evaluation instruments 
(“These instruments can be useful to share with other colleagues”) [Obs3-WS1-3], 
although, as noted by one participant, “it is difficult to reach consensus about the 
indicators with the rest of the teachers” [Diss-WS2]. Some teachers noted the potential 
for reutilization (“It takes time to elaborate them, but it is worthy at mid-term. It can be 
applied in multiple occasions with slight modifications”) [Diss-WS2]. 
                                                           
4 The Regional Administration of Education in Castilla y León has established a 5-level 

certification system to determine the quality of the integration of ICT at schools. This 
accreditation takes into account the use of ICT according to the resources available, the 
quality of the didactic proposals put in practice, and the permanent teacher training proposals 
accomplished in the school. 
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5 Conclusions  

Holding the results of the two studies presented against the Surrey and Ely model 
with eight conditions (C’s) that positively influence implementation of innovations in 
education [3] we can draw several conclusions regarding what is possible to advance 
implementation. We see that teachers do in fact experience a sense of urgency and 
dissatisfaction (C1) with the status quo. Many are at an individual level wrestling 
with the question ‘How can I implement 21st Century Skills in my classroom?’. 
However, this urgency seems to be mainly caused by external factors (namely due to 
policy and societal influence) to do something with 21st Century Skills in their 
classroom, and it is yet unclear whether teachers are in fact at an individual level 
committed (C7) to the introduction of 21st Century Skills in their classroom. 

Apparently, teachers currently experience that the basic conditions and resources 
(C3) for implementation are lacking or insufficient and the overall guidelines for 
implementation are absent or vague. No practical, implementable educational models, 
methods, assessment indicators and instruments, ICT-tools or guidelines were 
supplied with the frameworks for 21st Century Skills to make the process of 
implementing learning activities and assessment practices straightforward. Teachers 
experience this lack of educational methods as a drawback, although they are actively 
searching themselves for good practices, tools and instruments that they could use. 
Lack of clarity about implementation is also related to uncertainty about the definition 
of skills. The lists of skills are not recognized as new or as indispensable for students 
to learn, except for the realization that ICT is an integral part of being competent in 
the skills. Although they do realise that it is important to have instruments to assess 
the skills, no relation is made with technology-enhanced formative assessment as a 
pedagogical approach that can contribute to implementation of 21st Century Skills. 
Also the trouble-free use of the ICT-infrastructure at primary and secondary schools 
(e.g. in terms of secure and stable wireless network access, sufficient number of 
devices for a 1-to-1 computing approach, the connection with an overarching Virtual 
Learning Environment (VLE) and the use of a VLE by both teachers and learners) 
cannot be taken for granted when introducing TEFA for 21st Century Skills.  

Teachers are also unsure about their own knowledge and skills (C2) and 
especially outspoken towards the lack of ICT skills; here the duality between their 
own lack of skillfulness and the need to train students in this field continues to exist. 
In addition, they do not experience sufficient participation and leadership by either the 
ministry nor by school management (C6 and C8). In both studies nothing was 
mentioned with regard to the availability of time (C4) to acquire knowledge and 
skills and available rewards or incentives (C5) for teachers. 

Despite the detected conceptual and practical challenges teachers stills see the 
advantage of integrating 21st Century Skills in their classroom practice and at 
curriculum level. However, they feel that they need to be facilitated on a more 
practically oriented level to achieve this in the future. Based on these findings, the 
Preaty project adopts the following approach to support the implementation of 21st 
Century Skills with technology enhanced formative assessment at classroom level in 
primary and secondary schools:  
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─ a collaboration/’joint venture’ developmental approach with teachers, by means of 
collaborative professionalization, to develop a translation from overarching 
frameworks towards practically implementable solutions and to gain further insight 
in their commitment at individual level. This approach should also result in further 
exploring and intertwining 21st Century Skills and formative assessment 
approaches and the use of technology to support and enhance formative assessment 
practices in schools. 

─ using formats that connect to and elaborate upon a teachers’ experience, that 
provide tips and guidelines for implementing them in classroom practice, that 
highlight potential practical benefits (such as sharing with teachers and re-
utalization) and that stimulate teachers’ own reflection on their practice (e.g. by 
(multi-media) story-telling of other teachers’ experiences and problems, concrete 
lessons or good practices and case descriptions of schools).  
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Abstract. In teacher education programmes, text-based portfolios are generally 
used to assess student-teachers’ competence as new teachers. However, striking 
discrepancies are known to exist between the competencies reflected in a  
written portfolio and the competencies observed in actual classroom practice. 
Multiple assessments should be used to provide a more valid assessment of stu-
dent-teachers’ competence as new teachers. Technology can support this kind 
of multiple and flexible ways of assessment. In a Research & Development 
project, four types of e-assessments were designed, implemented and evaluated 
in 27 interventions in 13 post-graduated teacher education programs in the 
Netherlands. Teacher educators reported positive outcomes of the interventions 
in terms of new procedures, materials and tools. No significant effects were 
found of the implementation of the four types of e-assessments on the evalua-
tion by either teacher educators or student-teachers. A possible explanation for 
this absence of effects might be teething problems of the interventions imple-
mented. 

Keywords: teacher education, assessment, teacher competence. 

1 Introduction 

Assessment and evaluation are increasingly important in all educational sectors. In 
teacher education programs, text-based self-evaluations are generally used to assess 
student-teachers’ competence as new teachers [1,2]. However, this kind of written 
self-evaluation does not give valid evidence of teacher competencies that are typically 
used to guide the curriculum of teacher education programs. Consequently, observa-
tion of student-teachers’ performance are increasingly used for assessment, such as 
class observations, teaching materials and tests. Simultaneously, assessment is used 
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for both formative and summative purposes: assessments are not only used to measure 
student-teachers’ competencies, but also to feed back student-teachers which compe-
tencies they already possess, in what phase of development they are and how they can 
acquire teacher competencies. Technology can support this kind of multiple and flex-
ible ways of assessment. The objective of this paper is to provide insight into how 
multiple e-assessments of student-teachers’ competence as new teachers can be de-
signed in an efficient and effective way.  

1.1 Student-Teachers’ Competence as New Teachers 

In 2005, in response to national and international calls for improved teacher education 
and greater educational accountability, the Dutch Ministry of Education decided to 
develop a standard for all teachers in secondary education. Subsequently, a standard 
was developed resembling the Professional Standards for Teachers in England 
(http://www.tda.gov.uk/), the National Professional Standard for Teachers in Austral-
ia (see http://www.nsw.gov.au/), and the Professional Teaching Standards in the  
United States (see http://www.nbpts.org/). The Dutch Teacher Standard includes pe-
dagogical, interpersonal, organizational, methodological, relational (colleagues, 
community), and reflective competencies (see the Association for the Professional 
Quality of Teachers, http://www.lerarenweb.nl/). The first four competencies (i.e., 
pedagogical, interpersonal, organizational, and methodological competencies) can be 
assessed on the basis of teacher performance in the classroom. While the relational 
competencies that pertain to colleagues and the community are important, student-
teachers usually gain only limited experience with these competencies during their 
training. All six competencies refer to the professional role of the teacher in three 
types of situations: working with students, working with colleagues, and working in 
the school. The seventh competence is reflection, which is seen as important for a 
teacher’s ongoing personal and professional development [3,4,5]. All of the seven 
competencies of the Dutch standard are described according to rubrics of key know-
ledge, skills and attitudes that teachers must have at various levels. Teacher education 
programs typically use the competencies outlined in the national standard to guide 
their curriculum design and assessment. The problem, of course, is how to assess the 
competencies and thereby demonstrate that teachers meet the required standards. 

1.2 Assessment of Student-Teacher Competence 

In the 1980s, written teaching portfolios were introduced into teacher education to 
stimulate student-teachers to think more carefully about their teaching practices and 
subject matter [1,2], [6,7,8,9]. Portfolios are argued to be suited not only for learning 
purposes but also for assessment purposes as they represent: "a way to define, display, 
and store evidence of a teacher’s knowledge and skills that is based on multiple 
sources of evidence collected over time in authentic settings" (p. 58) [10]. Student 
teachers can include, for instance, the following in assessment portfolios: their ideas 
regarding teaching, summaries of relevant theories, samples of lesson plans, observa-
tional notes on their teaching, and reflections upon their teaching practices. While 
such documents cover a wide range of knowledge and competence, striking discrep-
ancies are known to exist between the competencies reflected in a written portfolio 
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and the competencies observed in actual classroom practice. That is, student-teachers 
can sometimes present excellent written portfolios while their teaching performance is 
evaluated by school and university supervisors as rather weak [7] and vice versa 
[11,12]. 

When Delandshere and Arens [10] analyzed the written portfolios submitted to 
three teacher education programs in the USA, they encountered major problems with 
the evidence submitted for assessment purposes. Most of the written portfolios con-
sisted of meta-data (e.g., statements of beliefs, lesson plans, mentor observations, 
reflections on teaching experiences). In other words, the data was removed from ac-
tual practice and thus indirect; the portfolios showed the student teachers’ views on 
classroom events and their beliefs about teaching. As Delandshere and Arens point 
out, however, the assessment of teaching performance requires direct evidence and 
thus data on the teacher’s actual work in the classroom. 

In contrast to such indirect sources of data, video recording allows direct teaching 
evidence to be included in an assessment portfolio. The use of video recordings al-
lows direct evidence of teaching to be included in a narrative. Compared to written or 
oral accounts, video narratives are likely to provide information on a wider variety of 
teacher competencies and more specific information on the contexts in which the 
competencies are demonstrated. This rich picture of teacher competencies and prac-
tices obtained in specific contexts can be assumed not only to provide highly valid 
information but also can be used for analytic and varied reflection.  

There is much empirical work on the use of video for learning, mostly in teacher 
education [11,12] and in professional development programs with (experienced) 
teachers [15,16]. For example, in their evaluation study of the use of video in web-
based computer-mediated communication in teacher education, Lee and Wu [17] 
found that student-teachers reflect more thoroughly on their teaching, pinpointing the 
areas of required improvement better, compared to situations in which student-
teachers had to rely on their recall of their practices only. Likewise, these authors 
showed that student-teachers were also willing to share their experiences with and 
learn from their peers. Moreover, the authors found that – compared to micro-
teaching sessions in which student-teachers had to rely on their recall only - peer 
feedback became more concrete and associated with specific points in the video clips. 
This feedback was also appreciated more by student-teachers. Finally, watching, ana-
lyzing and reflecting upon the video-taped practices of others enabled the student-
teachers to learn from good teaching models and guard against bad ones. Experiences 
with how the use of video clips can be further integrated into the professional devel-
opment of teachers confirm these findings (e.g., Video Clubs in [18]). 

However, due to the lack of empirical studies on video portfolios with teachers or 
student-teachers for assessment purposes, it is still unclear if the inclusion of direct 
evidence about the functioning of student-teachers in the classroom facilitates a valid 
assessment of student-teachers’ competence. 

1.3 e-Assessment of Student-Teachers’ Competence 

The licensing and certification of teachers today is performance-based and thus re-
cognizes teaching as a highly complex, highly contextual, and highly personal activity 
[7], [19,20]. In teacher education programs, performance-based assessment is often 
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supplemented with other information from portfolios, which can include lesson plans, 
reflections, feedback from students, and feedback from supervisors, superiors and 
colleagues [21]. A portfolio should show not only that the student-teacher knows and 
understands theory but also that the student-teacher can act in accordance with theory 
and detect discrepancies between what is taught in theory and what occurs in actual 
practice. 

This complex combination of teacher competencies asks for multiple assessment 
procedures in teacher education. Technology might support these new, complex ways 
of assessment. Recent years have been characterized by extensive growth in the use of 
technology in education, such as virtual learning environments, simulation software, 
virtual experiments, visualization of complex models as well as tools which enables 
students and teachers to communicate and collaborate through email, electronic fo-
rums, and instant-messaging systems. However, the use of technology in assessment 
procedure (i.e., e-assessment) is an under-researched area. e-Assessments convey 
practical benefits such as accessibility of practices, flexibility in updating information, 
and incorporating multimedia resources [22], in addition to efficiency for both teacher 
educators and student-teachers. As teaching has been recognized as a highly complex, 
highly contextual, and highly personal activity, e-assessments might be helpful in 
order to assess student-teachers’ competence as new teachers in an efficient and effec-
tive way. 

1.4 Problem of This Study 

The problem of the present study was how multiple e-assessments of student-
teachers’ competence as new teachers could be designed in such a way that these 
could be carried out in an efficient and effective way and provide a valid assessment 
of student-teachers’ competence as new teachers. Research questions were: 

1. How do interventions on e-assessment affect the use and evaluation of these e-
assessments by teacher educators? 

2. How do interventions on e-assessment affect the evaluation of these e-assessments 
by student teachers? 

3. How do teacher educators perceive the implementation of the interventions on  
e-assessment? 

2 Methods 

2.1 Research Context 

Teacher preparation includes certification at three levels: primary education, lower 
secondary education (pre-vocational secondary education and the three lower grades 
of senior general secondary education and pre-university education) and all levels of 
secondary education. The latter programs are mainly based in research universities 
and the former two programs are mainly organized by universities of applied sciences. 

The context of this study is the post-graduate teaching education program in the 
Netherlands. Students who graduate are licensed to teach at all levels of secondary 
education in the Netherlands. Teacher preparation for certification to teach at all  
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levels of secondary education usually takes a one-year full time (or two-years 50% 
part-time) master program as a follow-up of a master program in a particular school 
subject (e.g. mathematics or a foreign language). This means that teachers who are 
licensed to teach at all levels of secondary education have two Masters: one in a 
school subject or related domain and one in teaching this school subject. The curricula 
of these teacher education programs exist of 50% courses at the teacher education 
institution and 50% teaching in school. The common goal of these master programs is 
to connect theory and practice of teaching in secondary education. 

In a Dutch national Research & Development project, Non satis scire (funded by 
the SURF foundation, http://www.surf.nl/), teacher educators and master students of 
teacher education programs of all 13 Dutch research universities participated. Teacher 
educators collaboratively design, implement, and evaluate both formative and summa-
tive assessments of student-teachers’ competence as new teachers. Four e-assessment 
types have been addressed: 1) knowledge tests on learning and instruction, 2) provid-
ing feedback on students’ plans for research on teaching practice, 3) providing  
feedback on students’ web-based video clips of teaching practice and 4) digital self-
assessments of student-teachers’ reflection. 

2.2 Design of the Study 

In a multiple-case study research design, 27 interventions were carried out, spread 
over 13 teacher education programs and the four forms of e-assessment (see Table 1). 
In order to answer research questions 1 and 2, for each type of e-assessment teacher 
educators and students from the experimental condition (programs that carried out the 
particular type of e-assessment) were compared with teacher educators and students 
from the control condition (i.e., programs that were not part of the experimental con-
ditions). In order to answer research question 3, a multiple case study design was used 
[23] using multiple data sets about each of the programs. 

Table 1. Overview of the design 

 Participating TE programs 
Intervention Experimental 

condition 
Control 

condition 
1. Knowledge tests 4 9 
2. Feedback on students’ research plans 9 4 
3. Feedback on students’ video clips 11 2 
4. Digital self-assessment 4 9 

2.3 Data and Procedures 

Data were collected of 115 teacher educators and 644 master students from 13 univer-
sities. A digital pre-test and post-test questionnaire was administered to teacher  
educators to evaluate the four interventions on two aspects: 1) the extent to which 
different forms of e-assessments were used and 2) the extent to which these forms 
were valued. A similar pre- and post-test questionnaire was administered (on paper) to 
students from the 13 universities. In addition, observations of work meetings and 
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evaluation reports were used to map teacher-trainers’ experiences with the various 
forms of e-assessment. Finally, all educational materials (study guides, readers, tests, 
video clips, student reflections, research plan, feedback forms and completed assess-
ment rubrics) were collected and analyzed to support or contradict interpretations 
from the questionnaire data and work meetings. 

Questionnaire for Teacher Educators. In addition to their gender, age, teaching 
experience and teaching position, teacher educators were asked to evaluate the use of 
1) a corpus of shared items of a knowledge test on learning and instruction; 2) digital 
knowledge tests; 3) peer feedback on research plans; 4) peer assessment on research 
plans; 5) digital rubrics to support the assessment of research plans; 6) video record-
ing of student-teachers’ practices and 7) self-evaluations. 

First, we asked teacher educators to indicate the variety of their use of the assess-
ment types. The frequency of use was measured by 2 to 5 yes/no items, with items 
like, “Did you use the digital corpus of knowledge items?” (Shared test items), “Did 
students provide written feedback on their research plans?”(Peer feedback) or “Did 
you provide feedback on the basis of students’ video clips of their teaching practice?” 
(Video). 

Second, the evaluation of each of the assessment types was measured using a series 
of 4 to 7 similar Likert-type scale statements, with 1= completely disagree to 5= com-
pletely agree. Example items are “The use of digital tests has a positive effect on the 
time that is needed to feed back the test results (Digital knowledge test), “Peer feed-
back has a positive effect on the time teachers spend on providing feedback” (Peer 
feedback), or “The use of web-based video clips of students’ teaching practice has a 
positive effect on students’ insight into their own teaching competence” (Video). 

In Table 2, the descriptive statistics are presented for the frequency of use and for 
the evaluation of each of the assessment types. Of the 115 teacher educators, 60 com-
pleted both the pre-test and the post-test. The reliability of the seven evaluation scales 
met our norm of 0.70, for the first scale with only 4 items after using the Spearman-
Brown correction for test length. 

Table 2. Descriptive statistics teacher-educator questionnaire 

 Frequency 
scale* 

Evaluation 
scale 

Cronbach’s α Exp cond 
N 

Contr cond 
N 

Shared test items** 0 – 3 1-5 .58 26 34 
Dig. knowl. tests 0 – 2 1-5 .72 26 34 
Peer feedback 0 – 5 1-5 .74 52 8 
Peer assessment 0 – 3 1-5 .77 52 8 
Rubrics 0 – 4 1-5 .82 52 8 
Video 0 – 5 1-5 .77 52 8 
Self-assessment 0 – 3 1-5 .78 13 37 

* 0 = assessment instrument is not used; 2/5 = instrument is used in various ways 
** this scale included only 4 items 
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Questionnaire for Students. In addition to their university, gender and age, students 
were asked to report their evaluation of 1) digital knowledge tests; 2) peer feedback 
on research plans; 3) peer assessment on research plans; 4) digital rubrics to support 
the assessment of research plans; 5) video recording of student-teachers’ practices and 
6) self-evaluations. 

The items of this part of the student questionnaire were similar to those in the 
teacher questionnaire. For each of the e-assessments types, a series of 4 or 5 state-
ments were used to measure students’ evaluation. These statements were answered on 
a Likert-type scale, with 1= completely disagree to 5= completely agree. Example 
items are “I receive feedback about my test results more timely in the case of a digital 
test compared to a paper-and-pencil test” (Digital knowledge test), “I can learn a lot 
from provide providing peer feedback on research proposals” (Peer feedback), or 
“Supervision using a web-based video clips of my teaching practice is better than 
supervision on the basis of life observation of my supervisor” (Video). 

In Table 3, the descriptive statistics are presented for the evaluation of each of the 
seven assessment types. The reliability of five evaluation scales met our norm of 0.70. 
The first scale was excluded from the analyses as the reliability appeared to be low. 
As shown in Table 2, the distribution of participants in both conditions is strongly 
skewed, which lowers the chance to find any significant differences between both 
conditions. 

Table 3. Descriptive statistics student questionnaire 

 Evaluation 
scale 

Cronbachs α Exp cond. 
N 

Control cond. 
N 

Dig. knowl tests* 1-5 -- -- -- 
5 
5 
5 

Peer feedback 1-5 .79 131 
126 
130 

Peer assessment 1-5 .76 
Rubrics 1-5 .84 
Video 1-5 .78 109 

5 
25 

125 Self-assessment 1-5 .78 

* this scale is excluded because the reliability was too low 

Work Meetings and Evaluation Reports. During the project period of two years 
two or three teacher educators per teacher education program that participated in the 
four types of e-assessment interventions attended three work meetings and completed 
evaluation reports which were used as input for these meetings. The information from 
the meetings and reports was summarized. 

2.4 Analyses 

A mix-method analysis procedure was used. For the questionnaire data, repeated 
measures analyses were used to examine possible differences in evaluation before and 
after the interventions. In these analyses, each intervention condition was compared 
with the three other forms of e-assessment (which form the control condition).  
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The qualitative data in the written protocols of the work meetings and evaluation  
reports were combined into a thick description [24 of each of the 27 interventions 
indicating teacher educators’ self-reported experiences with the particular form of e-
assessment.  

3 Results 

3.1 Use and Evaluation by Teacher Educators 

The results of the repeated measures analyses of variance for teacher educators are 
summarized in Table 4 (frequency of use) and Table 5 (evaluation). 

The analyses did not show a significant increase in teacher educators’ use of the 
particular assessment procedure, compared to the control condition (consisting of 
programs that did not use the particular e-assessment form). As shown in Table 4, 
teacher educators in the intervention condition did generally differ in their use of the 
particular assessment form from the control condition, but these differences already 
existed a priori (with all Fs< 1.71 and all ps>.20). It appears that teacher educators 
apparently decided to participate in the interventions that included the assessment 
form they already used in their regular practice. A marginal trend was found for the 
use of a digital knowledge test (F(1,58)= 3.50; p= 0.06) indicating that teacher educa-
tors in the experimental condition tended to increase their use of a digital knowledge 
test after the intervention, compared to teacher educators from the control condition. 

Table 4. Results for teacher educators: frequency of use of assessment procedure (means and 
standard deviations between brackets) 

 Experimental condition Control condition 
 Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test 

Shared test items 1.6 (1.4) 1.4 (1.4) 0.8 (1.2) 1.1 (1.4) 
Dig. knowl. tests 0.2 (0.5) 0.3 (0.6) 0.1 (0.2) 0.1 (0.2) 
Peer feedback 2.2 (1.8) 2.3 (1.8) 0.1 (0.4) 0.6 (1.2) 
Peer assessesment 0.4 (0.9) 0.4 (1.0) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0) 
Rubrics 2.2 (1.7) 2.2 (1.7) 0.1 (0.4) 1.0 (1.9) 
Video 1.8 (1.5) 2.0 (1.5) 0.5 (0.5) 1.3 (1.6) 
Self-assessment 0.8 (0.4) 0.8 (0.4) 0.8 (0.8) 0.9 (0.7) 

In Table 5, the results are summarized for the evaluation of the e-assessment types 
by teacher educators. Again, no differences were found between the experimental and 
control conditions, indicating that teacher educators from the intervention condition 
generally did not evaluate the e-assessment forms differently, compared to the other 
teacher educators (with all Fs <0.25 and all ps >.62). Finally, no significant correla-
tions were found between the use of the assessment types by teacher educators and 
their evaluations of the particular form of e-assessment (with all rs < .25). 
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Table 5. Results for teacher educators: evaluation of assessment procedure  (means and 
standard deviations between brackets) 

 Experimental condition Control condition 
 Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test 
Shared test items 3.6 (0.6) 3.3 (0.6) 3.5 (0.5) 3.2 (0.5) 
Dig. knowl. test 3.2 (0.3) 3.1 (0.7) 3.1 (0.6) 3.0 (0.5) 
Peer feedback 3.6 (0.5) 3.4 (0.5) 3.8 (0.3) 3.5 (0.5) 
Peer assessment 3.2 (0.6) 3.2 (0.4) 3.7 (0.4) 3.5 (0.5) 
Rubrics 3.5 (0.5) 3.5 (0.6) 3.9 (0.1) 4.0 (0.3) 
Video 3.2 (0.6) 3.2 (0.6) 3.1 (0.4) 3.1 (0.6) 
Self-assessment 3.6 (0.4) 3.6 (0.6) 3.4 (0.5) 3.4 (0.5) 

Note. Scale is 1 =totally disagree, 5 =totally agree that the particular e-assessment has a beneficial 
effect 

3.2 Evaluation by Student-Teachers 

In Table 6, the results of the repeated measures analyses on the data of the master 
students are summarized. No significant differences were found between students 
from the experimental and control condition on the evaluation of the e-assessment 
types (all Fs < 1.85 and all ps >18). A marginal trend was found for the evaluation of 
peer feedback (F(1,134)= 3.35; p= 0.07) indicating that students in the experimental 
condition generally tended to report a negative evaluation of peer feedback after the 
intervention, compared to students from the control condition. Generally, students 
from the experimental condition tended to show lower evaluation scores after the 
intervention with respect to all types of assessment, compared to the pre-test and 
compared to students from the control condition. It should be noted that the distribu-
tion of numbers of students in the experimental and in the control conditions is 
strongly skewed. In order to decrease this skewedness, students’ practice of the par-
ticular e-assessment (yes/no) was used to define the experimental en control condi-
tion. Although this increased the number of students in the control condition (i.e. 
students who were part of an intervention, but did not practice the particular assess-
ment), similar results were found as shown in Table 6. 

Table 6. Results for master students: evaluation of assessment procedures (means and standard 
deviations between brackets) 

 Experimental condition Control condition 
 Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test 
Peer feedback 3.5 (0.5) 3.3 (0.6) 3.6 (0.3) 3.9 (0.6) 
Peer assessment 3.4 (0.6) 3.2 (0.7) 3.3 (0.9) 3.6 (0.7) 
Rubrics 3.6 (0.7) 3.4 (0.8) 3.5 (1.1) 3.8 (0.6) 
Video 4.0 (0.5) 3.8 (0.7) 3.9 (0.4) 3.7 (0.7) 
Self-assessment 3.8 (0.2) 3.6 (1.2) 3.5 (0.6) 3.8 (0.6) 

Note. Scale is 1 =totally disagree, 5 =totally agree that instrument has a beneficial effect 
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3.3 Teacher-Educators’ Perceptions of the e-Assessment Interventions 

In Table 7, the results of the qualitative analyses of the work meetings and evaluation 
reports of the teacher educators are summarized. These analyses show the particulari-
ties of using the four forms of assessments. One of the results from the analysis of the 
educational materials was that teacher educators used the assessments in a formative 
way, instead of or in addition to summative assessments. This result aligns with ob-
servations from Admiraal, Van Duin, Hoeksma, and Van de Kamp [25] that teacher 
educators strongly prefer the role of mentor or coach, guiding students during their 
learning process, instead of the role of assessor, which includes judging the quality of 
students’ competence. Moreover, many educational and procedural outcomes can be 
distinguished such as the setup of a digital repository of test items, quality improve-
ment of knowledge tests, and procedures and rubrics for peer feedback on research 
plans and for feedback and assessment of web-based video of teaching practices. 

Table 7. Results from the qualitative analyses of the work meetings and evaluation reports 

Shared tests 
and test items 

Sharing the knowledge tests - used in the various training institutes - was 
evaluated positively by all participants. Participants reported that they 
reflected more on good ways of testing and how to improve test items  

Digital 
knowledge 
tests 

Participants indicated that they wished to experiment further with digital 
testing. Digital testing appeared to be especially advantageous for larger 
training institutes. 
However, within these institutes organizational hindrances (i.e. lack of 
large enough computer rooms) were also reported. 

Peer feedback One participant reported that the developed peer feedback procedure had 
helped to diminish the workload of teacher-trainers in evaluating research 
plans written by students. 
Two other participants indicated that the procedure had a beneficial effect 
on students’ study progress. 
All participants agreed that peer feedback had an added value for the as-
sessment of research plans. 

Peer assess-
ment 

Participants agreed that (summative) peer assessment of students’ research 
plans was not feasible, because of the extra workload for students and 
teacher-trainers. Participants also doubted the quality of students’ assess-
ments.  

Rubrics Participants agreed that using rubrics for peer feedback helped to make the 
assessment criteria more transparent for students and teacher-trainers, and 
helped to improve the quality of the feedback. 

Video Three findings were reported, on which participants agreed: 
- Much attention needs to be paid to the technological and organizational 
aspects before video can be adequately used as an instrument to assess 
students’ classroom practices.  
- According to participants video cannot replace live observation of class-
room practice; rather, video is seen as complementary.  Usually, video is 
used for formative and not for summative assessment.  
- Discussions of video recordings and feedback on classroom practice should 
take place in a safe environment (teacher-student, or in small groups) 
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Table 7. (continued) 

Self-
assessments 

According to participants students need help to be able to reflect on their 
classroom practice and competencies as new teachers. (Digital) self-
assessment instruments can be used, but need to be properly “framed” in 
the curriculum.  

4 Discussion and Conclusion 

Assessment procedures and criteria were developed and evaluated for testing student-
teachers’ knowledge of teaching, for assessing a written research proposal using peer 
feedback, peer assessment and rubrics, for judging video clips of teaching practices 
and student-teachers’ self-evaluations. Although teacher educators reported positive 
outcomes of the interventions in terms of e-assessment procedures and tools (research 
question 3), no significant effects were found of the implementation and the evalua-
tion of these procedures and tools (research question 1). 

Teacher educators did use a particular type of assessment significantly more in the 
experimental condition than in the control condition, but these differences already 
existed a priori. So, it seems that teacher educators participated more in the type of 
assessment they already used before the intervention started. Student-teachers showed 
a less positive evaluation of the assessment type after the intervention than at the be-
ginning and compared to the students in the control condition, although differences 
were not significant (research question 2). It might be that most interventions in the 
teacher education programs involved in this study were in a so-called experimental 
phase, showing teething problems in the implementation of the assessment proce-
dures, materials and tools. This would explain why teacher educators are quite posi-
tive about the educational outcomes of the study reporting new procedures, materials 
and tools that were absent before. 

4.1 Limitations 

As this project was carried out as a Research & Development project aimed at the 
implementation of e-assessments in teacher education, some limitations of the re-
search design should be mentioned here. Firstly, there might be a bias of self-
selection. Teacher education institutes chose to implement two to three interventions 
with e-assessment in their programs, which means that all teacher educators and stu-
dents of a particular program participated in the experimental condition that was con-
nected to the particular e-assessment form of their institute. So, the self-selection was 
on the program level instead of the individual level, and therefore we think that poten-
tial confounding effects are quite minimal. Secondly, due to this self-selection of 
teacher education programs, the distribution of participants in the experimental and 
control condition was highly skewed, except for the self-assessment intervention. This 
considerably decreased the power of our analyses and might therefore explain why no 
significant differences were found between participants of the experimental and con-
trol conditions. Thirdly, self-reports of implementations and evaluations were used 
instead of registration measures such as observation or performance tests. Teacher 
educators could have under- or over-estimated their use of a particular e-assessment 
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form, although no differences were found in their evaluation of the e-assessment 
forms. It might be that teacher educators over-estimated their implementation of e-
assessment forms as most of them knew they were part of a R&D project that had the 
aim of stimulating the use of particular e-assessment forms. 

4.2 Implications for Teacher Education 

In the next years, the procedures and criteria that were designed, implemented and 
evaluated in the current project should be re-designed and re-tested in order to be used 
as input for curriculum changes in teacher training programs. As we mentioned earli-
er, teething problems might have explained why the interventions were not evaluated 
positively. Some interventions were not fully developed at the time of the evaluations 
and in some programs the infrastructure did not fully support the interventions (ab-
sence of a web-video server or no large computer rooms to administer the digital 
tests). Recent research on the technical infrastructure of teacher education program in 
the Netherlands [26] showed a quite conventional picture: basic technology such as 
computers, WiFi, electronic whiteboards, virtual learning environments and presenta-
tion software was available, but not commonly used, and more advanced or innova-
tive technology was less available. So, future pedagogical interventions in the domain 
of e-assessment in teacher education should concur with a supportive technological 
infrastructure. 
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Abstract. A case study is presented of VU University Amsterdam where a ded-
icated large-scale CAA examination facility was established. In the facility, 385 
students can take an exam concurrently. The case study describes the change 
factors and processes leading up to the decision by the institution to establish 
the facility, the start-up of the facility, the foreseen optimization of the use of 
the facility, threats to the sustainability of the facility and possible future  
developments. Comparisons are made with large-scale CAA practice at the 
University of Southampton in the UK. The conclusions are that some specific 
coincidental situations may be needed to support the decision by senior man-
agement to establish such a facility. Long-term sustainability of the dedicated 
facility is expected to be dependent on the payment structure, the scheduling 
possibilities and on the educational and assessment benefits that can be 
achieved. Hybrid models of dedicated facilities and regular computer rooms for 
CAA seem likely to be adopted, thus balancing cost and benefits. The case 
shows that sustained effort in building up expertise and momentum are needed 
to result in viable and sustainable CAA exam facilities.  

Keywords: e-Assessment, CAA, Computer-Assisted Assessment, CBT, Com-
puter-Based Testing, CBE. Exams, Proctoring, Inviligation,, Innovation in 
Higher Education, Change Management. 

1 Introduction 

The promises of Computer-assisted Assessment (CAA) and the uptake of CAA in 
Higher Education have, to date, not been delivered on the large scales that were antic-
ipated within the last two decades [1, 2] although smaller successes were reported [3]. 
A long-standing problem is concerned with delivering large-scale proctored exams 
due to a lack of effective large-scale physical exam rooms to administer these exams. 
In this paper, a case description is provided of the VU University Amsterdam that 
installed a large-scale computer based exam (CBE) facility in which 385 students can 
take a CBE concurrently. It is known from the Dutch situation that only two other 
Universities have similar facilities [4, 5] at this scale. Comparisons are made and 
contrasts drawn with the University of Southampton in the UK, which routinely  
delivers CBEs to large groups of students also. The emergence of these facilities and 
the impact of having established such a facility will be described and related to  
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literature about innovation in higher education and the uptake of CAA in higher edu-
cation. This will highlight the emergence of large-scale CAA exam facilities as a 
significant innovation and change in higher education practices. 

2 Computer-Assisted Assessment 

2.1 Forms of Computer-Assisted Assessment 

In this paper, the use of Computer-assisted Assessment in the form of Computer 
Based Exams (CBEs) in Higher Education for summative examination purposes (ex-
ams) is subject of study. Such exams typically consist of combination of selected 
response test items such as multiple-choice, constructed response test items such as 
short answer or essays [6], multi-media and the use of domain specific software such 
as SPSS, R, or MatLab. 

CBE requires that students take an exam under controlled and physically proctored 
conditions. This implies that such exams cannot be taken just anywhere (for example 
at home) or anytime. In particular tests cannot be taken anytime because the rhythm 
of teaching and examination in Higher Education is primarily group based; groups of 
students between for example 100 to 500 students have to take the same exam at ex-
actly the same time under exactly the same conditions. 

2.2 Controlled, Reliable, Secure, Invigilated Computer Based Testing 

Such conditions call for a high quality infrastructure with respect to technical, logistical 
and procedural organization to prevent failure. And it is more likely that failures occur 
with CBE when compared to pencil-and-paper exams. There are simply more elements 
in the process which can go wrong and the weakest link defines the strength of the whole 
chain. In particular, the risk that computers break down or are unfit (for example screen 
resolution being too low, or too slow processor speeds), so that the software does not 
function at the time of examination because of overloading, the risk that schedules and 
physical arrangements are set wrongly, the risk of losing data, the risk that students use 
computers to illegitimately communicate or use forbidden information resources and the 
like. The care with which successful computer based tests are developed and delivered 
can in that respect best be compared with precision military operations. 

2.3 The VU University Amsterdam CBE Facility Set-Up 

The VU University Amsterdam is a residential, campus-bases research University in the 
Netherlands with approximately 28.000 students. The VU University Amsterdam rea-
lized their large-scale CBE facility in the already existing exam hall of the University. 
This hall contains approximately 595 seats and accompanying tables. 2/3 of the tables 
were replaced by 385 workstations, which are divided in four blocks of approximately  
95 workstations. See Figure 1 for a photographic impression of the facility. Four different 
exams in each block can be scheduled simultaneous. The screen and workstations  
are combined into one closed unit that can be folded into a regular table when not in  
use. See Figure 2. The table can thus be also be used for pencil-and-paper exams.  
The screen is fitted with a privacy screen so that students cannot see each other’s screens. 
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The workstation are powered via Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) and they take up an average 
of approximately 10-15 Watts. Therefore heat dissipation is minimal and vans in the 
workstations and air-conditioning in the hall are not needed. This prevents also dissipa-
tion of noise. The keyboard and mouse are separately attached to the unit and can be 
stored on the side of the table using magnets. The PoE cabling system that is used is not 
permanently attached to the floor and can be rolled on spools. The complete table with 
computer unit is stackable so the hall is relatively easy cleared out. 

For security reasons, the workstations are placed in a separate VLAN and students 
cannot login with their institution account.  The main functionality of the workstations 
is regulated by Group Policy Object settings. This controls access to the Internet, 
access to files, network directories and computer programs. The workstations are 
further fitted with Classroom Management Software (NetControl2) which enable the 
support staff to centrally start-up and shut-down all workstations, to lock all worksta-
tions until all students are seated and then released at exactly the same time, to send 
and collect files and assignments, to register students, to enable specific access to 
internet resources or computer resources, to monitor the computers etc. The central 
IT-service performs the technical management and maintenance of the workstations. 

 

Fig. 1. Photograph of the CBE facility of VU University Amsterdam in use. The picture shows 
approximately one block of computers that can be scheduled separately. 

 

Fig. 2. Three pictures showing how the computers and screen are folded into the table 
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Table 1. Mechanisms driving CAA uptake (after Warburton, 2009) 

(1) Disse-
mination of 
good CAA 
practice at 
department 
level 

From 2004 onwards, the institution had a central supported CBT system. 
The system was installed as a small scale, low cost enterprise. A number of 
individual initiatives of teachers could be supported by this institutionalized 
structure for grassroots projects [7] and departmental innovation projects. 
Support was also provided by central and departmental learning technologists 
for training and coaching of teachers to design high quality CAA and the 
delivery of CBT’s and CBEs in dispersed computer rooms. 

(2) Coordi-
nated dissemi-
nation of CAA 
practice. 

A department wide computer-based test format for the whole Bachor 
phase was established for one department (Medicine), in which students were 
obliged to take curricular cumulative tests. The central unit provided the 
infrastructure and support to design high-quality CAA. 

(3) Coordi-
nated proce-
dural risk 
mitigation 

The central learning technologist support unit provided the sustained 
ownership of hands-on risk mitigation procedures and fiats accordingly. But 
also, training and coaching of teachers to design high quality CAA items and 
tests. The central learning technologist, in Fullan [8] and Kotter [9] terms, 
served as a sustaining champion.  

(4) Coordi-
nated physical 
risk mitigation 
by central 
L&T special-
ists 

The central learning technologists support were experienced and could 
enable department-to-department contact to be able to use each other’s com-
puter rooms to allow for tests being taking concurrently up to 350 students. 
The CBT systems performance ability was also expanded to accommodate 
larger student groups. Large-scale CBT events became progressively more 
common. 

(5) Coordi-
nated strategy 
for CAA up-
take approved 
by senior man-
agement 

As three departments moved into more structural development and deploy-
ment of CBEs (Medicine, Life Sciences, Arts), trusting the central unit to 
provide sustained support, awareness at the senior management level of the 
institution grew. Failures could be prevented and procedures would become 
more fluent to execute by using both MLE and CBT software for exams, 
specifically targeted at the purpose of the particular tests and the experience 
and skill of the involved teachers and departmental support staff. The central 
learning technologist again served as a sustaining champion and driving force 
during this period (Fullan [8] and Kotter [9]). 

(6) Senior 
managers 
provide coor-
dinated re-
sources  

The accumulated knowledge and tooling and obvious large scale use of 
CBT made it possible to show what benefits CBT could deliver for the 
institution and this influenced the senior management’s opinions and 
decision processes in the idea acceptance of a large-scale facility gradual-
ly. 

(7) External 
influences 

In the Netherlands, attention has been recently directed towards As-
sessment and Quality Assurance of Assessment in all forms of Education. 
In particular, the Accreditation Organization of The Netherlands and 
Flanders (NVAO). Such national attention for Assessment can effectively 
drive policies by which CBT can be promoted as an element that can 
increase quality. Opportunities offered by CBT to give more frequent 
formative tests and accompanying feedback are examples of this. 
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2.4 Factors for Successful Change 

The establishment of the large-scale CBE facility at VU University Amsterdam can be 
regarded as a successful change process. The success with which this change process was 
implemented can be analyzed in terms of characteristics and inhibiting and driving forces 
for successful change that have been identified by several scholars. We will illustrate 
how the VU University Amsterdam played on the driving forces and navigated through 
the inhibiting forces as identified by Warburton (2009) to be able to establish the large 
scale CBE facility. The illustration is provided in Table 1 and Table 2. This illustration 
can possibly serve as best practice for other institution to identify at what position they 
are in their effort or process to scale up the use of CAA for examination purposes. Fol-
lowing that, threats to the sustainability of the facility will be described as the change 
process has not be completed yet. Some comparisons will be made with the situation in 
Southampton University. Finally, conclusions will be drawn and discussed. 

Table 2. Dealing with some obstacles which inhibit CAA uptake (after Warburton, 2009) 

(1) Failures of 
invigilated CAA 
tests and fear of 
these  

As there was ongoing central support for CBT at the institution and the 
performance ability and breakdown risks of the CBT process were gradual-
ly being brought under control, failures were prevented. Also, procedures 
of damage control, both related to the exams themselves, as well as the 
impact on the perception of risk or failure [10] were developed and could 
be quickly applied. In particular, managing expectations [11, 12] resulted in 
more of an emphasis on the institution celebrating successes instead of 
focusing on failures. 

(2) Ineffec-
tive dissemina-
tion of good 
CAA practice 

When deciding to establish the large-scale CAA exam hall, senior man-
agers required that the facility be used for more than just selected response 
test item exams. The team in charge of designing the facilities for the com-
puter network and software functionalities therefore integrated the use of 
Classroom Management Software and specific adaptable network settings 
in the facility. This enables the distribution and collection of any kind of 
document, enables or disables access to specific resources and allows for 
combinations of domain specific software e.g. SPSS, OxMetrics, MatLab, 
ChembioDraw, Pearson’s MyStatLab, video, Word in combination with 
the institutions LMS (Blackboard, TurnItIn) and CBT system Question-
Mark Perception. 

(3) Ineffec-
tive procedural 
risk mitigation 

Because of the steady growth of the use of CBE in computer rooms, 
various aspects of procedural risk mitigations were known. It also was 
quickly acknowledged that a central facility would simplify processes very 
much and would therefore mitigate these risks. 

(4) Frag-
mented approach 
to physical risk 
mitigation 
 

As the uptake of CBE gradually grew, physical risks were easier to 
counter. For example the central unit invested in simulated load tests to 
ensure that the CBT system operated fluently under heavy anticipated load. 

In general, CBT software is not easy to operate [13, 14]. So, in most 
departments, it is not the teachers who operate the CBT software but 
learning technologists who devote part of their time to this task, and 
they work closely with the central support unit by positively stimulating 
a community of practice [15, 16], actively exchanging ideas and exper-
tise. Central and departmental learning technologists built up expertise 
and fluency, efficiency and effectiveness in operating the CBT system. 
Teacher were advised to focus on developing test items and learning 
technologists to support them in editing items in the CBT system [13]. 

 
(5) Institu-

tional strategy 
shortfall 
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Table 2. (continued) 

(6) Senior 
managers  with-
hold resources 

The first attempts to implement CBT were based on a small-scale ef-
fort, with limited resources and limited impact. Using CBT mainly 
focused on online formative assessment purposes. As the use of CBT 
steadily grew, resources at the departmental level (departmental learning 
technologists) and central level (increasing performance ability of the 
central CBT system, time of central learning technologist support), 
resources could grow gradually without involving large impact deci-
sions regarding resources by senior management. This implied that 
senior management control was unneeded. The approval of senior man-
agers was, however, needed to establish the large-scale facility. The 
senior management however got convinced to provide the resources 
because of the track-record of success and a business case approved by 
the senior management. 

 
(7) Wide-

spread concerns 
about ‘dumbing 
down’: 

See (2) Coordinated dissemination of CAA practice of Table 1 and 
see (2) ‘Ineffective dissemination of good CAA practice’ 

 

It can be argued that institutions that establish a large scale CBE facility have at 
least been partly successful in the uptake of CAA. Such a facility allows the institu-
tion to control most of the risk factors by which CBT can fail and therefore mitigates 
these risks. However, the benefits for the institution, and hence the success, must also 
be reached by having faculty use the facility as much as possible and in the best way 
possible.  Also, success can be defined whether this large scale facility will be in op-
eration for a sustained amount of time. This aspect of success will be addressed next. 

2.5 Startup Success for the CBE Facility 

At a particular moment in time, the large CBE facility was ready for operation. An 
important factor for the sustainability of the facility is that it is used as quickly as 
possible to show the ongoing experience of success [9]. Though the need for CBEs 
had already been established before the facility came into existence, it is quite a big 
leap between organizing some 10-s of CBEs per year to hundreds or more CBEs per 
year. Much effort was exerted to make sure that the institution succeeded in adminis-
tering about 120 exams, comprising about 32.000 exams in year one. 

There were four further conditions fulfilled to support this success, building on the 
capacity that had already been established before the facility came into operation. 

Central Funding. In first instance, it was tried to establish a payment structure in 
which each test taken had to be separately paid-for by the individual teacher or  
department. In the pre-planning phases of the implementation of the facility, investi-
gations into acceptable levels of costs (and expected benefits) were discussed with 
departments and pay-per-use was seen as acceptable. However, when push comes to 
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shove, this turned out to be quite a hurdle. In comparison to pencil-and-paper tests, 
teachers and departments as additional perceived the out-of-pocket costs to regular 
business and every teacher or department had another (or no) structure for funding. In 
the months running up to opening the facility, this raised severe difficulties in per-
suading faculty to use the facility. Therefore it was decided to firstly centrally fund 
the facility, allowing the departments to administer CBEs without additional out-of-
pocket costs and increase an ‘installed base’ of CBEs administered in the facility. 
This decision could also be defended as the main fixed costs for the facility are inflex-
ible (computer hardware, computer software, support, redemption) and therefore stimu-
lating demand is defensible in order to lower the cost per exam as much as possible. 

Central CBE Support Expert. It was decided that the CBE facility was to be supported 
by an expert (central supporter for CBEs) who would work closely with the depart-
mental learning technologists, leaving the original support structure intact. For de-
partments without a learning technologist, the expert would provide support on a fee 
base. 

Priority in Scheduling. In the facility, pencil-and-paper exams can still be adminis-
tered. However, it was arranged that the central scheduling office was to assign 
placements to CBEs over pencil-and-paper exams and that CBEs with large groups 
were given priority over small CBE groups. 

Information Provisioning and Communication. The central CBT expert and the cen-
tral support unit in charge of the CBE facility organized ‘Road-Shows’ to increase the 
visibility of the CBE facility and the benefits it could have for both the students and 
faculty members in term of efficiency, speed and forms of assessment. It turned out 
that the facility was also much needed for centrally organized pre-sessional assess-
ments and other centrally organized entrance and certification test for professional 
awarding bodies both within and outside of the University. 

2.6 Near Future: Optimizing the Deployment of the CBE Facility 

Based on the CBEs that were administered before the facility came into being and 
based on the expectations as laid down in the Business Case of the facility, it was 
intended that the positive return on the investment would be based on partly transi-
tioning large scale exams with constructed response test item format (short answer, 
long answer, essay) into CBE administered selected response format (True/False, 
multiple-choice). The rationale for this being that the lack of marking time for  
selected response test items would compensate for the extra cost of the facility. 

In the phase of securing start-up success, all types of exams however were admit-
ted to the facility. No explicit strategy to persuade faculty to change some of their 
choice towards selected response item formats in favor of constructed response items 
was undertaken. In the majority of cases, exams that were already administered as 
multiple-choice test items were converted to CBEs. However, it was emphasized by 
the central support unit, to promote the use of the CBT facility for exams with con-
structed response test items and test aimed at measuring ability to solve problems with 
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domain specific software. This enabled the central support unit to gain expertise in 
this not much known area and identify efficiency gain. 

Efficiency gains can be achieved in two areas. First, gains in marking efficiency 
turned out to be achievable for short-answer (approx. 5 sentences) or long-answer test 
items (approx. 20 sentences). For that purpose, these answers needed to be scored via 
MS Excel tables. Scoring these answers via an extra column in excel along the shown 
answers is very speedy. No comparative experiments have been undertaken with re-
spect to speed of grading, but all teachers agreed on this point. Second, gain in effi-
ciency was in particular reported by means of preventing time for producing, storing, 
handling and reordering pencil-and-paper tests. People in administrative roles for 
pencil-and-paper tests could simply be omitted from the process. 

Finally, in order to accommodate for peak-demand for the facility, options are stu-
died to combine both the facility and other computer rooms in the University. 

2.7 Threats to Long Term Sustainability of the CBE Facility 

As the facility has proven its technical success and beginnings of Business Case suc-
cess, there are still threats regarding the sustainability of the facility. We anticipate 
three short term threats. 

Adverse Payment Structure. The payment structure of the facility is still in debate. In 
order to control costs, institutional policy is increasingly geared at damping demand 
for facilities. Several models are in discussion. One of the threats is that this structure 
forces individual teachers or departmental administrators to consider the deployment 
of each individual exam in terms of costs. This is in the VU University Amsterdam 
strengthened because the cost for pencil-and-paper tests are not known. This would 
hinder the process of deciding to move to or sustain a CBE procedure. Also, in view 
of complex central scheduling processes, this could cause the uptake of CBE to slow 
down or diminish due to over-sensitive scheduling deadlines. It is hoped that the 
payments structure will be based on prepayment model in which departments pay a 
fixed fee per year based on their number of enrolled students. This will provide de-
partmental managers and the central scheduling office a clear priority and decision 
process and that the facility will be used to the maximum amount possible, that every 
department can use the facility and thus the institution lowers the cost per test max-
imally. 

Institutional Budget Cuts. Ongoing budget cuts, imposed by government and the insti-
tution, combined with and reorganization of central support units is a constant threat 
to the sustainability of the facility. Every time, the existence or set-up of the facility is 
questioned, strong arguments must be able to be put forward to keep the budget in 
line with fixed cost and support cost. Being more efficient could perhaps be realized 
by shifting work to teachers themselves or by deploying working-students, but the 
main fixed costs are those for the hardware, software and maintenance of the facility. 
So, little gain can be expected of such operations. Also, budget cuts at the departmen-
tal level could diminish uptake.  
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Adverse Scheduling Possibilities and Experiences. In the Netherlands there is a na-
tional tendency for an increasingly uniform semester scheduling structure because of 
the demand for students to be able to have a flexible curricular programs, even be-
tween universities. This causes a peak in demand for computer workstations during a 
limited number of exam periods. In the Netherlands, this constitutes often 6 so-called 
examination weeks. Though the facility is large (385 workstations), it is still limited 
in size compared with the total student population or encountered cohort sizes, for 
exams in larger departments (such as Business and Law). Only four sessions can be 
deployed per workstation per day. This leads to the situation where a number of ex-
ams that should use CBT cannot be scheduled. This causes uncertainty and possible 
frustration for teachers, which in turn could lead teachers or departments abandoning 
the deployment of CBT exams.  

For the longer term, different approaches or end-to-end solutions could undermine 
the grounds for existence for the facility or could lead to other solutions. The most 
obvious of these is that computer rooms that are already available on campus could be 
assigned to administer CBEs. As has been described in the previous sections, in the 
process leading up to the decision to install the large-scale facility, exams were al-
ready administered simultaneously in various computer rooms with all risky factors 
and costly logistics and invigilation practices that the CBE facility intended to alle-
viate. 

Some institutions, however, have explicitly adopted the dispersed computer-room 
strategy to increase the uptake of CBT. A notable example is the University of Sou-
thampton [17], where there is a legacy of workstation provision in a smaller spaces 
with a total maximum aggregate capacity of c.400, there is a strong and steadily in-
creasing demand for CBEs, in some cases for undergraduate cohorts of more than 500 
students. This growth in demand has taken place steadily over the last decade, during 
which time Southampton University implemented a central Managed Learning Envi-
ronment (MLE) team staffed with eLearning and eAssessment specialists. The  
University has in this way exerted sustained effort in building up expertise and mo-
mentum with respect to CAA uptake [18], comparable to the VU University Amster-
dam. Aggregate volumes are now (2014) running at 10.000 computer-based tests per 
annum, two thirds of which is concentrated in two two-week exam periods, one at the 
end of each Semester. Because of budgetary constraints, there was little prospect of 
funding a large single (300-400) dedicated space for CBT along the lines of those 
implemented at VU University Amsterdam or the University of Bradford in the UK 
[19]. Other factors which militate against the provision of single large dedicated CBE 
space at Southampton include the lack of a large enough existing space and an ongo-
ing increase in pressure on teaching accommodation generally as the University con-
tinues to grow incrementally. Warburton and Robinson concentrated on simplifying 
and making more robust the process of starting CBEs in multiple workstation rooms 
simultaneously by means of special software ExamStart and special monitoring and 
authentication techniques. The approach taken at Southampton University shows a 
strong resemblance to the approach of Wageningen University and Research Centre 
who developed the Secure Test Environment [20]. The MLE team at Southampton 
University is proud of the progress made there in running large-scale CBEs in mul-
tiple locations robustly and simultaneously, but acknowledges that in their situation 
‘necessity is the mother of invention’. They acknowledge that such large-scale exams 
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are intrinsically risky and can cause inconvenience. Large numbers of invigilators are 
required, technical support resources can become thinly stretched - especially during 
University Exam Periods - and coordinating multi-site CBEs is a time-consuming, 
stressful and onerous commitment. The Southampton team can see that a single large 
dedicated CAA space could do much to lighten the administrative burden on the Ex-
ams Office and the IT Department. For example, it is estimated that the processes of 
scheduling, organising of and invigilating (proctoring) each computer-based exam 
would be reduced by a factor of about four, which is the average number of rooms 
recruited currently for each CBE at Southampton. Similarly, the number of CBEs 
taken if a single large dedicated CBA facility were available is estimated as roughly 
five times greater, because the existing workstation resources are used heavily for 
teaching and during term-time and for revision during exams (and are therefore – due 
to policy regulations – not made available for CBEs). 

Other developments that could threaten the sustainability of the facility of VU 
University Amsterdam, or the approach taken at the University of Southampton, are 
the emergence of complete new technologies in which hard- and software combina-
tions are made with diminishing costs. One could think of new opportunities for a 
Bring Your Own Device strategy (BYOD) or an online proctoring strategy. A BYOD 
strategy could be that students take their own device to the institution and in which 
exams are distributed via a wireless network. The amount of control that should be 
possible by the institution regarding security and performance for the personal device 
should be able to be implemented easily and robustly. Another development is that 
more and more companies offer solutions in which students can take an exam at home 
with their own device. Such solutions require the student to install special proctoring 
software and to make recordings via a webcam while taking the exam. Such ap-
proaches however are inherently more vulnerable to technical, organizational and 
invigilation problems. The costs for online proctoring solutions are still too high and 
these have not yet been shown to be fully robust end-to-end solutions. But perhaps in 
some future scenarios, such solutions could become viable. 

3 Conclusion and Discussion 

The comparison between the situation at VU University Amsterdam and the Universi-
ty of Southampton shows the emergence of two models for large-scale CAA. The 
case of the VU University Amsterdam is shown in which one large dedicated central 
facility has been established (uni-location) and the case of Southampton University in 
which several smaller facilities are combined to form one large facility (multi-
location). In both cases, a longer standing tradition of CAA was needed to precede the 
further up scaling of both the facilities and number of exams administered. As the 
case of the VU University Amsterdam further shows, it takes both a deliberate course 
of action to build on factors to drive the uptake of CAA and as well as a deliberate 
course of action to mitigate the inhibiting factors. But also, the VU University  
Amsterdam case shows that coincidental factors determine whether a single large 
dedicated facility is liable to be approved by senior management. These are factors 
concerning the decisions leaders in senior management, factors relating to the physi-
cal arrangement of buildings on a campus-based university, factors relating to the 
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physical design of workstations, factors relating cross-institutional trends with respect 
to accreditation and public opinion regarding the importance of assessment. Without 
any of these factors, senior management would maybe not have decided in favor of 
the large-scale facility. 

The case study show clearly that scaling up CAA-use in institution for Higher 
Education is a complex and long-term process. Sustained effort of building up exper-
tise and momentum is required to come to a stage in which the use of computers for 
examination purposes results in serious volumes of test taken and hence results in 
serious attention by senior management. 

The case of the VU University Amsterdam is a typical illustration of change as it 
occurs in higher education. As many individuals at various levels within a University 
are involved and have an influence in leading up to a decisions to establish a large-
scale facility, elements of organized anarchical decision making [21] are visible. But 
also experimentation [8], sustained effort [22], dedicated support and playing on the 
driving forces and minimizing the inhibiting forces for the uptake of CAA and some 
specific circumstances form the ingredients of the change at the VU University Ams-
terdam. It is also an illustration of the phases of unfreezing, changing and refreezing 
in educational change as described by Lewin [23] and Schein [24]. The unfreezing 
phase existed of raising awareness in the institution that a move to a large-scale CAA 
facility was needed and that tough decisions regarding investments and university 
policies needed to be made. The change phase is currently underway in which the 
uptake is realized and perceptions regarding planning and costs concerned which 
examination procedures at the University need to be reconsidered even more broadly. 
The refreezing phase in the case of the VU University Amsterdam has not been fully 
completed as the described threats to the sustainability illustrate. So maybe, the instal-
lation of the large-scale facility could in future dates be regarded as an intermediate 
phase that served a tactic goal to raise the uptake of CAA in the short term and create 
momentum to work prudently and systematically on new technologies and practices 
to sustain volumes for even longer term effectively and efficiently. 

In conclusion however, it has been shown that the establishment of large-scale 
CAA at institutions for higher education is increasing and turning into sustainable 
facilities. Effective and efficient combinations of current technologies and organiza-
tional power has been shown to be attainable, leading to enriched and multiple-forms 
of CAA, delivering the promise of summative CAA slowly but surely. 
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Abstract. OpenEssayist is an automated feedback system designed to support 
university students as they write essays for assessment. A first generation proto-
type of this system was tested on a cohort of postgraduate distance learners at 
the UK Open University from September to December 2013. A case study ap-
proach was used to examine three participants’ experiences of the prototype. 
Findings from the case studies offered insight into how different users may 
perceive the usefulness, future potential and end-user of such a tool. This study 
has important implications for the next phase of development, when the role of 
OpenEssayist in supporting students’ learning will need to be more clearly un-
derstood. 

Keywords: automated feedback, essay-writing, software evaluation, case study. 

1 Introduction 

OpenEssayist is an automated feedback system designed to provide instantaneous 
support to university students as they draft essays for summative assessment. There 
are two components to the system: (1) the learning analytics engine (EssayAnalyser) 
and (2) the web application that provides feedback for students (OpenEssayist) [1, 2]. 
The rationale for developing an automated feedback tool, such as this one, rests large-
ly on the knowledge that university students find essay-writing to be challenging task 
[3]. A system that provides immediate feedback, or “advice for action” on students’ 
draft essays could be one way to support learners in the essay-writing process [4].  

In September 2013, a first generation prototype of OpenEssayist was made availa-
ble to students for testing. At this stage of software development, it was important for 
the research team to understand the answers to three questions: (1) How useful is 
OpenEssayist for helping students prepare drafts of their essays? (2) How could the 
prototype add more value to the essay-writing process? and (3) What type of student 
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would benefit from using an automated feedback tool for essay-writing? This paper 
reports on empirical research that was carried out to address these questions. 

2 Computer Based Summative Assessment 

The bulk of work in the automated marking of free text has been concerned with  
essays. One of the earliest marking systems which was put into commercial use is E-
rater [5]. E-rater uses various vector-space measures of semantic similarity to deter-
mine whether an essay contains the appropriate conceptual content. It also carries out 
some shallow grammatical processing, and looks for simple rhetorical features (e.g., a 
paragraph containing a phrase like ‘in conclusion’ ought to go at the end of the essay).  

Other commercial essay marking systems include IntelliMetric and Pearson’s KAT 
engine, based on Landauer’s Intelligent Essay Assessor [6, 7]. Both of these systems 
use a vector-space technique for measuring semantic similarity to a gold standard 
essay, known as Latent Semantic Analysis. For the most part, these systems focus on 
assessment alone, rather than feedback. Some of the systems can be used to elicit 
generic feedback on a final version of a draft essay. However, this type of feedback is 
not tailored to the essay.  

Thus while automated assessment of free text can be thought of as reasonably well 
understood (although of course current systems are relatively crude compared to a 
human marker) the process of constructing individualized feedback automatically is 
much less well established. 

3 Evaluating Prototypes for Automated Feedback 

Thus far in the development of OpenEssayist, focus groups had been carried out with 
students to understand how they go about writing essays [8]. This research informed a 
model of students’ essay-writing processes that was used to develop the prototype 
(see Figure 1).   

Additionally, some usability tests, employing a think-aloud protocol, were con-
ducted with a few members of academic staff, and insights from accessibility experts 
were used to inform the early stages of the design process. However, up to the point 
of this study, students had not been involved in testing the prototype.  

There is an abundance of literature dealing with software evaluation, usability trials 
and accessibility testing of prototype educational technology. Alden et al. [8] identi-
fied two research reports that were very relevant to the empirical evaluation of Ope-
nEssayist. The first was a study by Chandrasegaran, Ellis and Poedjosoedarmo 
(2005), who carried out user-testing with 29 undergraduate students to evaluate their 
software called EssayAssist, a computer program that helps students make decisions 
during the essay writing process. Their study asked students to identify which features 
of the software were helpful, missing or problematic. Although their paper reported 
on a relatively early stage of development, the authors were hopeful that, eventually, 
this software would provide students with a much-needed level of essay-writing sup-
port. According to the authors, what set EssayAssist apart from other, similar writing 
tools was the “in-process guidance” that helped students when they encountered a 
problem with their writing [9]. 
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Fig. 1. Processes of essay-writing [8] 

A second report by Roscoe et al. (in press) discussed various methods used to test 
the first version of the ‘The Writing Pal (W-Pal)’. W-Pal is an intelligent tutoring 
system that offers automated formative feedback to students as they prepare essays. 
Their system uses game based instruction and focuses on the development of writing 
strategies. This team of authors reported that W-Pal was unique to other ‘automated 
writing evaluation systems’ (AWEs) because it had been designed with a pedagogical 
focus. Other AWEs, according to Roscoe et al. had been designed to rate the quality 
of essays. Their team evaluated W-Pal using several phases and methods of testing. 
The first version of their prototype was deployed with different groups of users, each 
asked to complete usability and perception surveys after using the system [10].  

As in these studies, the first generation prototype of OpenEssayist was deployed on 
a group of student-users. Insights from this testing will be useful in terms of develop-
ing the usability and accessibility of the system. However, it is also important for the 
next phase of development to consider whether students perceive such a system to add 
value to their learning experience and who, exactly, they believe would use such a 
system.  

4 The OpenEssayist Prototype 

The core functionality of the OpenEssayist system can be grouped in two distinct 
parts: task and draft. The task side relates to the management of the system’s activi-
ties. These include tasks such as logging in and out, accessing specific essays, submit-
ting new drafts and keeping a record of submissions. The draft side of the system  
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Fig. 2. Draft Overview [1, 2] 

relates to the activities around a specific draft that has been submitted for analysis. 
Outputs from these activities are provided to the user as external representations of 
different analyses—or “views”. Table 1 is a list of these views that were available to 
users of the first generation prototype of OpenEssayist and Figure 2 is an example of 
the ‘Draft overview’ view. See Van Labeke et al. (2013a, 2013b) for a more detailed 
account of the system’s functionality [1, 2]. 

Table 1. External representations of essay analyses in the OpenEssayist prototype 

View Description 
Draft overview A page showing a structured version of the draft 

essay  in which key words, phrases, and sentences 
can be highlighted 
 

Key words and key phrases A page showing the frequency distribution of the 
most used words and phrases in the draft essay the 
key words and phrases in the draft essay, including 
their frequencies 
 

Key sentences  A page showing the most important sentences in the 
draft essay 
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Table 1. (continued) 

Key word dispersion view A page showing how the key words and phrases are 
distributed across the entire draft essay 
 

Word cloud view A page showing a picture of a cluster of the key 
words and phrases presented in different colours and 
sizes to visualize their frequency distribution. 
 

Word limit view A bullet graph showing the number of words within 
each section of the draft essay and comparing the 
total words with the word limit of the assignment 
 

Word count view A pie chart showing the number of words within 
each section 
 

Organize the key words 
view 

A page that allows the user to group key words and 
phrases and to then see the groups highlighted in 
different colours in the draft overview view 

5 A Case Study Approach 

A case study method allowed the team to explore an “exemplifying case”, or one that 
“provides a suitable context for certain research questions to be answered” [11]. To 
address our research questions of usefulness, future potential and perceived end-user, 
the research team employed a case study approach to gain a closer insight by way of 
three users’ ‘stories’ of OpenEssayist.  

Students on a postgraduate module at the UK Open University were invited to en-
gage with the OpenEssayist prototype between September 2013 and February 2014. 
Of this sample, two students agreed to participate in a more detailed discussion of 
their experiences of using OpenEssayist and one student in the cohort, who decided 
not to use the system, also agreed to participate in this case study.  

Permission to carry out this research was approved by the University’s Student Re-
search Project Panel and by the University’s Human Research Ethics Committee. Partic-
ipants provided informed consent before engaging in recorded telephone interviews, 
which varied in length from 12 to 35 minutes. Transcriptions of the conversations were 
analyzed to investigate key themes and to summarize each participant’s own narrative. 

6 The Case of OpenEssayist 

6.1 Maria’s Story: “It Encourages You to Think but it’s too Bewildering for a 
Novice Learner” 

At the time of sharing her experiences of OpenEssayist, Maria was in her late- 
fifties, working in part-time employment. According to university records, Maria was a 
White woman, held a postgraduate qualification and had a disability. She was reportedly 
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enrolled in the present module for career and personal development reasons. During  
the interview it emerged that Maria had a very strong background in language and lin-
guistics. 

When asked to explain her approach to essay-writing, Maria was able to talk about 
how she took notes, created a plan (using ‘something between a mind map and a list’) 
and constructed a structure using headings. The planning, according to Maria, was the 
most important stage of essay-writing. She explained that an absence of a structure 
made her feel ‘less confident’ and that it was ‘a bit scary’ to forge ahead without clear 
direction.  

Maria said that she prepares drafts of her essays, building on her own reflections 
after each draft. She has clear strategies for using feedback to improve her perfor-
mance on subsequent essays, and was able to share a specific example of when she 
used the tutor’s suggestion to demonstrate a deeper understanding of certain concepts 
within her writing.  

There was a sense of excitement as Maria talked about the ways that OpenEssayist 
could assist student in these early stages of essay-writing. For example, Maria thought 
that the Key Sentences view could help learners during the planning process because 
it shows the most important sentences. She explained that if these were stripped out, 
then it should show the essay structure. When asked to talk about how OpenEssayist 
would help a student during the drafting stages, she commented that ‘it can throw up 
things that you haven’t been aware of.’ In particular, Maria thought there was poten-
tial for the system to helps students with their writing style, word choice and essay 
structure.  

Maria thought that the Key Word Dispersion view was a useful resource because, 
as she explained, students struggle to find different words or phrases to mean the 
same thing. She suggested that the functionality of OpenEssayist would add more 
value if it also worked as a thesaurus. Maria thought the system could highlight varie-
ty as a positive feature in one’s writing, by offering suggestions for alternative words 
and phrases. 

When asked to consider the type of learner who might benefit from OpenEssayist, 
Maria was clear that it should not be aimed at a novice student. She explained that the 
present version is too ‘bewildering’ and that it would, therefore, be an inappropriate 
tool for a beginner or for someone who was ‘not so familiar with ICT’. (Later in the 
interview, however, Maria contradicted this notion by suggesting the tool be tested 
with students on a first year essay-writing module.) 

Her earlier excitement endured throughout the interview and flowed into a few 
ideas of her own for the future of the system. She toyed with the idea that OpenEssay-
ist could be a catalyst for peer support, explaining that ‘you are a bit more isolated as 
an Open University student’. Maria thought it would be a good idea for the system to 
help students help each other but, when pushed to explain, it was difficult for her to 
envision how this might work.  

Furthermore, Maria saw the possibility for OpenEssayist to help students with oth-
er types of assignments, not just essays. She wondered, too, whether the system could 
help foreign language students with their assessed work. 
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6.2 Robert’s Story: “It Could Be Useful but Mainly for Students Who Are Less 
Confident” 

Robert had declined the invitation to participate in the earlier usability test and there-
fore, had not provided his demographic data. When asked in the interview to describe 
his professional and educational background, he explained that he had a background 
in criminal psychology, anthropology and religious studies. He said that the present 
module was contributing towards his second Master’s degree and that he was also 
working towards a PhD.  

Robert could not understand what OpenEssayist was supposed to do for him and he 
was unsure whether to use it for his own assignments. He already felt confident with 
his essay-writing skills. Later in the interview, he admitted that there are still a few 
areas of essay-writing where he was not so confident (word choice and structure). 
And, on ending the interview, he explained that, actually, he would have liked to have 
used OpenEssayist on his second assignment but could not find the link to the soft-
ware.  

Robert explained that he has different approaches to planning and writing depend-
ing on the length of the essay. For short essays, he just starts writing and applies a 
structure later. For longer essays, he creates a structure first and then ‘populates’. His 
activities prior to planning and writing include reading the task and taking notes based 
on what is required. He said he writes ‘many, many drafts’. 

Robert does not use other people as sources of support, unless it is for proofread-
ing. His described his approach for using feedback from the tutor to enhance his per-
formance as threefold: (1) analyzing feedback by going through the comments, (2) 
understanding what they are saying and where they are coming from, and (3) trying to 
adapt what he has written to compensate for that. A lot of the feedback that Robert 
receives deals with organization or phrasing of ideas. He was able to describe an ex-
ample of when he used feedback to improve his performance on a previous assign-
ment, by including more theoretical discussion. 

Although he didn’t use the prototype, he could see how such a system ‘would be 
very useful.’ He thought that students with learning disabilities would benefit from 
using such a system, such as students with dyslexia, as well as students who are not as 
confident writing essays. As a learning tool, he perceived OpenEssayist as one that 
could help a user focus on ‘what bits might be important’, like ‘structure or synthesis’.  

Robert confessed that he still ‘struggles’ with word choice, not always knowing 
whether he is choosing words that are too colloquial or too academic. He also ‘strug-
gles’ with structure—‘knowing how much to talk about, how much needs actioning’. 
While it did not seem relevant for Robert to use the prototype to support his own es-
say-writing, through conversation with him, it seemed that he was rethinking whether 
such a tool would be useful to him in the future. 

6.3 Karina’s Story: “Worrisome, Confusing and Fascinating: This System Is 
for the Younger Generation, Not for Mature Learners” 

Karina took early retirement after a ‘career in technology’. She had earned a Bachelor 
of Education and a Bachelor of Science when she was younger, but during retirement 
decided to enroll on the Master in Online and Distance Education. Even though she is 
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a ‘technologist at heart’, she was always interested in teaching and mentoring 
throughout her career. According to university records, Karina was a White woman in 
her early-fifties. She already held a higher education qualification and was enrolled in 
the present module for personal development reasons. 

Karina admitted that she had really struggled with essay-writing during her higher 
education experience. The word count was always perceived as a constraint because 
she naturally had ‘way too much to say’. In her professional life, this had not been a 
problem because she just wrote to whatever length she needed to put her point across, 
and then attached an executive summary. ‘I always found that writing the essay was 
the hardest thing.’ 

Karina’s approach to essay-writing never felt methodical enough to her, and this 
used to frustrate her. She continued to feel that she ‘ought to be better organized in 
gathering the scenes and the supporting evidence, but it never seemed to work out that 
way.’ She explained that her pre-writing tasks include: understanding the theory, un-
derstanding what points she needed to make, understanding what academic material 
she needed to include to answer the question, structuring her thoughts around what 
approach she was going to take to answer the question, and trying to give some struc-
ture to the essay-writing process (the last which, she described as a ‘challenge’). Her 
process used to be to write a very long draft, usually spending a lot of time on the first 
two sections and then less time on the final section. She usually realized that she 
could have rewritten her first draft again. 

Despite feeling that essay-writing was a challenging activity and that she lacked a 
rigorous method, Karina admitted that she feels fairly confident about writing essays 
despite experiencing ‘the real bad patch about two and a half weeks in’. She starts 
preparing and writing early. Her career has helped her become accustomed to working 
to deadlines and just ‘getting it done’. 

Karina shared that she perceives online learners to be disadvantaged because they 
do not have opportunities to talk to their peers about how they are going to approach 
their essays. As an online learner, she found it strange how little dialogue there was 
around essay-writing. She said she was never told not to share this sort of information 
but rather she believes she was not allowed to do so because of the discourse around 
plagiarism ‘that features so heavily in everything’. Karina suggested that one way to 
offer peer support around essay-writing could be to talk about essay structures and the 
use of word count. This would not give away the actual essay, she explained, rather it 
would offer students the chance to talk about how the essay could be approached. 

Karina’s first thoughts about OpenEssayist were of fascination and intrigue. She 
said that, as a technologist, she was interested in a tool that could deal with a variety 
of written essays. She felt surprised to learn that it was designed to deal specifically 
with each assignment, rather than as a general tool. She was not sure whether this 
perception was correct or not. After using the tool, she could see the potential of the 
system based on what ‘was being got at’ but she was not sure that she was able to use 
it in the right way. She questioned whether her use of headings and formatting meant 
that the system could not recognize new sections or that it could not recognize that her 
essay was covering a particular point.  

Reflecting on her experiences with OpenEssayist, she struggled to understand why, 
in the places where she was making 10 or 15 points, the system only picked up on her  
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making two or three points. She again questioned whether this was due to the  
structure she imposed through stylized formatting. This mismatch between what she 
had understood her essay to achieve and what the system said her essay was achieving 
caused her to feel worried.  

I think I thought I wasn’t answering the question (laughter), so so you 
know it slightly threw me off track and then I made my way back so it 
was a bit of a prompt to make sure that I went back and said ‘well am I 
making some faults here?’, umm as it was a bit of a checkpoint for me, 
but I ended up worrying that the tool was right and I was wrong. 

Karina saw that the system could help students reflect on their essay by encouraging 
them to think about the essay in terms of the system’s output.  

the messages you were trying to put through, you know the weight of the 
argument, the percentage of the introduction, conclusion, so yes, yes I do 
because those are important features as well as what you write in, how you 
write it and how you structure it. 

Karina said she was used to incorporating feedback into her further work; doing so 
was important in her career (in building and designing systems). So, she felt okay 
about incorporating feedback from her tutor. ‘It is sort of part and parcel of the way I 
work, really.’ 

Karina suggested that a built-in narrative or preface to using OpenEssayist, would 
have helped her understand it better.  

I think I would have liked, umm and I think this is true of any technolo-
gy, is someone to talk me through it, so although it was very easy to use, 
it wasn’t easy to understand, if that makes sense? 

She thought that this narrative would be best delivered as a tutorial prior to using the 
tool. Karina reflected on a previous experience of having an hour-long tutorial from a 
tutor for using an accessibility tool. She remembered that the tutorial ‘sort of trans-
formed understanding’.  

When asked to comment on what type of learner would be the target audience for 
OpenEssayist, Karina believed that a traditional-aged student would be best equipped 
to benefit from this tool. She stated that ‘younger graduates are quite a lot much more 
able [sic] to deal with these tools and so on.’  

Like Maria, Karina believed that the functionality of OpenEssayist could be en-
hanced if it advised students on word choice, as a thesaurus might: ‘so here are the 
alternative words that you could use’. Karina also thought that the system could en-
courage students’ reflection by offering examples, such as an exemplar introduction 
or conclusion. She felt that she struggles (sometimes) because she has only ever seen 
her own essays. She suggested that these examples could be specific to the module or 
general. One idea of Karina’s was to have examples of excellent essays that students 
can input into OpenEssayist and examine the results. The exercise then becomes  
understanding what output looks like from a good piece of writing. 
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7 Findings 

7.1 Usefulness 

Of the three stories, Maria’s was the most positive in terms of what the system could 
already do. She could see the potential of various views to prompt a user to think 
about their essay structure and the variety of words they had used in their writing. On 
the other hand, Karina’s experience of using OpenEssayist was frustrating and con-
fusing. As a technologist, Karina brought certain expectations of what the system was 
going to do. When these hopes were not met, this caused disappointment. When the 
output from the system caused her to doubt its ability to pick up on her key points, she 
was left feeling puzzled at the root cause, rather than enabled by the system. Despite 
these worries, Karina was still able to see the possibilities of the system for supporting 
developing writers. Indeed, it was the participants’ ability to look past the system’s 
current functionality that illuminated its potential. 

7.2 Potential for Adding Value 

All of the participants were able to talk about the potential of OpenEssayist to add 
value to their essay-writing experience. There were two main themes—structure and 
word choice—that emerged from each of these narratives. Maria, in particular, was 
interested in how the system could enhance the essay-planning process. Both Robert 
and Karina saw this possibility too. All of them, in some way, mentioned that word 
choice was an issue for students as they write essays. Not only finding the right words 
to use but also finding a variety of words to use, is an area where they believed stu-
dents struggle. A built-in thesaurus and mechanism for suggesting alternative words 
seemed to be a priority that they perceived OpenEssayist could address, with further 
development of the system. 

The notion of peer support emerged as a theme, with Maria and Karina both won-
dering how or if students could share their ideas for essay-writing. Clear ideas for 
how OpenEssayist may be able to support this process were not explicated. However, 
they all saw the potential for peer support to benefit students, particularly distance 
learners. Karina’s suggestion that the system have a built-in narrative to support 
learners in understanding the various functions and outputs is one way to enhance the 
value that OpenEssayist may offer students.   

7.3 Target User 

Interestingly the findings of the case study indicated that, although these three users 
could talk about how this system might help students, none of them perceived the 
system as being targeted at them. Generally speaking, there was a sense of ‘it’s nice—
but it’s not for me’. Maria and Karina, who actually used the system, agreed that the 
current prototype would not be appropriate for new students, nor for students who are 
new to ICTs. It was also suggested, by Karina, that such a tool would be more appro-
priate to younger learners, implying that mature learners would struggle with Ope-
nEssayist. Robert, who did not use the prototype, perceived the system to be more  
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suitable for students who are less confident. Using these parameters, it would seem 
that this system is most suitable for a traditional-aged university student in Year 2 or 3 
of undergraduate study, who does not feel sure about his or her skills at essay-writing.  

8 Discussion 

These three stories offer insight into how students might perceive the usefulness, po-
tential and intended audience of OpenEssayist. The current version of the system is 
somewhat useful in that participants, like Maria, can see the benefit of certain outputs, 
or views. These three students had several ideas for making the system more helpful, 
by using it to assist students with essay planning, word choice and by fostering peer 
support.  

When considered alongside other themes in their stories, it seems that what these 
learners really want is for the processes of essay-writing to be more explicit. Maria 
prioritizes the planning stages of writing and wants clearer support with essay struc-
ture. Robert uses different strategies for approaching his writing but admitted that he 
struggles with structuring his writing and in choosing the right words. Karina called 
for a richer, more open discourse around essay-writing in general. 

In contemplating the next phase of development, it is germane to question where a 
system like OpenEssayist fits among systems such as EssayAssist, W-Pal and other 
AWEs. Perhaps part of the answer will be: OpenEssayist is unique because it makes 
the essay-writing process obvious. Reflecting on earlier research, it is clear that  
Maria, Robert and Karina followed processes of essay-writing that were already pro-
posed in Figure 1. Maria’s approach to note-taking and drafting showed that she em-
ployed “conversion strategies” from the outset. Robert’s approach included preparing 
a lot of drafts. Karina, despite her admission that she needed a more rigorous method, 
actually employed a series of strategies to move her through the process. All of them 
were able to talk about specific examples of how they used feedback to improve their 
performance on future pieces of writing. 

Moving forward, there is scope for OpenEssayist to be more influential in provid-
ing automated assessment for learning. Drawing on Karina’s suggestion, perhaps, this 
will be possible by creating a narrative about essay-writing around the system that 
encourages users to reflect and build on their own processes. In this way, the future of 
OpenEssayist may still involve scaffolding and skill development, while at the same 
time will prompt a metacognitive understanding of the development of one’s  
approaches and strategies. 

9 Moving Forward 

Further evaluation studies are running with postgraduate students studying at the 
Open University, the University of Hertfordshire and the British University in Dubai. 
One of the interesting challenges that is being pursued by the team is the role of creat-
ing meaningful visualizations that promote “Advice for Action” [4].  

Visualizations can promote thinking by helping individuals identify patterns in a 
set of data, and to promote the discovery of emergent properties that could not have 
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been originally predicted. This is key to the team’s current empirical investigations 
where they are seeking to identify and refine a set of visualizations for the OpenEs-
sayist system [12].  

Another issue that needs attention is whether the user requires training in order to 
interpret pictures. Although it has been argued that people can interpret pictures with-
out training, the question is still open.  In this respect, it is important for the team to 
understand how diagrams are able to represent concepts unambiguously. The case 
studies presented in this paper suggest that the visualizations need to emphasize the 
personalization of the analysis. 

Enabling higher education students to receive timely advice about their draft at-
tempts at essay-writing can provide insights into the generic skills of essay writing. 
This type of feedback also opens to the possibility of not only self-reflection but also 
engaging in a productive discourse with peers and/or a tutor. 
Acknowledgements. The SAFeSEA project team is particularly grateful to The Open 
University students who participated in this study and the Module Team on the MA in 
Open and Distance Education for endorsing the study. This work was supported by the 
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Abstract. Statistics teaching in higher education has a number of challenges. 
An adaptive training, tracking and teaching tool in a gaming environment aims 
to address problems inherent in statistics teaching. This paper discusses the  
implementation of this tool in a large first year university programme and con-
siders its uses and effects. It finds that such a tool has students practice with sta-
tistics problems frequently and that success rate of the statistics course may  
increase.  

Keywords: adaptive testing, computer adaptive testing, CAT, digital testing, 
formative testing, statistics teaching, serious gaming, game based learning, 
learning analytics. 

1 Introduction 

Statistics teaching in higher education has a number of challenges specific to the field. 
Students learn best at their own level, dealing with problems that are neither too easy 
for them, nor above their current skill level (Glynn, Aultman & Owens, 2005; Zim-
merman, 2000). Further, students learn best by practicing, with a range of problem 
types and a variety of contexts (Garfield, 1995). Also, retrieval and reconstructing 
previously learned knowledge may enhance learning more than studying (Karpicke & 
Blunt, 2011). These notions run, however, contrary to how statistics is often taught in 
university courses in the social sciences.  

Statistics courses must treat certain subjects and certain problems according to a 
predictable time schedule and in a specific order. In a course setting, only specific 
problems are presented in a given week, which makes problems during practice either 
predictable and creates a false sense of mastery in some students, or will discourage 
and lose students who have fallen too far behind. Also, students in social sciences 
generally do not choose their programme for its statistical components and often think 
of statistics as a necessary evil. Finally, students often consider performance on math 
and statistics as talents, in which some, gifted students happen to succeed and others 
are doomed to struggle or fail. Even if an innate talent contributes to success, treating 
math performance as the result of a malleable skill rather than a fixed talent yields 
better results (Dweck, 2008; Blackwell, Trzesniewski & Dweck, 2007). This short 
paper examines the implementation of the Statistiekfabriek, an adaptive training and 
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tracking system intended to confront these problems, in a large first year university 
course.  

This short paper is accompanied by a demo paper, also submitted for the CAA con-
ference 2014: “Statistiekfabriek: An Adaptive Training and Tracking Game in Statis-
tics Teaching in Practice”. 

2 An Adaptive Training and Tracking Game 

The Statistiekfabriek, or Stats Plant, was delivered in 2013 to address these problems. 
The Statistiekfabriek was developed with a Surf grant within its Testing and Test-
Driven Learning (TTL1) programme by the University of Amsterdam, the University 
Medical Centre Utrecht and the University of Twente, together with Oefenweb.nl, a 
spin-off company from the University of Amsterdam and a private partner within the 
project. Built on the same principles as Rekentuin, or Math Garden (Klinkenberg, 
Straatemeier & Van der Maas, 2011), the Statistiekfabriek offers statistics problems in 
an adaptive game setting. Students have, regardless their ability level, a 75% chance 
of correctly solving a problem, which is motivating and stimulating since students 
always work at their own level. Students receive questions from previous material and 
later material as well, as items on different topics can have the same difficulty. This 
means that students may have to retrieve knowledge from previous periods and that 
they can be confronted with subjects that have not yet been discussed. 

The Statistiekfabriek determines difficulty of items in its database automatically 
through a unique approach inspired by the Elo-algorithm: both items and students are 
considered players, with students gaining a bit in rating when ‘beating’ an item with a 
higher difficulty and the item losing a bit in rating, and vice versa. Within the algo-
rithm, both accuracy and speed of the student’s response are taken into account: a 
faster response leads to a larger change in the student’s rating. While the algorithm 
requires large numbers of students and items to work effectively, it allows for a com-
pletely self-organizing adaptive item bank. The system’s scoring rule is also known as 
the high speed, high stakes scoring rule (Dutilh et al., 2011; Klinkenberg, Straate-
meier & Van der Maas, 2011). 

The algorithm can work with a set of items and students of which there is no in-
formation. All would start with a rating of zero. Playing will then quickly affect the 
rating of both players and items positively or negatively on a continuous scale. Stu-
dents and teachers are presented with transformed ratings on a 0 to 10 scale, where 0 
for a student means that she will answer no item correctly, and 0 for an item means 
that all students will answer the item correctly, and 10 the opposite. In practice, items 
in the system are given a start rating: a manual estimation of difficulty by experts, 
which allows them to converge to their actual rating faster. Similarly, students in 
higher years do not start at 0, but are given the average rating of the lowest percentile 
of their cohort as a start rating, again to allow them to reach their skill rating faster.  

                                                           
1 http://www.surf.nl/en/themes/learning-and-testing/ 
 digital-testing/testing-and-test-driven-learning- 
 programme/index.html 
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3 Implementation 

There are different ways of implementing formative systems. In an ideal world, stu-
dents are autonomous, intrinsically motivated adults with sufficient self-efficacy. In 
our experience, first year university students in a large non-selective social sciences 
programme, such as Psychology, hardly use formative systems at all when they are 
not either accompanied by incentives or made obligatory and strongly embedded in 
the curriculum.  

In this setting, Statistiekfabriek was offered to all students in the first year statistics 
course at the University of Amsterdam. A bonus point, constituting roughly 10% of 
the final mark, was awarded to all students at the beginning of the course. This bonus 
point would decrease by a seventh every week, during the seven week course, that 
students would not earn the minimum number of coins. The choice to award a bonus 
point and have it disappear if students would not play was made to appeal to students’ 
sense of loss aversion. Students are rewarded for the number of coins earned, rather 
than their skill level, which rewards effort rather than their ability, as students need to 
solve similar numbers of problems to get a certain amount of coins, regardless of their 
skill levels. In other words, students are rewarded for the process and for practice, not 
for the outcome.  

3.1 Usage and Evaluation 

Students widely used the system: 89% of the 496 students who made the exam also 
used the system. At the same time, the majority of students appeared to play for the 
minimum amount of coins required to keep their bonus point. This may well be an 
unintended consequence of providing an incentive: by rewarding them with a bonus 
point, students receive an external motivator.  

At the evaluation students indicated that the system was intuitive and easy to use. 
This was confirmed by teachers, who reported no or hardly extra work after imple-
mentation. Students reported they would like for all problems to have solutions, 
though they do understand that the system does not provide these since they are  
presented with a rapid series of problems.  

3.2 Effects 

Two clear effects were found in this population. First, students’ frequency of playing 
(coins) and students’ rating in the Statistiekfabriek correlate significantly with the 
final mark at the exam (r=.31 for playing frequency and r=.39 for rating), though a 
regression analysis with frequency and student ratings as independent variables shows 
only an effect for student ratings on the final mark. Also, in the year the Statistiek-
fabriek was implemented, success rate of the course increased. Success rates, or the 
percentage of students passing the first year courses, were considered for three con-
secutive years (Fig. 3). While the statistics course, Research methods & Statistics, had 
the lowest or second lowest success rate in the two years prior to the implementation 
of the Statistiekfabriek, success rate was highest of all six first year courses in the 
year of implementation, 2012-2013. 
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Abstract. Using Tangible User Interfaces (TUI) for assessing collaborative 
problems has only been marginally investigated in technology-based assess-
ment. Our first empirical studies focused on light-weight performance  
measurements, usability, user experience, and gesture analysis to increase our 
understanding of how people interact with TUI in an assessment context. In this 
paper we propose a new approach for assessing individual skills for collabora-
tive problem solving using the MicroDYN methodology with TUIs. These  
so-called MicroDYN items are high quality and designed to assess individual 
problem solving skills. The items are based on linear structural equations. We 
describe how this approach was applied to create an assessment item for a col-
laborative setting with children that implements a simplified model of climate 
change using the knowledge of the previous studies. Finally, we propose a se-
ries of research questions as well as a future empirical study. 

Keywords: Tangible User Interfaces, linear structural equation, MicroDYN, 
collaborative problem solving, technology-based assessment. 

1 Introduction 

For the last few years, the term 21st Century skill has shown up in scientific literature, 
for instance in the latest reports on technology-based assessment [1] as well as in the 
Digital Agenda published by the European Commission [2]. These so-called 21st cen-
tury skills refer to skills, such as, complex problem solving, creativity, critical thinking, 
learning to learn, decision making, etc. [3]. Several researchers have stated that the 
acquisition of these 21st Century skills and their development are only marginally  
investigated [4]. A particular 21st Century skill is complex problem solving which 
encompasses the ability to successfully deal with untransparent and dynamically 
changing problems. To this end, complex problem solving is considered key to success 
in life and was included as transversal domain in one of the most prestigious large-
scale assessments worldwide, the Programme for International Student Assessment 
(PISA) in its 2012 cycle [1, 5].  
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The fast development of new technologies for gathering data in real settings allows 
us to assess specific 21st Century skills such as complex problem solving. This is not 
possible by conventional paper-pencil tests or even by using desktop applications we 
know from computer-based assessment. More natural forms of interaction such as 
touch, speech, gestures, and handwriting support assessment researchers to explore 
new areas of skill assessment. Therefore, the availability of affordable devices moti-
vated us to develop several so-called tangible user interfaces (TUI) for assessment. 
The use of TUI for assessment is new and therefore knowledge about how to design 
those systems and how to develop test items for TUI is very limited.  

Section 2 summarises research on this research topic. Section 3 describes the over-
all research methodology and Section 4 elaborates how a test item related to climate 
change has been developed for the TUI to assess collaborative problem solving.  
Section 5 proposed the design of the upcoming empirical studies and concludes the 
paper. 

2 Related Work 

2.1 TUI-Based Assessment 

To date, literature provides first exploratory results on the learning benefits of TUIs. 
In particular, the additional haptic dimension, the better accessibility (for instance for 
children), and the shared space that can be used in collaborative situations [6] are 
claimed to be beneficial in learning situations. According to Klemmer et al. [7], the 
physical objects and actions of TUIs allow using multiple senses of our human bodies 
and have an essential impact on our understanding of the world. They encourage rapid 
epistemic actions (i.e. try and error actions), thus lower cognitive load by simplifying 
thinking processes [8]. Learning and assessment can be supported by representing 
problems in a new way, using physical and digital elements. Further, the way the 
users are solving tasks can be detected and feedback can be directly given. Neverthe-
less, no TUI has been systematically used and evaluated in the context of technology-
based assessment (TBA).  

Ras et al. [9] have conducted a series of empirical studies in order to identify har-
monies and tensions concerning the use of TUIs for assessing skills of complex and 
collaborative problem solving. Several items have been developed, two of which are 
depicted in Fig. 1: The aim of the matching item (left) was to assign the labels of the 
planets (put on small tangibles) to the images. The goal of the windmill item (right) 
was to explore the impact of different variables such as wind speed, number of blades, 
and height of the windmill on the energy produced by the windmill. The output 
changed real-time according to the manipulations of the input. 

The results revealed that the shareability of the space, the non-responsive (“off-
line”) spaces and the versatility of the physical objects are advantages of TUI used in 
collaborative problem solving. We also observed that users proceed by short experi-
mental units to explore different setting of variables (see also Section 3). A more  
detailed description of the outcomes of these studies can be found in Ras et al. [9]. 
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Fig. 1. Match item and simulation item 

2.2 MicroDYN 

This study is the first to suggest implementing MicroDYN items on a tangible table 
and to employ them in a group (i.e., a collaborative) setting. Up to now, MicroDYN 
items have only been used as a computer-based assessment approach towards assess-
ing complex problem solving skills in individuals. In this, the problem solver has to 
detect the causal links between a set of connected variables and acquire knowledge 
about these links (dimension of knowledge acquisition; [10]) and, in a subsequent 
step, apply this knowledge (dimension of knowledge application, [11]). Several stud-
ies have shown the validity of MicroDYN with regard to the assessment of complex 
problem solving (e.g. [12]). 

3 Research Methodology 

In general our research has two aims: First, to better understand how users interact 
with a TUI in a collaborative assessment context and, hence, to better design TUI-
based applications for assessment based on the well-established MicroDYN items; 
second, how, from a psychometric point of view, we can develop high quality test 
items in general (e.g. valid and reliable) for collaborative problem solving in a TUI 
setting.  

A general principle for scenario selection is that we select a domain of practical 
relevance interesting for the public (see windmill example and climate change exam-
ple in Section 4) and at the same time allows us to model the relation of domain vari-
ables with linear equations. All TUI-based items are developed to assess collaborative 
problem solving, meaning that 3 to 6 users interact with the system at a time. Each 
system provides a simulation environment where variables can be manipulated. Typi-
cally, users perform so-called experimental units separated by what researchers in 
decision making call landmarks.  

The overall research methodology is iterative: develop new or improve existing 
test items followed by empirical studies. All studies gather data with a focus on as-
sessment issues such as assessment performance or psychometric indicators (e.g., 
difficulty, discrimination index, etc.). Interaction studies coupled with usability and 
user experience evaluations provides insight into how best to design TUI. This design 
knowledge is documented in so-called design artefacts. They are derived from  
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literature as well as from practical experience. They are an outcome of the design 
research methodology [13, 14] we follow. 

Each empirical study features research questions and allows us to gather practical 
experience. Each study follows the same design: First, a debriefing questionnaire is 
used with a simple pre-test to assess available domain knowledge and digital literacy 
skills related to user interfaces; second, the users collaboratively interact with the 
tangible user interface (unlimited time); the users decide when they are ready to stop 
the exploration of the simulation environment. Performance of the MicroDYN items 
is assessed in conjunction with the test taking procedure. Finally, participants answer 
a post-test questionnaire about the simulation environment. 

Data gathering is done by video recording of the assessment sessions, logging in-
teractions with the TUI applications (e.g. moves and rotation of tangibles) as well as 
questionnaires (either paper-based, or using multiple-choice items on the TUI). 

4 A Tangible Climate Simulator 

4.1 Climate Change as a Complex Problem 

Today, scientists agree that the Earth’s climate system is warming up and that a sig-
nificant cause of the change is due to human activities [15]. This is often referred to as 
Global Warming. Global Warming is mainly evidenced by increases in global average 
air and ocean temperatures resulting in the widespread melting of snow and ice lead-
ing to rising global average sea level. The main reason of this warming is caused by 
increases in concentrations of greenhouse gases, to which the largest contributor is 
carbon dioxide (CO2). Certain waste management and agricultural practices aggravate 
the problem by releasing chemical compounds such as methane and nitrous oxide, 
which further fuel the warming, trapping ever more heat in the atmosphere.  

To allow children to understand the relations between the different variables, as 
well as to follow the MicroDYN methodology of Greiff et al. [12], a simplified model 
of climate change was defined. The model’s principle is as follows: 

• At start-up, the system shows the total amount of CO2 as emitted today. To sim-
plify the system, it assumes that this prediction is the average across all variables 
presented to the children. Hence, if the children always choose the average across 
all variables, the amount of emitted CO2 will neither improve nor worsen. The 
variables allow exploring what would happen if we change the CO2 output of a 
very specific aspect (e.g. meat consummation). By choosing a value diverging 
from the average, the output is changed. 

• The system shows the effect on the different outputs as given by the system of 
linear equations. 

4.2 Collaborative Widgets for Manipulating Variables 

To allow for a maximum of simultaneous accessibility and shareability of controls we 
designed a collaborative widget which reacts to rotational input. Questions are visua-
lised as different widgets are placed on the interface. For every question, three  
widgets, corresponding to the respective answers, are provided. The children can 
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manipulate the widgets to provide their inputs on each answer, setting how the group 
is divided between choices. This allows defining the distribution of the group which 
can then be translated to the world population. 

For each parameter, the system provides feedback related to the parameter value, 
i.e. the percentage related to its maximum value. Further it calculates the output of the 
total amount of CO2 emissions as defined by all widgets triplets. 

The widgets can be used in two ways. At the beginning, they are set to a zero 
value. Children change the value while answering the different questions. The system 
calculates the CO2 output and the impact on global temperature in real time as an-
swers are provided. This is the AS-IS situation. Children can explore WHAT-IF sce-
narios, that is, they can change the value of variables, changing the distribution of the 
population and influence the CO2 output. 

This approach incites that all children actively participate in setting the values and, 
in the second phase, allows them to collaborate in small groups to simultaneously 
manipulate the widgets. Exploring different scenarios will allow children to identify 
what behaviour has the most impact on CO2 output as well as identify where they and 
their parents can have the most impact by identifying what behaviour they are most 
willing to change if any. 

4.3 System Architecture and Design 

The system features two main components: the TUI library that allows defining and 
instantiate all kind of tangibles; and a library that allows for defining complex prob-
lems. The TUI library is used to define all feedback and interactive tangibles as 
shown in Figure 2 provided to the children. 

We use the complex problem solving library to instantiate a system of linear equa-
tions, one for each question, nested in a very simple linear equation as follows: 1  11  (1) 

1  1 1 1  (2) 

With , the question dependent output,  the discrete time steps,  the weight of 
variable  such that 0, and , ,  the input variables for a question .  

This setup allows us to weigh each variable according to their impact on the CO2 
output. While these are all approximations, we believe they are necessary to provide 
children with interesting questions they can answer based on their experience and 
their environment and see the effect of their actions even if it would normally be too 
small to see in a more sophisticated and real life simulation. 

4.4 Cycle of Use 

The cycle of learning and assessment includes several steps. In a first step, children 
will be asked to answer questions defined by the widgets lying next to the interactive 
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surface. Each question requires the children to think about their daily life, in particular 
the kind of food they are eating, or the way they travel. The table then provides  
immediate feedback about the CO2 emissions they are creating. In a second step, 
children can modify the different parameters of the model, in order to explore and 
understand how they relate to each other. Finally, children will be asked to solve the 
actual task, i.e. to minimize the CO2 emissions of the group by modifying only one 
parameter per person. 

The performance of the children will be assessed using a questionnaire on the 
gained understanding about the relations between the different parameters. Further, 
the last step of the problem solving activity will be recorded in order to assess the 
solving strategy of the group.   

5 Future Work 

The future work defines research questions that will be answered by data gathered 
from 20 groups of children aged 8 to 10. They will explore and solve the presented 
issues of climate change on the table. Audio and video logs will be recorded of the 
sessions and children will be asked to provide information for a questionnaire to 
measure their gain in understanding on climate change. This future research is moti-
vated by five research questions: 

• RQ1: From the perspective of embodied interaction, how do the participants pro-
ceed to solve a complex problem? Can solving patterns be described by means of 
experimental units?  

• RQ2: What are the characteristics of an experimental unit? Can experimental units 
be classified in different categories? How can an experimental unit be defined? 

• RQ3: Is there a correlation between the amount and type of experimental units a 
participant is actively involved, and his/her gained understanding? 

• RQ4: How does the mode of delivery (i.e., the tangible interface) change the nature 
of the test taking process? 

• RQ5: How is individual complex problem solving behaviour related to behaviour 
within the collaborative setting implemented on the tangible interface? 

To answer RQ1, the video material will be analysed using the CLM framework [16]. 
Collaborative learning mechanisms (i.e. making and accepting suggestions, negotiat-
ing, joint attention and awareness, and narrations) will be identified and chronologi-
cally arranged to describe the solving process. Key scenes will be described in detail 
using transcripts and screenshots. 

To answer RQ2, the experimental units, as extracted from RQ1 will be analysed 
with a focus on the duration, the use of space (online/offline), formal aspects of 
speech, gestures, and physical manipulations. This will allow us to propose a first 
definition and set of categories of experimental units. 

For evaluating RQ3, the solving sessions will be segmented and classified based on 
the definition and categories of RQ2. The amount and type of experimental units per 
participant will be isolated and compared to their gain in understanding. 
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Finally, to answer RQ4 and RQ5 the collected data will be compared to data previ-
ously collected in experiments with MicroDYN (i.e., individual data) and we will 
engage into in-depth analyses of the underlying processes both in the individual and 
the collaborative setting. 

By answering the research questions, our research will provide a deeper under-
standing on how TUIs can serve as tool for assessing 21st Century skills that are in-
herently hard to assess using traditional approaches. In addition, in inquiry-based 
learning scenarios simulation play a major role [17]. Outcomes from this research 
domain can be used to understand the experimentation process in a simulation envi-
ronment or, for example, to prevent students from ‘gaming’ the TUI system. In col-
laborative testing, factors, such as decreased anxiety, good discussions, supported 
cognitive processes (e.g. retrieving information, thinking through the information 
better, etc.)  have led to a higher test performance [18]. Such indicators will be also 
of interest in a TUI context in the future. 

While preliminary tests are promising, the research data might open up a new 
venue for future assessment requirements. 
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Abstract. Learning analytics seeks to enhance the learning process through sys-
tematic measurements of learning related data and to provide informative feed-
back to learners and teachers, so as to support the regulation of the learning. 
Track data from technology enhanced learning systems constitute the main data 
source for learning analytics. This empirical contribution provides an application 
of Buckingham Shum and Deakin Crick’s theoretical framework of dispositional 
learning analytics [1]: an infrastructure that combines learning dispositions data 
with data extracted from computer assisted, formative assessments. In a large in-
troductory quantitative methods module based on the principles of blended learn-
ing, combining face-to-face problem-based learning sessions with e-tutorials, we 
investigate the predictive power of learning dispositions, outcomes of continuous 
formative assessments and other system generated data in modeling student per-
formance and their potential to generate informative feedback. Using a dynamic, 
longitudinal perspective, Computer Assisted Formative Assessments seem to be 
the best predictor for detecting underperforming students and academic perfor-
mance, while basic LMS data did not substantially predict learning.  

Keywords: blended learning, computer assisted assessment, dispositional learn-
ing analytics, e-tutorials, formative assessment, learning dispositions, student 
profiles. 

1 Introduction 

Many learning analytics (LA) applications use data generated by learner activities, 
such as learner participation in discussion forums, wikis or (continuous) computer 
assisted formative assessments. This user behavior data is frequently supplemented 
with background data retrieved from learning management systems (LMS) and other 
student admission systems, as for example accounts of prior education. In their  
theoretical contribution to LAK2012 [1] (see also the 2013 LASI Workshop [2]), 
Buckingham Shum and Deakin Crick propose a dispositional LA infrastructure that 
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combines learning activity generated data with learning dispositions, values and atti-
tudes measured through self-report surveys, which are fed back to students and teach-
ers through visual analytics. However, a combination with intentionally collected 
data, such as self-report data stemming from student responses to surveys, is the ex-
ception rather than the rule in LA ([3], [4], and [5]). In our empirical contribution 
focusing on a large scale module in introductory mathematics and statistics, we aim to 
provide a practical application of such an infrastructure based on combining learning 
and learner data. In collecting learner data, we opted to use a wide range of validated 
self-report surveys firmly rooted in current educational research, including learning 
styles, learning motivation and engagement, and learning attitudes. This operationali-
zation of learning dispositions closely resembles the specification of cognitive,  
metacognitive and motivational learning factors relevant for the internal loop of in-
formative tutoring feedback (see [6], [7] for examples). Other data sources used are 
more common for LA applications, and constitute both data extracted from a learning 
management system, as well as system track data extracted from the e-tutorials used 
for practicing and formative assessments. The prime aim of the analysis is to provide 
a stepping stone for  predictive modeling, with a focus on the role each of these data 
sources can play in generating timely, informative feedback. This paper extends our 
earlier study [8], which found empirical evidence for the role of dispositional data in 
LA applications. 

2 Background 

2.1 Computer Assisted Formative Assessment 

The classic function of assessment is that of taking an aptitude test. After completion 
of the learning process, we expect students to demonstrate mastery of the subject. 
According to test tradition, feedback resulting from such classic assessment is no 
more than a grade which becomes available only after finishing all learning activities. 
In recent years, the conception of assessment as a summative function (i.e. assessment 
of learning) has been broadened toward the conception of assessment as a formative 
function (i.e. assessment for learning). That is, as a means to provide feedback to both 
student and teacher about teaching and learning prior to or during the learning process 
[9, 10]. Examples of formative assessment are diagnostic testing, and test-directed 
learning approaches that constitutes the basic educational principle of many e-tutorial 
systems [11]. Because feedback from assessments constitutes a main function for 
learning, it is crucial that this information is readily available, preferably even direct-
ly. At this point digital testing enters the stage: it is unthinkable to get just-in-time 
feedback from formative assessments without using computers. 

2.2 Learning Analytics 

A broad goal of LA is to apply the outcomes of analyzing data gathered by monitor-
ing and measuring the learning process, whereby feedback plays a crucial part to as-
sist regulating that same learning process. Several alternative operationalizations are 
possible to support this. In [12], six objectives are distinguished: predicting learner per-
formance and modelling learners, suggesting relevant learning resources, increasing 
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reflection and awareness, enhancing social learning environments, detecting undesir-
able learner behaviors, and detecting affects of learners. Although the combination of 
self-report learner data with learning data extracted from e-tutorial systems allows us 
to contribute to at least five of these objectives of applying learning analytics (as de-
scribed in [8]), in this contribution we will focus on the first objective: predictive 
modeling of performance and learning behavior. The ultimate goal of this predictive 
modeling endeavor is to investigate which components from a rich set of data sources, 
best serve the role of generating timely, informative feedback and afford signaling the 
risk of underperformance.  

2.3 Related Work 

Previous research by Wolff, Zdrahal, Nikolov, and Pantucek [13] found that a combi-
nation of LMS data with data from continuous summative assessments were the best 
predictor for performance drops amongst 7,701 students. In particular, the number of 
clicks in a LMS just before the next assessment significantly predicted continuation of 
studies [13]. As is evident from our own previous research [8], formative assessment 
data, supplemented with learning disposition data, also had a substantial impact on 
student performance in a blended course of 1,832 students. 

3 Case Study: Mathematics and Statistics 

3.1 Internationalization of Higher Education 

Our empirical contribution focuses on freshmen students in quantitative methods 
(mathematics and statistics) course of the Maastricht University School of Business & 
Economics. The course is the first module for students entering the program. It is 
directed at a large and diverse group of students, which benefits the research design. 
The population consists of 1,840 freshmen students, in two cohorts: 2012/2013 and 
2013/2014, who in some way participated in learning activities (i.e., have been active 
in the learning management system BlackBoard). Besides BlackBoard, two different 
e-tutorial systems for technology-enhanced learning and practicing were utilized: 
MyStatLab and MyMathLab. 

The diversity of the student population mainly lies in its international composition: 
only 23% received their prior (secondary) education from the Dutch high school sys-
tem. The largest group, 45% of the freshmen, was educated according to the German 
Abitur system. The remaining 32% are mainly from central-European and south-
European countries. High school systems in Europe differ strongly, most particularly 
in the teaching of mathematics and statistics. Therefore it is crucial that the first mod-
ule offered to these students is flexible and allows for individual learning paths. 

3.2 Test-Directed E-tutorials 

The two e-tutorial systems MyStatLab (MSL) and MyMathLab (MML) are generic 
digital learning environments for learning statistics and mathematics developed by the 
publisher Pearson. Although MyLabs can be used as a learning environment in the 
broad sense of the word (it contains, among others, a digital version of the textbook), 
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it is primarily an environment for test-directed learning and practicing. Each step in 
the learning process is initiated by submitting a question. Students are encouraged to 
(try to) answer each question (see Fig. 1 for an example). If they do not master a ques-
tion (completely), the student can either ask for help to solve the problem step-by-step 
(Help Me Solve This), or ask for a fully worked example (View an Example). These 
two functionalities are examples of Knowledge of Result/response (KR) and Know-
ledge of the Correct Response (KCR) types of feedback; see Narciss [6], [7]. 

After receiving this type of feedback, a new version of the problem loads (parame-
ter based) to allow the student to demonstrate his/her newly acquired mastery. When a 
student provides an answer and opts for ‘Check Answer’, Multiple-Try Feedback 
(MTF, [6]) is provided, whereby the number of times feedback is provided for the 
same task depends on the format of the task (only two for a multiple choice type of 
task as in Fig.1, more for open type of tasks requiring numerical answers). 

 

Fig. 1. MyMathLab task and feedback options 

In the investigated course, students on average work 35.7 hours in MML and 23.6 
hours in MSL, which is 30% to 40% of the available time of 80 hours for learning in both 
topics. In the present study, we use two different indicators for the intensity of the My-
Labs usage: MMLHours and MSLHours indicate the time a student spends practicing in 
each respective MyLab environment per week; MMLMastery and MSLMastery indicate 
the average final score achieved for the practice questions in any week. 

3.3 Educational Practice 

The educational system in which students learn mathematics and statistics is best 
described as a ‘blended’ or ‘hybrid’ system. The main component is 'face-to-face’: 
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problem-based learning (PBL, see [14] for an elaborate overview), in small groups 
(14 students), coached by a content expert tutor. Participation in these tutor groups is 
required, as for all courses based on the Maastricht PBL system. The online compo-
nent of the blend, that is, the use of the two e-tutorials, is optional. The reason for 
making the online component optional is that this best fits the Maastricht educational 
model, which is student-centered and places the responsibility for making educational 
choices primarily with the student. At the same time,  due to the diversity in prior 
knowledge, not all students will benefit equally from using these environments; in 
particular for those at the high performance end, extensive practicing will not be the 
most effective allocation of learning time. However, the use of e-tutorials is stimu-
lated by making bonus credits available for good performance in the quizzes, and for 
achieving good scores in the practicing modes of the MyLab environments. Quizzes 
are taken every two weeks and consist of items that are drawn from the same item 
pools applied in the practicing mode. We chose for this particular constellation, since 
it stimulates students with little prior knowledge to make intensive use of the MyLab 
platforms. They realize that they may fall behind other students in writing the exam, 
and therefore need to achieve a good bonus score both to compensate, and to support 
their learning. The most direct way to do so is to frequently practice in the MML and 
MSL environments. The bonus is maximized to 20% of what one can score in the 
exam. 

The student-centered characteristic of the instructional model first and foremost re-
quires adequate informative feedback to students so that they are able to monitor their 
study progress and their topic mastery in absolute and relative sense. The provision of 
relevant feedback starts on the first day of the course when students take two diagnos-
tic entry tests for mathematics and statistics. Feedback from these entry tests provide 
the first signals to students of the importance of using the MyLab platforms. Next, the 
MML and MSL-environments contain a monitoring function: at any time students can 
see their progress in preparing the next quiz, and can get feedback on the performance 
in completed quizzes and on their performance in the practice sessions. The same 
information is also available to the tutors. Although the primary responsibility for 
directing the learning process lies with the student, the tutor can act complementary to 
that self-steering, especially in situations where the tutor considers that a more intense 
use of e-tutorials is desirable, given the position of the student concerned. In this way, 
the application of LA shapes the instructional situation. 

4 The Array of Learning Analytics Data Sources 

In order to explore the potential of feedback based on the several components of the 
learning blend, we investigate the relationship between an array of LA data sources, 
and academic performance in the Quantitative Methods module. Academic perfor-
mance consists of the individual scores in both topic components of the final written 
exam (MathExam and StatsExam), and the overall grade in the module (QMGrade). 
Both are subject to a weight factor, weighting the final exam with factor 5, and the 
bonus score from quizzes and homework with factor 1. In designing models covering 
two class years, performance scores have been standardized by calculating Z-scores in 
order to compare performance across the two cohorts. Prediction models for these 
three learning performance measures are based on the following data sources: 
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• Formative assessment data consisting of: 
─ Week0: diagnostics entry tests for mathematics and statistics, with a strong fo-

cus on basic algebraic skills, a well-known topic for high school deficiencies. 
─ Week1: mastery scores and practice time in MyMathLab and MyStatLab. 
─ Week2: mastery scores and practice time in MyMathLab and MyStatLab. 
─ Week3: mastery scores and practice time in MyMathLab and MyStatLab, and 

Quiz1 scores for mathematics and statistics. 
─ Week4: mastery score and practice time in MyMathLab and MyStatLab. 
─ Week5: mastery scores and practice time in MyMathLab and MyStatLab, and 

Quiz2 scores for mathematics and statistics. 
─ Week6: mastery score and practice time in MyMathLab and MyStatLab. 
─ Week7: mastery scores and practice time in MyMathLab and MyStatLab, and 

Quiz3 scores for mathematics and statistics. 
• BlackBoard use intensity data, in terms of number of clicks, again decomposed 

into weekly figures (BB time on task data was initially included in the study, but 
appeared to be dominated by click data with regard to predictive power, and was 
therefore excluded in the final analyses). 

• Learning dispositions and demographic data from several concern systems. These 
data are, in terms of designing longitudinal models, assigned to Week0. 

Demographic data were obtained from the regular student administration. An impor-
tant part of demographic data is prior education. High school educational systems 
generally distinguish between a basic level of mathematics education preparing for 
the social sciences, and an advanced level preparing for sciences. An indicator varia-
ble is used for mathematics at advanced level (about one third of the students), with 
basic level of mathematics prior schooling being the reference group. Students with 
advanced prior schooling are generally better in mathematics, but not in statistics, 
which corresponds to the fact that in programs at advanced level, the focus is abstract 
mathematics (calculus) rather than statistics. Other demographic data refer to gender, 
nationality and age.  

Learning style data based on the learning style model of Vermunt [15] constitute 
the first component of measured learning dispositions (see also: Vermunt & Vermet-
ten, [16]). Vermunt distinguishes four domains or components of learning in his mod-
el: cognitive processing strategies, metacognitive regulation strategies, learning  
conceptions or mental models of learning, and learning orientations. In each domain, 
five different scales describe different aspects of the learning component. In this 
study, we applied the two domains of processing and regulation strategies, since these 
facets of learning styles are most open to interventions based upon learning feedback.  
In Vermunt’s model, three types of learning strategies are distinguished: deep learn-
ing, step-wise (or surface) learning, and concrete ways of processing learning topics. 
In a similar way, three types of regulation strategies are distinguished: self-regulation 
of learning, external regulation of learning, and lack of regulation. Combining scores 
on processing and regulation strategies, we can find alternative profiles of learning 
approaches often seen in students in higher education. For instance, the meaning di-
rected learning approach combines high levels for deep learning, with students criti-
cally processing the learning materials, with high levels for self-regulation, both with 
regard to learning process and learning content. These students are the ‘ideal’ higher 
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education students: being self-directed, independent learners. The typical learning 
approach of students with high scores on step-wise learning, who depend a lot on 
memorization and rehearsing processes, and at the same time score high on external 
regulation of learning, does carry a lot more risks with regard to academic success. 
These learning approaches are very often guarantees for success in high school, but 
start to fail in university. Students with high scores for lack of regulation of any type 
run the highest risk; drop-out for these profiles is higher than for any other profile. 

Recent Anglo-Saxon literature on academic achievement and dropout assigns an 
increasingly dominant role to the theoretical model of Andrew Martin: the 'Motivation 
and Engagement Wheel’ [17]: see Fig. 2.  

 

Fig. 2. Motivation and Engagement Wheel (Source: [17]) 

This model includes both behaviors and thoughts, or cognitions, that play a role in 
learning. Both are subdivided into adaptive and mal-adaptive or impeding forms. As a 
result, the four quadrants are: adaptive behavior and adaptive thoughts (the ‘boost-
ers’), mal-adaptive behavior (the ‘guzzlers’) and impeding thoughts (the ‘mufflers’). 
Adaptive thoughts consist of Self-belief, Learning focus, and Value of school, whe-
reas adaptive behaviors consist of Persistence, Planning, and Task management. Ma-
ladaptive or impeding thoughts include Anxiety, Failure avoidance, and Uncertain 
control, and lastly, maladaptive behaviors include Self-sabotage and Disengagement. 
Further components of learning dispositions are learning attitudes, and intrinsic versus 
extrinsic motivation to learn. All learning dispositions are administered through self-
report surveys. From 1,794 out of 1,840 students (97.5%), complete information was 
obtained on the various instruments. 

Similar to the feedback based on student activity in the two MML and MSL plat-
forms, also learning dispositions data was used to provide feedback during the course. 
Students were given access to visualizations of their characteristic learning approach-
es, relative to the profile of the average students. Next to that, all students received 
individual data on personal dispositions, in order to analyze these data as a required  
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statistical project. The only retrospective part of this study is the investigation of the 
predictive power of the several data sources with regard to course performance, as 
discussed in the next section. 

5 Predicting Performance 

Before turning to longitudinal models predicting performance using week by week 
data, the first step is to determine the maximum predictive power for each of the data 
sources, using aggregated data for all weeks. For one category of data, the outcome 
appears to be simple: BlackBoard track data can predict no more than 1% of variation 
in the three performance measures. In other words, the (multiple) correlation of 
BlackBoard user track data and the performance variables is not above 0.1. From a 
substantial perspective, that excludes the category of BlackBoard data for developing 
prediction models as being practically insignificant. 

With regard to the MyLab data, both overall mastery in MML and MSL correlate 
strongly with all performance measures (correlations in the range of 0.35 to 0.55), 
whereas correlations between time in the system and performance measures are 
weaker, but still substantial (in the range 0.1 to 0.2). Composing regression models 
that predict performance measures from multiple regressions containing both mastery 
and time in MyLab systems variables, generates the following prediction equations 
(in normalized performance measures, using Z-scores, and standardized beta’s): 

 ZMathExam  0.562 MMLMastery –  0.277 MMLHours, R = 0.47 

 ZStatsExam  0.506 MSLMastery –  0.251 MSLHours, R  0.40 

 ZQMGrade  0.36 MMLMastery –  0.196 MMLHours 0.341 MSLMastery –  0.092 MSLHours, R  0.58 

All prediction equations have substantial multiple correlations, which suggests that 
feedback based on overall mastery and time for both MyLab systems has good pros-
pects. A remarkable and very consistent feature of all three prediction equations is 
that the beta of mastery is always positive, and the beta of time in system is always 
negative, although all bivariate correlations between time in system variables and 
performance measures are positive. There is however a simple explanation for this 
sign reversal: mastery and time in system variables are strongly collinear, with a 0.59 
correlation for the MML platform, and a .66 correlation for the MSL platform. Prac-
ticing longer in the two MyLab systems increases expected performance, since stu-
dents who practice more, achieve higher mastery levels. In a multiple regression 
model, one however corrects for mastery level, and now time has a negative impact: 
for a given mastery level, students who need more time to reach that level, have lower 
expected performance, which is quite intuitive. 

After the potential of building prediction models for performance based on data 
from the two MyLab systems has been established, the next step is to design these 
prediction models using incremental data sets of system data. Starting with the Week0 
data set, containing data that are available at the very start of the module (in our  
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example: data from the diagnostic entry tests), we extend the data set in weekly steps, 
arriving at the final set of predictor variables after seven weeks. Thus, the incremental 
system data contains entry test data, mastery and time in system data of seven consec-
utive weeks, and MyLab quiz data administered in weeks 3, 5, and 7. Instead of pro-
viding regressions for all seven weeks and all three performance measures, Fig. 3 
describes the development of the multiple correlation coefficient R in time, that is, 
over incremental weekly data sets.  

 

Fig. 3. Longitudinal Performance Predictions based on Formative Assessments: Multiple Cor-
relation R 

Since the predictor data sets are incremental, the values of multiple correlation in-
crease over weeks. Those for performance in the mathematics exam, and the overall 
grade, start at values around 0.45 in Week0, and increase to values between 0.7 and 
0.8 in the last week. In contrast, there is less power in predicting performance in sta-
tistics, the difference caused by the statistics entry test being less informative for later 
statistics performance, than the mathematics entry exam is for later mathematics per-
formance. The circumstance that many of the students have not been educated before 
in statistics is crucial for understanding the entry test being not very informative. 

Predictor sets used for the generation of Fig. 3 include only MyLab data, together 
with entry tests data; no learning dispositions data have been used yet. When we add 
these data, assuming that these data are available at the start of the course so that they 
are part of the new Week0 data set, we arrive at Fig. 4 describing the development of 
the multiple correlation coefficients R over all weeks. The main impact of the availa-
bility of learning disposition data is the strong increase in predictive power in the first 
weeks. From the third week onwards, when data from the first quiz becomes availa-
ble, the difference in predictive power between models including and those excluding 
learning dispositions, is minimal. Apparently, collinearity between scores in the first 
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quiz and the set of learning dispositions imply that dispositions have hardly any addi-
tional predictive power beyond that of quiz performance; most of their impact is also 
captured in quiz performance scores.  

 

Fig. 4. Longitudinal Performance Predictions based on Formative Assessments and Learning 
Dispositions: Multiple Correlation R 

6 Conclusions 

In this empirical study into predictive modeling of student performance, we investi-
gated three different data sources to explore the potential of generating informative 
feedback using LA: BlackBoard tracking data, students’ learning dispositions, and 
data from systems for formative, computer assisted assessments. The last data source 
allows further classification into data generated in the practice mode (both mastery 
and system time data), and data generated by formative assessments (performance 
data). It appears that the combination of dispositions data and assessment system data 
dominate the role of BlackBoard track data in predicting student performance, imply-
ing that in applications with such rich data available, BlackBoard data have no added 
value in predicting performance and signaling underperforming students. This seems 
to confirm initial findings by Macfayden and Dawson [5], who found that simple 
clicking behavior in a LMS is at best a poor proxy for actual user-behavior of stu-
dents. 

Data extracted from the testing mode of the MyLab systems dominate in a similar 
respect data generated by the practicing mode of MyLabs, indicating the predictive 
power of true assessment data, even if it comes from assessments that are primarily 
formative in nature. However, assessment data is typically delayed data, not available 
before midterm, or as in our case, the third week of the course. Up to the moment this 
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richest data component becomes available, mastery data and use intensity data gener-
ated by the e-tutorial systems are a second best alternative for true assessment data. 
This links well with Wolff et al. [13], who found that performance on initial assess-
ments during the first parts of an online module were substantial predictors for final 
exam performance. 

A similar conclusion can be drawn with regard to the learning disposition data: up 
to the moment that assessment data become available, they serve a unique role in 
predicting student performance and signaling underperformance beyond system track 
data of the e-tutorials. From the moment that computer assisted, formative assessment 
data become available, their predictive power is dominated by that of performance in 
those formative assessments. Dispositions data are not as easily collected as system 
tracking data from learning management systems or e-tutorial systems. The answer to 
the question if the effort to collect dispositional data is worthwhile (or not), is there-
fore strongly dependent on when richer (assessment) data becomes available, and the 
need for timely signaling of underperformance. If timely feedback is required, the 
combination of data extracted from e-tutorials, both in practicing and test modes, and 
learning disposition data suggests being the best mix to serve LA applications. 
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Abstract. Much has been written lately about the potential of Learning Ana-
lytics for improving learning and teaching. Nevertheless, most of the contribu-
tions to date are concentrating on the abstract theoretical or algorithmic level, 
or, deal with academic efficiencies like teachers’ grading habits. This paper 
wants to focus on the value that Learning Analytics brings to pedagogic inter-
ventions and feedback for reflection. We first analyse what Learning Analytics 
has to offer in this respect, and, then, present a practical use case of applied 
Learning Analytics for didactic support in primary school Arithmetic. 

Keywords: Learning Analytics, teacher feedback, didactic intervention, pri-
mary school, formal education. 

1 Introduction 

The idea of Learning Analytics has emerged in recent years as an educational way of 
utilising the enormous amount of learner data produced through activities in electronic 
systems. Already back in 2006, Retalis et al. (2006) considered interaction analysis a 
promising way to better understand learner behaviour. However, only the more recent 
explosion of data and increased utilisation of user data in business and commerce have 
brought this domain to the full attention of the education sector (Horizon 2011). 

Since the Horizon report came out, there has been massive interest and research ac-
tivity happening in this new domain. Researchers started busily engaging in diverse 
debates to define and scope Learning Analytics and to contrast it with existing areas 
of research like educational data mining (EDM). A number of descriptive models and 
frameworks have been proposed to capture the extent and implications of the research 
area (cf. Siemens 2011, Elias 2011, Greller & Drachsler 2012, Cooper 2012, Chatti et 
al. 2012, Friesen 2013). 

Because analytics in education are not confined to teaching and learning alone, 
there were moves to separate the semantics into “unrelated” sister-domains such as 
Academic Analytics (Siemens 2011). The latter is closely related to business intelli-
gence in that it works more towards efficiency of operations than towards the support 
for progression in learning (cf. Van Harmelen & Workman 2012). In the same vein, 
Research Analytics, which relies heavily on bibliometric data and citation indexes, 
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due to its direct connection to institutional funding mechanisms, can be excluded from 
the spheres of Learning Analytics in the pedagogic sense. 

When scanning the literature on Learning Analytics, we find a heavy slant towards 
the processing (EDM) side of things with research discussing algorithmic approaches 
to learner data. Similarly, the institutional data governance and acceptance aspects 
have played an important part in the evolution of Learning Analytics as a research 
topic (cf. Graf et al. 2012; Ali et al. 2013). By contrast, the use of analytics as a sup-
port tool for teacher interventions is an area with relatively little coverage to date. 
However, to exploit analytics as an instrument for reflecting current pedagogic prac-
tice and for validating didactical patterns, as indicated by Greller & Drachsler (2012), 
more attention to this aspect is required. In this paper, we want to elaborate on the 
embedding of analytics approaches into teaching and learning, on how questions can 
be raised about didactical methods informed by analytics, and where analytics can 
provide new insights to the preparation of cognitively difficult areas of learning. 

This paper is structured in the following way: In Part II, we talk about Learning 
Analytics and its place in pedagogy. This is then followed in Part III by introducing a 
practical application of an analytics tool for monitoring the development of children’s 
Maths skills in primary school. Part IV discusses the outcomes of this experiment and 
the value potential of Learning Analytics. Finally, in Part V, some lessons learnt and 
conclusions are drawn and prospective research question raised.  

2 Pedagogy and Learning Analytics 

The relationship between pedagogy and Learning Analytics is understood differently 
within the community and with respect to everyday practice. Some researchers see 
Learning Analytics as intrinsically pedagogic in its nature, just by dealing with educa-
tional data or with data usable for learning in the widest sense. Feedback systems play 
an important part in this. Among other examples, Duval (2011) claims that, “a visu-
alisation of eating habits can help to lead a healthier life”. In his elaboration it seems, 
that learning happens by mere visualization of data, though Duval too asks for more 
orientation towards specific goals. The EDUCAUSE summative report (2012) of a 
three day online seminar stresses the importance of any analytics program to derive 
meaningful, actionable insights. We consider the word ‘actionable’ as being critical 
for the exploitation of analytics results in teaching and learning. 

In our elaborations here we will use a narrower setting of pedagogic application, 
relating directly to formal education in the classroom. We also follow the model by 
Greller & Drachsler (2012) who keep pedagogy and data analysis strictly separate, 
using Learning Analytics as an instrument to reflect upon and to take informed deci-
sions on learning interventions by a human agent. This stands to some extent in con-
trast with predictive approaches of Learning Analytics, where decisions on follow-up 
actions can be based directly on the data through automated algorithms. 

Greller & Drachsler (ibid.) position Learning Analytics between brackets of peda-
gogically induced behaviour and the interventions actioned either by a teacher or the 
learners themselves (Fig.1.). These interventions may lead to changes in pedagogic 
behaviour (learning activities) that, in turn, (re-)inform the Learning Analytics proc-
ess for measuring progress against the intended learning outcome (Van Harmelen & 
Workman, 2012). 
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Fig. 1. Learning Analytics embedded in pedagogy (Greller & Drachsler 2012) 

One of the strengths of Learning Analytics as a support for teaching and learning is 
the potential to bring to light insights that would otherwise not be easily visible. 
Learning Analytics can help backing up “feelings” with data. On the other hand, it 
may also lead to refuting “general assumptions” about students’ behaviour in specific 
learning actions. On a larger scale, this may lead to rethinking the educational process 
and pedagogic approach in certain areas of teaching. To illustrate this potential, we 
will introduce a small application that analyses the performance of primary school 
children in learning the tables. 

3 A Primary School Analytics Application 

Graz University of Technology has a long tradition in doing technology enhanced 
learning (TEL) both in research as well as in academic programmes with a special 
focus on students and their learning (Ebner et al. 2006). Longitudinal studies pointed 
out that any student of today now owns an arbitrary amount of different technologies 
– a Personal Computer, a laptop, a smartphone, maybe also a tablet or an eReader 
(Ebner et al. 2013; Ebner et al. 2011). In combination with a mobile broadband Inter-
net connection it is save to state that practically everyone has access to information 
and communication in real time, even while on the move. On the other hand, modern 
web technologies also allow us to develop innovative information systems that are 
able to store huge amounts of data. The general idea with respect to education is to 
enable learners to utilize their personal (mobile) devices to exercise and improve on 
predefined learning tasks. 

Bearing this generic vision in mind, different applications have been developed to 
gather learner data, interpret and visualise them as they work in these seamless learn-
ing environments. Afterwards, a teacher is able to bring the results back to the class-
room for reflection and deep learning. In our particular case, three applications have 
been produced: (1) the Multiplication Table (Schön et al. 2012), (2) the Multi-Math-
Coach (Ebner et al. 2014a), and, (3) the Addition / Subtraction Trainer (Ebner et al. 
2014b). All of these applications address core maths operations for school children in 
primary schools. Each application consistently observes the following rules: 
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1. School children train or play with the application (e.g. web interface or special 
mobile apps) as often as they want. 

2. Each single calculation is stored in a centralised database on a webserver. 
3. The entered data is checked for correctness and the current competence level of a 

child is calculated. Based on this, the next calculation will be chosen. 
4. The teacher gets an overview how their class performs as a whole or each child in-

dividually. In case of occurring problems, a visualisation prompts the teacher to a 
pedagogical intervention. 

5. To avoid chance successes, each answer has to be entered correctly twice to be  
accepted as accomplished. 

 

Fig. 2. The Multiplication Trainer (http://mathe.tugraz.at) 

Fig.2. shows the main graphic interface of the trainer application that helps pupils 
learn the 10x10 table. In the middle of it, the current calculation is shown and the 
answer is expected in the input field during the given time frame (bar running down to 
time-out). On the left side, an overview of all questions already completed is given. 
Below the task, a little rabbit should help motivate children doing the next question in 
a playful manner (the rabbit advances on correct answers towards a carrot). Fig.3. 
illustrates the teacher’s overview: In the first column on the left, the names of the 
children would appear and following the alignment each single calculation is dis-
played. Dark green means the particular example has been mastered well by the child, 
lime green indicates that it is known and red is not known (grey just means that this 
calculation has not occurred yet). Much more important is the second column from 
the left called “skill”. Here, the application predicts the current learning state in a 
traffic light metaphor. A yellow or even red box prompts the teacher that a pedagogi-
cal intervention is recommended. 
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Fig. 3. Teacher’s overview 

The application, therefore, simultaneously takes a training and assessment perspec-
tive. Children can practice the table, but are at the same time measured for correctness 
and progress. The time taken to answer is also a factor taken into account as an indi-
cator for the level of competence. Although this is a very simplistic case, a number of 
insights can be deduced from it as we will discuss in the next section. 

The analysis of the performance of individual children should, as depicted in  
the model above (Fig.1.), lead to pedagogic interventions. Rather than waiting for the 
children learners to complete the table tests, early warning can already alert the 
teacher to struggling pupils. We will here not express any opinion of what the “cor-
rect” intervention would be in each individual child’s case, but assume that teachers 
adopt further interpersonal diagnostics to find out in which way a child is struggling 
and how to help them. After they have been brought back on track, the cycle of test-
ing can start again. 

4 Findings and Discussion 

From our test run with about 6,000 pupils at the ages of 7-10, and more than 100 
teachers, it clearly emerges that Learning Analytics is more than just collecting, curat-
ing and processing data. As indicated in chapter II above, Learning Analytics is about 
the interpretation of data to actively assist teachers with meaningful and actionable 
figures or visualisations. In other words, the data itself is not enough to advance learn-
ing, because the pedagogical approach must be looked at in its entirety. For this to 
happen, we find it among other things important that teachers see the performance of 
each individual learner. Teaching and learning, despite the constraints posed by large 
cohorts in search for more economic efficiency, from the learner perspective still 
remains a one-to-one relationship to personalise the pedagogic approach and support 
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the individual in their psychological, mental, and physical development. However, in 
group situations like a classroom, it is difficult for a teacher to keep an eye on the 
progression of each child or to surface collective issues that have perhaps not been 
properly addressed through the chosen delivery method (cf. Drachsler & Greller 
2012). 

In our little maths application, feedback to the teacher is continuous and formative. 
The mentioned box indicators are early warning signals should any child begin to 
struggle with progress on the table. A teacher has the possibility of monitoring the 
entire class and may intervene when warning signs occur. The timeliness of the feed-
back to the teacher is perhaps the biggest added value that Learning Analytics brings 
to teaching practice. 

In monitoring the activities of each child in real time, analysing the performance 
and predicting the likely progression helps the teacher to identify outliers early. Chil-
dren struggling with certain calculations are timed out by the game. This time-to-
response counts towards the prediction algorithm. One interesting finding from the 
application is the likelihood of success and failure, as well as emerging patterns, 
which allow approximations of a child’s performance. For example, the observation 
implies that pupils who run into a performance of right-wrong-right-wrong would 
never come out of this loop switching between correct and incorrect answers for the 
same given questions (Taraghi et al. 2014). Similarly, when a child answers two con-
secutive questions wrong, there is a 30% probability that the next two will also be 
wrong. 

A summative analysis across all participants also has interesting things to tell. It 
highlights where the most difficult items of the multiplication table lie (Fig.4. below). 
8*6 as well as 6*8, followed by 7*8, have to be considered as the most difficult ques-
tions according to the data evidence. This cumulative knowledge over the entire 
learner population should be used by teachers to adjust teaching plans and put perhaps 
more focus on the exercises of difficult areas. In this way, Learning Analytics brings 
information to light that would otherwise be difficult to spot or to articulate with  
evidence.  

 

Fig. 4. Heat Map of the most difficult questions 
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From these findings, we can take a matrix approach to interpreting the data in the 
application with two main pedagogic intervention paths to follow: The horizontal 
analysis shows the performance of each child along the posed tasks. Vertically, the 
summative group analysis can be performed with views on the individual posited 
tasks and the relative cognitive challenge they pose to the learners. While the horizon-
tal axis may lead to personalised intervention and support, the vertical axis provides 
food for curriculum adjustments to cover more challenging areas with greater teach-
ing efforts. The predictive warning signals of possible difficulties a child experiences 
provides added support for timely focussing teacher attention where it is needed.  

5 Conclusions and Future Research Questions 

One of the results of our tests is that Learning Analytics must be easy. The practical 
experiments pointed out clearly: – teachers have no time to interpret data in detail, 
due to the fact that in the classroom they have to observe and react to many different 
events at once. This has already been pointed out as a risk in previous works (Van 
Harmelen & Workman 2012). In our case, traffic light signalling was chosen to 
quickly provide the appropriate hint. It goes without saying that the prediction algo-
rithm running in the background must be carefully tested and tuned, and has to be 
adapted if necessary. 

From the learner perspective, Learning Analytics helps the individualisation of the 
learning process: The strength of interpreting data of a single learner is that we ex-
actly know about their learning problems. Therefore, pedagogic help can be provided 
in a very personal way. On an ethical note, though, we have to concede that Learning 
Analytics is about data, and one of the major concerns of this emerging field is how 
the collected data is protected against abuse. First studies on this topic point out that 
teachers as well as researchers have to address this topic with great sensitivity (Kay, 
2012). However, it is our opinion that in a protected classroom environment (whether 
a physical or virtual environment), it is absolutely essential for the holistic pedagogic 
development of a child that teachers have direct access to personal information relat-
ing to their pupils learning. 

As a matter for future research, we consider our trial limited in the way of covering 
a well-defined and limited space of maths education. Confirmation of Learning Ana-
lytics support for pedagogic interventions from more complex and abstract areas 
would be highly relevant for unleashing the fuller potential of Learning Analytics. 
Among other aspects, the psychometric conditions of children, who come at different 
levels of preparedness could be studied against the mastery of the table questions. 
Repeat runs with the same pupils could potentially highlight the changing conditions 
of the test parameters and difficulty level (cf. Item Response Theory, Thomsen 2009). 

Furthermore, there have been some attempts to “socialise” Learning Analytics (e.g. 
Buckingham-Shum & Ferguson 2012) and to apply it to open education spaces like 
learning networks and MOOCs (Fournier 2011). Free analytics tools like SNAPP 
provide first interesting results, but, at present, they still remain rather specialist tools 
that are hard to grasp for teachers and are difficult to build into reflection and learning 
design of everyday teaching. However, this is an interesting space to watch not only 
with respect to supporting open learning with Learning Analytics, but also to bring 
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social aspects of analytics into the classroom. In future studies, we, therefore, aim to 
look into experiments with social character such as group work or social network 
analysis (SNA).  
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Abstract. This paper describes the use of existing confidence and performance 
data to provide feedback by first demonstrating the data’s fit to a simple linear 
model. The paper continues by showing how the model’s use as a benchmark 
provides feedback to allow current or future students to infer either the difficul-
ty or the degree of under or over confidence associated with a specific question. 
Next, the paper introduces Confidence/Performance Indicators as graphical re-
presentations of this feedback and concludes with an evaluation of s trial use in 
an online setting. Findings support the efficacy of using of the Indicators to 
provide feedback to encourage students in multi-sized learning environments to 
reflect upon and rethink their choices, with future work focusing on the effec-
tiveness of Indicator use on performance.    

Keywords: confidence, feedback, multi-sized learning environments. 

1 Introduction 

Confidence provides a means to assess the metacognitive knowledge students have 
about their performance – in essence, do students know what they know and what 
they don’t know. Darwin Hunt [1], one of the early researchers in the role of confi-
dence, stated that the importance of having this knowledge is critical, for being misin-
formed is “much worse than being uninformed”. Traditionally, one-dimensional  
assessment (performance only) supplies very little information about what students 
know and what they don’t know. However, the addition of confidence as a second 
dimension provides important additional information in assessing students’ know-
ledge of their performance [2] while also promoting a potentially deeper level of ref-
lection and self-regulation. Work by Bruno [3], another early investigator, to measure 
knowledge quality led to the development of a two-dimensional assessment process 
which attempts to measure both correctness and confidence by a single quantity. Em-
ployed with success in training situations, this methodology, however, involves exten-
sive calculations to implement which limits its potential use in middle to large scale 
learning situations containing hundreds or thousands of students.  

Another approach is the confidence (or certainty) based marking (CBM) scheme 
developed by Gardner-Medwin and Gahan [4] which assumes a linear relationship 
between the confidence (here referred to as certainty) and the mark expected by the 
students as shown by the left-hand figure in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. Confidence-based marking schemes 

Building upon this assumed relationship, Gardner-Medwin and Gahan proposed 
the use of a negative marking scheme (right-hand figure), where students are pena-
lized for under or over estimating confidence and rewarded for reflection and deeper 
thought before answering. In this scheme, students receive points of 3, 2, or 1 for 
correct responses and 0, -2, or -6 for incorrect responses, depending on their estimated 
probability (confidence) of being correct. In essence, the scheme uses confidence as a 
motivating factor. While results [5] obtained from the use of CBM, primarily in medi-
cal school education, yielded positive results in terms of improved performance, the 
method does not focus specifically on obtaining quantifiable confidence levels. Other 
research into incorporating confidence into grading utilized methods such as a Prob-
lem Solving Inventory [6]  and the calculation of a “confidence score” [7] as ways to 
achieve what Paul [8] calls “scoring systems which encourage honesty” and thus reli-
able measures of confidence. Additionally, recent research describes the use of the 
difference between confidence and accuracy as part of a “bias score” component of a 
mark [9] and as a measure of a “metacognitive gap” [10]. An important part of these 
approaches [6, 7, 9, 10] is their use of a quantifiable measure of confidence as a 
second dimension of assessment in multi-sized (i.e. small, medium, or large) learning 
environments. However, the use of confidence as this additional dimension requires 
knowing the relationship, if any, between confidence and performance. If confidence 
has no correlation with performance, then its use in assessment becomes unclear. 
Thus, the research question addressed in this paper is as follows – “What relationship, 
if any, exists between confidence and performance?” The answer to this question 
determines whether or not the use of confidence as a second dimension of assessment 
along with performance is possible. 

2 Method 

The experimental data gathered to investigate the research question comes from stu-
dent responses in the author’s online Astronomy course over a period of six semesters 
(September 2010 to December 2013) using the commercially available SurveyMon-
key© software linked to the course syllabus. As part of the coursework, each new 
group of students answered the same baseline set of fifty six multiple choice questions 
each semester and then indicated either a low, medium, or high confidence level in 
their answers. Class size varied from 30 to 50 students per semester with the total 
number of responses per baseline question ranging from N = 170 to 288. Figure 2 
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shows the overall confidence level distribution and performance for a typical question 
presented each semester over the period of the study.  

 

Fig. 2. Survey software output 

In addition, Bloom’s revised taxonomy [11] permitted critical thinking levels to be 
assigned to each question. As shown in Figure 3, questions designated as Level I re-
quire factual and conceptual knowledge resulting from remembering and understand-
ing to complete, whereas Level II questions need procedural knowledge obtained 
through the processes of applying and analyzing.  

 

Fig. 3. Bloom’s revised taxonomy 

The determination of a quantifiable confidence level from student responses em-
ployed a physical analogy. The left-hand side of Figure 4 illustrates a confidence level 
distribution similar to that shown in Figure 2 and displayed as a bar chart with  
the magnitude of the total low, medium, and high confidence level responses are indi-
cated by l, m, and h. 
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Fig. 4. Bar chart of typical confidence and center of confidence 

As noted in the figure, the distribution of the confidence level responses provides 
an approximate description of the overall level for this particular question, in this case 
between medium and high. The right-hand side of Figure 4 illustrates another way of 
viewing this same information. Here the confidence magnitudes (l, m, and h) corres-
pond to masses M1, M2, and M3 distributed at distances along a horizontal axis of  
x1 = 1 (low confidence), x2 = 2 (medium confidence), and x3 = 3 (high confidence), 
with the center of mass of this system given by the familiar expression  

 center of mass = ΣMixi/ΣMi. (1) 

Substituting confidence magnitudes for masses and confidence levels for distances 
yields an analogous quantity called the center of confidence denoted algebraically as 
C, or   

 C = (l +2m + 3h)/(l + m + h). (2) 

Applying equation (2) to the data shown in Figure 2 yields a center of confidence 
value of 2.45, in agreement with a visual estimate of the center of mass of an analog-
ous physical system. Closer inspection of equation (2) reveals this result also corres-
ponds to the expression used to determine the weighted average of the confidence 
magnitudes shown in the bar graph. Therefore, in addition to providing a visual repre-
sentation, the center of confidence also provides the confidence level expected for a 
particular question. Stated in another way, each question has associated with it a cen-
ter of confidence specific to that question. This result suggests an interpretation of the 
meaning of confidence based not upon the response given by an individual student 
after answering a specific question but to the expected response to that specific ques-
tion before it is answered. It is this latter interpretation which is used as the meaning 
of confidence in this paper.  

Before investigating the relationship between the confidence associated with a 
question (as represented by the center of confidence) and the performance on that 
question, the meaning of the latter needs further clarification. For each question, P 
represents the percentage of students who answered a particular question correctly as 
indicated in Figure 2. Conversely, this percentage also represents the expected or 
probable performance associated with that specific question. Thus, similarly to the 
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treatment of confidence, each question has associated with it an expected or probable 
performance. Consequently, the meaning of performance here becomes the expected 
or probable outcome for a specific question rather than the outcome resulting from the 
answer given by an individual student to a specific question. This paper employs the 
probabilistic interpretation for the meaning of performance with the quantity P now 
denoted as the performance probability and expressed as a percentage. In view of the 
previous discussion, the research question is restated as “What relationship, if any, 
exists between the center of confidence C and performance probability P?”  

3 Results 

Gardner-Medwin and Gahan’s assumed linear “no negative marking” case shown in 
Figure 1 suggests a possible model for the relationship between C and P. Specifically, 
as the confidence level of increases the probability of answering correctly increases in 
direct proportion. The model as adapted here assumes that if all students answer a 
question correctly (P = 100%), they all would response at the highest confidence level 
thus yielding a center of confidence of C = 3. Similarly, if all students answer incor-
rectly (P = 0%), they do so at the lowest center of confidence level giving a center of 
confidence of C = 1. For the case of P = 50%, half of the students answer correctly 
and select the highest confidence level and the other half answers incorrectly and 
choses the lowest confidence level, thereby yielding a center of confidence of C = 2. 
A plot of these points results in the modeled performance probability Pm as a function 
of the center of confidence C (the dashed line and equation in Figure 5).  

 

Fig. 5. Performance probability versus center of confidence for all responses 
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Also included in the figure are the experimental values of P and C as determined 
from the data for each baseline question, the accompanying linear regression line 
(solid line) and best fit equation to these points, the R-squared value, and the question 
critical thinking level for each question. Included in this plot is the point (71, 2.45) 
corresponding to the question referenced in Figure 2.   

On first inspection, the data appears to be a reasonable fit to the model. To test the 
validity of the linearity of the model, the four assumptions shown in Table 1 regarding 
the use of a linear regression to describe the relationship need further examination. 
The violation of any of these assumptions as indicated by the validity tests calls into 
question the use of a linear model. 

Table 1. Assumptions and validity tests for linear regressions 

Assumption Validity Test 
Linearity – the independent and dependent 

variables are linearly related to one another 
No discernible pattern in the distribution 

of points about a horizontal line in a stan-
dardized residual versus predicted value plot 

Homoscedasticity - the variance of values 
of the dependent variable from the regression 
line is constant 

Approximately constant spread of points 
about a horizontal line in a standardized 
residual versus predicted value plot 

Independence – the random errors asso-
ciated with the dependent variable are unre-
lated to one another  

Durbin-Watson statistic of ~ 2.0 with an 
acceptable range of 1.75 to 2.25 

Normality – the residual errors asso-
ciated with the dependent variable are 
randomly distributed 

Presence of a diagonal line resulting 
from normal probability plot  

Figure 6 shows, on the left, the plot of the standard residual versus predicted per-
formance probability P obtained by an Excel analysis of the data. The apparent linear 
relationship from Figure 5 and the discernment of no pattern associated with the 
points in Figure 6 both support the validity of the linearity assumption. In addition, 
the spread of points above and below the zero line is approximately equal therefore 
supporting the homoscedasticity of the data. (Possible outliers seen in Figure 6 will be 
addressed later in the paper). A value for the Durbin-Watson statistic of 1.93, calcu-
lated using Excel, supports the independence assumption and Figure 6 shows the di-
agonal line obtained from the normal probability plot, again obtained via Excel, again 
lending support of the normality assumption.  

Furthermore, in a normal distribution, 63% of the total residual points fall within 
plus and minus one standard deviation and 95% between plus and minus two standard 
deviations. These conditions are also met by the data in Figure 6.   

In summary, the validation of the four assumptions stated in Table 1 supports the 
use of linear relationship to model the behavior between the experimentally deter-
mined centers of confidence and the performance probabilities and, as such, provides 
an answer to the research question posed in the paper.    
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Fig. 6. Standard residual/predicted P plot and normal probability plot 

4 Discussion 

The closeness of agreement between the experimental line and the model line shown 
in Figure 5 suggests the use of the latter as a benchmark for comparing and interpret-
ing the experimentally determined values of C and P. To examine this possibility, 
Figure 7 shows the previously plotted data with only the model line shown. 

 

Fig. 7. Confidence regions 

Specifically, points lying in the region either above or below the model line indi-
cate situations of under or over confidence For example, the encircled point in the 
lower center of Figure 7 corresponds to a center of confidence C of 2.2 and an actual 
performance probability P of 39%. At this confidence level, the model predicts an 
expected performance probability of 60%. Thus, this question has associated with it 
an overestimation of the confidence in performance. For the point in the upper right of 
the figure given by C = 2.5 and P = 92%, the model predicts a performance probabili-
ty of 75%. For this question, an under confidence in performance for that question is 
expected. For the two other encircled points lying on or close to the model line,  
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C = 2.1, P = 52% and C = 2.7 P = 86%, the expected performance probabilities are 
55% and 85% respectively. In these two cases, the performance predicted by the cen-
ters of confidence is in close agreement with the experimental performance probabili-
ty. In this case, each question is considered calibrated, the difference between these 
two calibrated questions possibly attributable to the degree of difficulty of one ques-
tion compared to the other. Thus, the use of the model line as a benchmark for  
comparing actual centers of confidence and performance probabilities allows for the 
identification of relative problem difficulty and the degree of under or over confi-
dence associated with a question. Furthermore, the concept of miscalibration [12] 
offers an explanation for the variation in confidence seen in the Figure 7 by describ-
ing how judgment errors result in over confidence on difficult problems and under 
confidence on less difficult ones. The predominance of Level I questions in the under 
confidence region and the over confidence associated with some Level II questions 
supports this explanation. 

While this interpretation does not presume the absence of errors in the data which 
may account for some of the differences shown, it nevertheless offers an alternative 
explanation for deviations from the model. Indeed, points lying at large distances 
from the model line possibly result from content or structure differences in questions, 
with outliers (under and over confidence points) indicating issues as to how the ques-
tions were phrased and resulting in a possible misinterpretation of the question and 
subsequent misplaced confidence. In any case, the deviation from the benchmark 
model line reveals differences in questions, whether intended or not. 

The Confidence/Performance Indicators shown in Figure 8 graphically represent 
the information previously discussed for the four examples taken from Figure 7. Im-
portantly, the indicators allow for both confidence and performance to be combined in 
a straightforward manner. In each indicator, the benchmark performance probability 
predicted by the model for a given center of confidence (top circle) is shown by the 
position of the arrow on the performance scale. The lower circle indicates the actual 
performance probability as found from the data.  

 

Fig. 8. Confidence/Performance Indicators 
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When included as part of a question, the indicators provide information which al-
lows students to gauge the relative difficulty of a question as well as checking for any 
degree of under or over confidence associated with the question. In this sense, the 
Confidence/Performance Indicators provide a mechanism to deliver feedback by ad-
dressing what Glasson [13] notes as “what has been done well in relation to the suc-
cess criteria”, “what still needs to be done in order to achieve the success criteria”, 
and “advice on how to achieve that improvement”. Specifically, the use Confi-
dence/Performance Indicators suggests a means to encourage reflection and rethink-
ing on the part of the student without using negative grading.  

The author conducted a trial of the indicators to determine the efficacy to encour-
age rethinking and reflection on the part of students. Specifically, the indicators, em-
bedded into nineteen of the fifty six baseline questions over the course of eight weeks 
provided students in an online Introduction to Astronomy class with the option of 
referring to them as part of the determining an answer. Prior to this, all students com-
pleted a tutorial on the concept of the indicators and their use in identifying the rela-
tive difficulty of questions and cases of under or over confidence. After answering the 
questions, students then completed a survey to determine the number who had or had 
not chosen to use the indicators, their reasons for using or not using them, and their 
level of helpfulness for those who had used the indicators. The two areas previously 
mentioned, question difficulty and under/over confidence, and two additional ques-
tions regarding rethinking and reflection and the overall helpfulness comprised the 
four survey questions given to those students who chose to use the indicators. Table 2 
shows these questions, along with the rating scale employed. In addition, two open 
ended questions asked the students to comment about why they did or did not use the 
indicators. As only those who used the indicators responded to the survey, a forced-
choice format provided the possible responses to survey questions. Research [14,15] 
which suggests that people who answer forced-choice questions spend more time and 
invoke deeper processing when answering supports this choice.  

Table 2. Survey questions for students using the Confidence/Performance Indicators  

 
           Scale → 
Survey questions 
        ↓ 

  
very unhelpful    unhelpful    helpful    very helpful 
        1             2           3            4 
 

Question Difficulty How would you rate the Confidence/Performance Indi-
cators in helping you judge the difficulty of the questions? 

Under/Over  
Confidence  

How would you rate the Confidence/Performance Indi-
cators in alerting you to under or over confidence issues 
with the questions? 

Reflect/Rethink How would you rate the Confidence/Performance Indi-
cators in making you rethink or reflect on your answers? 

Overall Overall, how would you rate the Confi-
dence/Performance Indicators in helping you to answer the 
follow-up questions? 
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Of the 47 students answering the nineteen baseline questions containing the indica-
tors, 87% (41) indicated that they referred to the Confidence/Performance Indicator 
when answering and thus completed the survey questions. Figure 9 shows the distri-
bution of responses to the four survey questions and Table 3 provides an analysis of 
the three most common areas mentioned in the open-ended questions answered by all 
students. (Note: Cases of greater than 100% result from rounding errors.)  

 

Fig. 9. Survey results of feedback areas 

Table 3. Open-ended survey questions and response areas 

Students using the indicators: “In the space below, enter any comments (pro or con) 
about the use of the Confidence/Performance Indicators in answering the follow-up 
question.”  
 
Three most common response areas: 

1) Rethink, review, recheck, or reflect: 10 occurrences  
2) Comparisons: 6 occurrences 
3) Usability issues: 5 occurrences 

 
Students not using the indicators: “Briefly list below the reason(s) why you did not  
use the Confidence/Performance Indicators when answering the follow-up questions.” 
 

Three most common response areas: 
1) Already possess sufficient confidence in answer = 4 occurrences 
2) Negative effect on answers (lower confidence) = 2 occurrences 
3) No real reason = 2 occurrences 
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As illustrated in Figure 9, the majority of students (equal to or greater than 83%) 
selected with either helpful or very helpful responses when responding to the ques-
tions shown in Table 2. Additionally, analysis of the open-ended questions indicates 
that students felt the indicators encouraged rethinking and comparison, a result con-
sistent with the survey results. A sample of comments regarding the use of the indica-
tors include “definitely helps me rethink and recheck my answer”, “make you think 
before answering questions”, “offer a view of how other students are looking at prob-
lems and the level of difficulty”, “helped me gauge how accurate my questions were 
and gave me more confidence for each answer I submitted”, and “they let me know 
that the reason I was taking so long to answer was that it was a more difficult ques-
tion.” Important comments regarding the usability of the indicators such as “a better 
understanding on how to use the indicator, when answering questions will be helpful” 
and  “Only con is it takes some getting used to but once you understand it its useful” 
suggest that those students finding the indicators unhelpful or very unhelpful need 
better preparation.  Indeed, one student’s comment that “I can't see how past students 
answers can help me, because they could be wrong or right” suggests a lack of under-
standing of what information the indicators provide. 

Comments from those students not using the indicators such as “I wanted to see 
how much I really new about the questions without using the performance indicators” 
and “I am not really sure why I do not use them, I just do not” again suggest incom-
plete knowledge of  indicators’ function and their use at providing feedback. 

In view of the survey results and open-ended responses, the results of the trial use 
of the Indicators support their efficacy as a feedback mechanism to encourage re-
thinking and reflection. To address the usability concerns identified in Table 3, the 
Confidence/Performance Indicator tutorial requires a revision to include more exam-
ples and situations of their application with students. Furthermore, the Indicators will 
be employed in all baseline questions in an online section of ninety to one hundred 
students. Having demonstrated here their ability to foster rethinking and reflection, 
the author plans to pursue further research to determine the effectiveness of the use of 
Confidence/Performance Indicators on student performance. 

In summary, using existing data of student responses to a set of fifty-six baseline 
questions gathered over a period of six consecutive semesters, analysis showed that 
the calculated centers of confidence and corresponding performance probabilities 
followed a linear model. This model, in turn, provided a benchmark for interpreting 
the experimental data which resulted in feedback regarding question difficulty and the 
degree of under or over confidence associated with a question. The introduction, 
demonstration, and subsequent positive evaluation of Confidence/Performance Indi-
cators as a graphical means of displaying feedback suggests their continued use as an 
effective method of providing this feedback to encourage rethinking and reflection on 
the part of students. More specifically, once created and implemented the indicators 
require no interaction with an instructor and function in small, medium, or large learn-
ing situations. Furthermore, generating the data necessary to establish the indicators 
requires only the addition of low, medium, or high confidence response options as 
part of formative or summative assessments with data collection and analysis per-
formed electronically. Thus, as a feedback mechanism, Confidence/Performance Indi-
cators provide a quantifiable second dimension to assessment which is adaptable to 
multi-sized learning environments. 
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Abstract. Static source code analysis is a common feature in automated
grading and tutoring systems for programming exercises. Different ap-
proaches and tools are used in this area, each with individual benefits
and drawbacks, which have direct influence on the quality of assessment
feedback. In this paper, different principal approaches and different tools
for static analysis are presented, evaluated and compared regarding their
usefulness in learning scenarios. The goal is to draw a connection between
the technical outcomes of source code analysis and the didactical bene-
fits that can be gained from it for programming education and feedback
generation.

1 Introduction

Automated grading and assessment tools for programming exercises are in use
in many ways in higher education. Surveys from 2005 [3] and 2010 [16] list a
significant amount of different systems and numbers have grown since then. One
of the most common features of systems for automated grading of programming
exercises is static analysis of source code. The range includes checks for syntac-
tical correctness of source code up to checks for structural similarities between a
student’s solution and a sample solution [32]. Different approaches are used and
different tools and techniques are integrated into these systems. For each decision
for a tool or technique individual positive and negative effects on the quality of
feedback given by the system can be assumed. However, reviews and comparisons
of program analysis tools usually focus on bug finding quality in the context of
industrial applications by running some kinds of benchmark contests (e.g. [24])
or analyzing case studies (e.g. [1]). Thus it is the goal of this paper to compare
and evaluate different principal approaches to static code analysis specifically
in the context of automated grading and assessment. Special attention is paid
to the connections between technical outcomes of source code analysis and the
didactical benefits that can be gained from it for programming education and
feedback generation.

This paper focuses on techniques applicable in automated grading and as-
sessment systems that are running as a server application, allowing on-line sub-
mission of exercise solutions. We are not concerned with analysis and feedback
mechanisms integrated into special IDEs as learning environments. To ensure a
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reasonable limited scope, this paper also focuses on approaches and tools use-
ful in the context of object-oriented programming with Java. Results may be
partially valid for other object-oriented programming languages than Java. Sim-
ilarly, some results may be partially valid for static analysis for other program-
ming paradigms.

Static analysis capabilities of tools for automated grading and assessment
have also been reviewed in the context of structural similarity analysis [22]. This
type of analysis intends to give hints on the systematic extension of incomplete
solutions as also considered in this paper. Another large branch of static analysis
in learning scenarios is the use of metrics (e.g. [20]). Research and application
in this area is more focused on an overall quality measure for solutions than in
detailed feedback for single mistakes and will not be considered in this paper.

This contribution is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview on the
special requirements of static analysis of source code in the context of automated
grading and assessment. It also gives an overview on prominent systems for auto-
mated grading and tutoring. Section 3 discusses differences between approaches,
such as differences between analysis of source code and byte code. These compar-
isons are made as independently from actual tools as possible. Section 4 discusses
features of several tools which are known to be used in current automated grad-
ing and tutoring system. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Static Analysis in Automated Grading and Tutoring

The goal of automated grading and tutoring tools in learning scenarios is twofold:
First, automated tutoring is intended to enable students to develop correct so-
lutions for exercises without intensive assistance by a human teacher. Thus it
focuses on giving useful hints on incorrect and incomplete solutions that go be-
yond plain messages like “error in line X”. Second, automated grading is intended
to assist teachers in the tedious task of grading large numbers of assignments,
especially if formative assessments are conducted several times in a course. In
this scenario it focuses on giving adequate marks for solutions, which especially
includes distinctions between major and minor errors. The common ground for
both scenarios is to generate meaningful feedback automatically, based on a
thorough analysis of source code submitted by students.

int x,y,z = 0;
// << some code here >>
if (x + y < y + z);
{
x = y - z;

}

Listing 1.1. A piece of Java source code which is syntactically correct, but contains a
completely useless if-statement
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The most basic way of giving feedback to a solution of a programming exercise
are reports on syntactical errors as generated by a compiler. For many students,
writing syntactically correct code is the first obstacle in learning programming [9]
and thus compiler messages are the first automated feedback they see. As this type
of feedback can be generated locally on the student’s own computer it is of minor
importance for on-line submission systems.Anyway, compilermessagesas feedback
on programming errors are not specific to learning scenarios. Instead, more specific
requirements for automated feedback can be derived from learning scenarios:

– Static analysis can check for source code which is syntactically correct but
shows misunderstood concepts. A typical example for Java is shown in List-
ing 1.1. Even an experienced teacher may need some time to realize that this
if-statement is useless because of the extra semicolon at the end of its line.
Mistakes like this can be detected by static analysis and reported in con-
junction with a short explanation of the related concepts. The same applies
for violated coding conventions. Similar to compiler messages, detecting this
kind of mistakes is not necessarily specific to learning scenarios, as these mis-
takes can in general also be made by experienced programmers. However, we
can state as a requirement, that static analysis in learning scenarios needs to
check for more than syntactical errors. As a second requirement we can also
state that static analysis in learning scenarios must be able to give feedback
to parts of the program that have no relevant functionality.

– Static analysis can check for source code which is correct in general terms,
but not allowed in the context of a certain exercise or execution environment.
For example, an exercise may ask students to implement a linked list on their
own. Obviously, the use of java.util.LinkedList should not be allowed in
this case. In contrast to the requirement discussed above, this is no general
coding convention, but specific to a particular exercise. Other exercises may
allow to use this existing implementation. Thus static analysis in learning
scenarios needs to be easily configurable for each specific exercise.

– Similar to the requirement discussed above, there may be code structures
that are required in any correct solution of an exercise. For example, an
exercise may ask students to solve a problem by implementing a recursive
algorithm. In this case, any solution that does not involve recursion is wrong
in terms of the task description, even if the running program produces the
correct output. Hence static analysis in learning scenarios must be able to re-
port not only the presence of undesired code structures, but also the absence
of desired code structures.

– In tutoring scenarios students may expect to be not only informed about the
existence of a mistake, but to get hints on how to correct this mistake and
improve their solution. This is especially true for solutions that are correct
in syntax and functionality, but do not completely fulfill the requirements
for the given exercise. In these cases, students may expect to get a hint on
the next step to be taken. Thus the most sophisticated requirement for static
analysis is to give feedback on how to systematically extend an incomplete
piece of source code to reach a given goal.
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Note that there is at least one more requirement in automated grading and
assessment systems which involves source code analysis: Checks for plagiarism.
We leave this (and similar requirements) out of the scope of this paper, since the
required analysis is of different nature than the others discussed in this paper.
Checks for plagiarism in general include comparisons between many solutions
created by students instead of analysis of a single solution or a comparison
between one student’s solution and a sample solution. For a study on plagiarism
detection tools in automated grading systems refer e.g. to [13].

Not only requirements in the context of automated grading and tutoring can
be characterized, but also typical properties of solutions submitted by students.
In most cases, automated tools are used in the context of introductory courses,
where large numbers of solutions have to be graded. Exercises in these courses
are of moderate complexity, so solutions do not consist of more than a few Java
classes and a few methods in each of these classes. Enhanced concepts like Aspect
Oriented Programming or reflection are typically not among the topics of these
courses, so there is no need to care about these in static analysis. Solutions are
often created based on code templates or at least prescribed method signatures,
so assumptions about existing names for methods and perhaps variables can be
used as an entry point for static analysis. As already mentioned above, checking
the existence of such prescribed structures is an explicit requirement in grading
and tutoring.

Table 1. Static code analysis capabilities of some automated grading and tutoring
systems

Name Source Code Analysis Byte Code Analysis
ASB yes (CheckStyle) yes (FindBugs)
CourseMarker yes no
Duesie yes (PMD) no
EASy no yes (FindBugs)
ELP yes no
JACK yes no
Marmoset no yes (FindBugs)
Praktomat yes (CheckStyle) no
Web-CAT yes (CheckStyle/PMD) yes

From the literature the following automated grading and tutoring systems for
Java could be reported (in alphabetical order): ASAP [10], ASB [21], BOSS [17],
CourseMarker [14], Duesie [15], EASy [12], eduComponents [4], ELP [31], GATE
[28], JACK [29], Marmoset [27], Mooshak [19], Online Judge [6], Praktomat [33],
Web-CAT [26], xLx [25]. Table 1 gives a more detailed overview on those tools
that involve more static code analysis capabilities than plain compiler checks.
The use of other external tools than CheckStyle [7], FindBugs [11], and PMD
[23] could not be found in the literature. All three tools are open source and
non-commercial projects. CourseMarker and ELP employ software metrics for
static analysis. ELP uses a XML representation of the abstract syntax tree for
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this purpose and offers also comparison of syntax trees for students’ solutions
and sample solutions [32]. JACK uses a graph transformation engine [18] and the
graph query language GReQL [5] for analysis of abstract syntax graphs, which
are abstract syntax trees enriched by additional elements. We will elaborate more
on this later on.

All systems listed above understand static code analysis in automated grading
primarily as applying rule based checks. All tools named above do also handle
code analysis as rule based or query based inspection, respectively. Consequently,
Section 3 and Section 4 of this paper focus on rule based checks as well.

3 Comparing Approaches

This section compares technical approaches used in the tools and systems iden-
tified above. Comparison is focused on the general benefits and drawbacks of
a specific technique, ignoring limitations or extensions raising from a specific
implementation of that technique.

3.1 Source Code vs. Byte Code Analysis

As already suggested by the layout of Table 1 it is important to know whether
static code analysis is carried out on source code or byte code. For programming
languages other than Java, which are not considered in this paper, byte code may
be replaced by machine code. While source code is directly written by students,
byte code is generated from the source code by a compiler. Thus the first question
to answer is whether byte code can be generated in any case. Since we restricted
ourselves to on-line submission systems and assumed students to be able to
compile source code on their own, we can also assume that submitted solutions
do not contain compiler errors. Thus byte code of a complete solution can be
generated and byte code analysis tools have no disadvantage in comparison to
source code analysis tools regarding this aspect.

Regarding checking capabilities beyond syntactical checks both source code
and byte code analysis are able to report more than syntactical errors. For ex-
ample, inheritance structures, number of method parameters or types of fields
are visible both in source code and in byte code.

Regarding feedback on irrelevant code statements it is important to know that
a compiler may be able to remove unnecessary statements for code optimization.
While this is beneficial for several reasons in productive environments, it may be
a drawback in learning scenarios: Static analysis on byte code is not necessarily
able to report unnecessary statements, if these are removed by the compiler. If
the compiler gives a notice about removed statements, these messages can of
course be used as feedback messages to students. Source code analysis can give
feedback on unnecessary statements without general limitations.

Regarding configurability with respect to individual exercises it can be ob-
served that exercise specific hooks like names for classes, methods, or fields are
available both in source code and in byte code. Technically there is no major
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difference in analyzing e.g. the parse tree of source code or its related byte code.
So if a flexible and configurable way of defining checks exist, it can be used for
both formats.

Regarding feedback on missing statements the desired granularity has to be
taken into account. For example, any kind of loop statement is represented by
goto-statements in byte code. If a task description requires to use a loop, but
there is no goto-statement in the byte code, this can be reported as a mistake.
However, if the task description requires to use a specific type of loop, it cannot
reliably be derived from an existing goto-statement, whether this specific type
of loop has been used. Although all loop constructs in Java result in typical byte
code patterns, analysis of these patterns is not trivial in all cases. In source code
analysis, this problem does not exist, since every statement can be recognized
from the source code directly.

Regarding hints on systematic extension of incomplete solutions the same
concerns as above have to be applied. By comparison of a student’s solution and
a sample solution a missing loop can be determined both in source code or in
byte code. In this case the system can suggest to think about loops. However,
if both solutions contain a loop, only source code analysis is able to give more
specific hints on completing a certain type of loop, e.g. by detecting a missing
termination condition in a for-statement.

In summary, byte code analysis does not fulfill all requirements for learning
scenarios, while source code analysis seems to do so with respect to all aspects.

3.2 Trees vs. Graphs

As mentioned towards the end of Section 2, there are approaches using an ab-
stract syntax tree, while other approaches use an abstract syntax graph. An
abstract syntax graph is basically an abstract syntax tree, which is enriched by
additional arcs, e.g. for connecting method call nodes to the respective method
declaration or accesses to fields to the respective field declaration [30]. See Fig-
ure 1 for an illustrating example. Solid arcs belong to the abstract syntax tree,
while dashed arcs extend this tree to an abstract syntax graph. The information
used for insertion of this arcs is computed in a post-processing step after parsing
by resolving names and scopes. Hence it has to be noticed that the difference
between graphs and trees is mainly a difference of data formats. In fact, syntax
graphs are generated from syntax trees, so any information available in the graph
is also available in the tree. However, it can be considered to make a difference
whether this information is available explicitly or implicitly.

The capabilities of checking for more than syntactical errors are not affected by
the choice of data format. The same is true for capabilities in reporting missing
elements of a solution, because in both cases basically the same structures have
to be searched. Configurability with respect to individual exercises is also not
affected by the choice of data format.

Irrelevant pieces of code can possibly be found more easily in syntax graphs,
e.g. unused methods can be detected by searching method declaration nodes
without incoming arcs from respective method call nodes. Hints on systematic
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Fig. 1. Example showing an abstract syntax graph for a simple Java class with a
constructor and a method. The solid arcs form the underlying abstract syntax tree.

extension of incomplete solutions can have benefits from this fact, because this
way hints on missing connections between parts of a solution can easily be given.
So generating abstract syntax graphs from abstract syntax trees before starting
an analysis seems to be a valuable preprocessing step, which makes some opera-
tions easier. However, it does not add functional benefits in the learning scenario.
Another aspect is discussed in Section 4.2 later in this paper.

3.3 Single File vs. Multi File Analysis

From the tools discussed in this paper, CheckStyle limits itself to checking only
single source files, while all other tools allow to analyze multiple files. Since au-
tomated grading is often used in courses with several hundred students, analysis
time is a limited resource. Time can possibly be saved by performing analysis
in parallel, which is easier if only single files have to be handled. Thus it is
a reasonable question whether multi file analysis is necessary because of other
requirements of the learning scenario.

The goal of checking for more than syntactical errors is not affected by this
question, since other mistakes can also be found in single files. In fact, many
solutions of simple programming exercises do not consist of more than one source
file at all and static program analysis is not blocked this way.

Finding irrelevant code statements is much harder when single file analysis
is applied. For example a method may appear unused in a single file because
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it is not called by the class defined in this file, but at the same time it can be
called from another class defined in a separate file. To handle this issue, storing
results from each file analysis and reviewing this intermediate results would
be necessary. The same applies for the search for missing elements, if the task
description does not state a specific class where the element has to be located.
If no intermediate results are stored, some properties of a solution cannot be
assessed. Consequently, configurability for individual exercises can considered to
be decreased with single file analysis in this case.

Giving hints on systematic extensions of an incomplete solution based on the
comparison to a sample solution is not affected by single or multi file analysis.
The total number of features compared may be reduced because of the reasons
given above, but each feature found in a single file of the sample solution and
missing in the student’s solution can be used for directing feedback.

4 Comparing Tool Features

In addition to general benefits and drawbacks of analysis approaches, tool spe-
cific issues have to be taken into account when integrating static checks into
automated grading and tutoring systems. This integration covers both technical
and organizational aspects: Technically, solution data has to be passed from the
systems to analysis tools and analysis results have to be passed back to the sys-
tems. Regarding organization, tools have to be configured for individual exercises
and results have to be interpreted with respect to marking schemes. All these
aspects are investigated in this section based on the five tools named already
above (Section 2): CheckStyle, PMD, FindBugs, GReQL, and graph transfor-
mations. For the latter, graph transformation rules written in AGG [2] are taken
into account. Other tools for graph transformations exist, but to the best of
the authors knowledge they are not used for static code analysis in automated
grading and tutoring systems.

From these five tools, the first three are dedicated code analysis tools and do
thus provide features specific for this domain. GReQL and graph transformations
are general approaches for handling graphs, which can be used for checking
syntax graphs. However, they do not provide any features specific to static source
analysis natively and hence they require additional programming effort before
they can be used in automated grading and tutoring systems.

Quality of analysis results in terms of false positives or false negatives is not
considered in this paper, because they do not only depend on general capabilities
of tools and approaches, but on the quality of individual checking rules. Writ-
ing precise rules surely requires a good and powerful tool, but also experience
and domain knowledge. Thus it is beyond the scope of this paper dealing with
approaches and tools from a technical point of view.

4.1 Tool Integration

In general, two different ways exist to integrate an external tool into an existing
system: Integrating the external tool as a library and using its API or assuming
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Fig. 2. Analysis process in case of tool integration via an API

it as an existing separate installation and starting it from the command line as
a separate process. Further integration with respect to LMS is not considered
here, as this has to be done on the level of automated assessment tools as a
whole and not on the level of specific checking facilities.

CheckStyle, PMD, and FindBugs can be used via the command line as well
as via an API. GReQL as a query language can be executed via a library named
JGraLab, thus only API integration is possible. AGG does not offer possibilities
for being used via the command line, so it has to be integrated as library, too.
Figure 2 illustrates the general process of analysis in cases where the analysis
tool is connected via an API.

Regarding feedback quality for static analysis, these differences do not matter.
Once the integration is done, no further technical changes have to be applied
when the system is used. Since all tools offer API integration, no relevant lim-
itations regarding command line options or possible run time environments for
installation of these tools have to be obeyed.

Another aspect of integration is the aspect of semantics of checking rules
and results of checks. In CheckStyle, PMD and FindBugs it is clearly defined
how rules are applied and which results are returned when a rule matches or
is violated. Operations for executing specific checks and obtaining the results
are offered directly via the API or via command line options and result files
of a specified format, respectively. Different to that, the integration of GReQL
and AGG into automated grading and tutoring tools is completely left to the
developer. The APIs just offer general methods for executing queries or transfor-
mation rules, respectively. If a single check in terms of static program analysis is
broken down into several queries or transformation rules, the correct execution
of the checking process has to be handled by the developer of the tool integra-
tion. The same applies for the interpretation of analysis results. In particular,
GReQL and AGG can be integrated in the following way:

– AGG: In AGG, rules applied during analysis can be realized by graph trans-
formation rules which introduce additional nodes (e.g. error markers) into
the abstract syntax graph. Since these markers can be reused and removed
by other rules, this allows for chaining AGG rules to represent more complex
analysis rules. If all rules have been applied, the remaining error markers are
collected and a list of feedback can be assembled from the error messages
contained in each marker.
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– GReQL: In GReQL, queries on graph structures can be written (somewhat
similar to SQL) that report tuples of nodes that match the query. Hence
analysis rules can be expressed through a graph query and an expected
result, which may be an empty set if the query looks for undesired code
structures. If the actual result of the query does not match the expected
result, a feedback message is added to the list of feedback, which is returned
at the end of the process after all queries have been executed.

On the one hand, this requires much more effort in integration than with
dedicated analysis tools. On the other hand, this allows for more freedom in
defining complex input and interpreting results.

In summary, these results are not surprising. The more general a tool is, the
more effort is necessary to perform specialized tasks. However, since learning
scenarios may require very specialized and even exercise specific checks which
are not among the standard checks offered by dedicated program analysis tools,
the higher effort in tool integration can save effort in productive use.

4.2 Writing Checks and Feedback Rules

One of the requirements as listed in Section 2 is configurability for individual
exercises. Thus it is an important question how easy and flexible checking rules
can be written for specific tools. Since exercise specific feedback can only be
given if exercise specific checks are created, this is a core criterion. As discussed
at the beginning of this paper, this focus on feedback is a key difference between
industrial use of static analysis tools and use of these tools in e-assessment.

In CheckStyle and PMD, checking rules are implemented using the visitor
pattern which traverses the syntax tree. Both tools come with a large predefined
set of standard checks, which can be switched on and off as needed. Writing own
checks is possible by defining own operations for the visitor and integrating the
new implementation to the existing installation via a configuration file. As an
alternative, PMD also offers the possibility to define checks as XPath queries on
the syntax tree. These additional queries are also integrated by adding them to
the configuration. See Listing 1.2 for an example of an XPath query looking for
a broken if-statement as shown in Listing 1.1. FindBugs offers also a predefined
set of checks, but no simple facility to add own checks by implementing new
operations. Customizing FindBugs for individual exercises is thus not possible.

As more general approaches, GReQL and AGG offer native support for defin-
ing own rules and queries. In fact, GReQL as a query language does not offer
anything else than executing queries on graphs in a specified language and re-
porting results as tuples of nodes as described above. See Listing 1.3 for an
example for a GReQL query looking for a broken if-statement as shown in
Listing 1.1. The rule looks somewhat more complex than the one for PMD, but
this is no general observation. In fact, some of the rules built-in to PMD are
implemented directly in Java, because an XPath query for them would be too
complex [8]. GReQL allows to implement additional functions that can be used
in queries to realize complex checks, which allows to shorten queries as well.
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//IfStatement[@Else=’false’]/Statement[EmptyStatement]

Listing 1.2. XPath query for PMD searching for an if-statement that is broken
because of an extra semicolon following the condition

from x : V{IfStatement}
with not isEmpty(x -->{IfStatementThenStatement}&{EmptyStatement}) and

isEmpty(x -->{IfStatementElseStatement}&{Statement})
report x end

Listing 1.3. GReQL query searching for an if-statement that is broken because of an
extra semicolon following the condition. See listing 1.2 for the equivalent XPath query
for PMD.

AGG even offers a graphical interface for defining graph transformation rules,
so no explicit knowledge on graph traversals or query languages is needed. How-
ever, as a graph transformation engine, AGG is somewhat oversized for pure
matching of graph patterns. Writing code checks as graph transformation rules
is hardly intuitive and requires deep understanding of the way, the graph trans-
formation engine is integrated into the grading and tutoring system.

Tools which require to write and compile program code and to reconfigure an
existing installation for adding new checks can be considered not appropriate or
at least not convenient for learning scenarios with the need for exercise specific
checks. The same applies for tools which do not allow any easy extension at
all. Query languages like GReQL or XPath are much more appropriate in this
scenario, as long as the queries can be passed to the tool individually as needed.
Graphical editors may make writing rules easier, but currently no editors spe-
cialized on checking rules for static program analysis in learning scenarios exist.

It can be noticed that the differences between syntax trees and syntax graphs
as discussed in Section 3.2 are also important for the ease of writing checks. Find-
ing recursive methods can easily be expressed in a graph pattern by two nodes
for method declaration and method call, connected by a path from the decla-
ration to the call and an additional access arc from the call to the declaration.
Finding the same situation on a syntax tree would require at least string com-
parison for method names. In addition, finding indirect recursion where methodA
calls methodB and this calls methodA again requires additional effort for storing
and comparing partial results. In this case, preparing a syntax graph serves as
a preprocessing step which performs exactly this additional operations once, so
they need not be defined again for every check.

4.3 Weighting Checks

An important issue in automated grading is the design of a marking scheme.
Often it is desirable to distinguish between smaller and greater mistakes and to
give grades depending on which checking rules have been violated.
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CheckStyle, PMD and FindBugs allow weighting by using severity levels for
rules. This allows for simple marking schemes where solutions with mistakes of
low severity get better grades than solutions with mistakes of higher severity.
Constructing more fine grained marking schemes requires additional effort and
additional input, providing weights for each checking rule. The data formats used
to specify rules in the external tools are not capable of handling these additional
information directly.

Graph transformations and GReQL as general approaches for finding patterns
in graphs do not offer any native support for weights. As already discussed above,
a specific data format for defining rules has to be written anyway, so it is no
major additional effort to extend this data format to handle weights.

In summary, dedicated program analysis tools which use severity levels or simi-
lar facilities allow to construct simple marking schemes. More general approaches
require additional effort even for simple schemes. However, if fine grained schemes
with individual weights for every rule are desired, additional effort is necessary
in any case.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, several approaches and tools for static source code analysis in
automated grading and tutoring tools have been reviewed and compared. It can
be stated that it is necessary in learning scenarios to use tools that are able
to handle multiple source files. Preprocessing steps, which extend syntax trees
to syntax graphs with additional information turned out to be helpful for more
flexible and exercise specific configuration of checking tools. Consequently, some
of the tools discussed in this paper can be considered insufficient to use the full
power of static analysis for feedback generation in e-assessment systems.

Every approach investigated in this paper can be integrated into automated
grading and tutoring systems with no major technical obstacles, but additional
effort is needed to map fine grained marking schemes to checking rules. Addi-
tional effort is unavoidable if general approaches like GReQL or graph trans-
formations should be used, but these approaches do also offer more flexibility
towards the integration of customized and exercise specific checks. Consequently,
it can be considered acceptable to spent time on this integration work in order
to obtain better results and more detailed feedback opportunities.

From these results, a mixture of PMD, GReQL and AGG seems to be the
best goal for future development work: It should result in graphical editing of
checking rules for multiple source code files based on syntax graphs, focused on
static source code analysis and capable of handling fine grained marking schemes.
None of the tools discussed in this paper has already reached this level of quality.
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Abstract. In this paper we will present the results of a three year subsidized re-
search project investigating the performance of a new scoring rule for digital 
assessment. The scoring rule incorporates response time and accuracy in an 
adaptive environment. The project aimed to assess the validity and reliability of 
the ability estimations generated with the new scoring rule. It was also assessed 
whether the scoring rule was vulnerable for individual differences. Results 
show a strong validity and reliability in several studies within different do-
mains: e.g. math, statistics and chess. We found no individual differences in the 
performance of the HSHS scoring rule for risk taking behavior and performance 
anxiety, nor did we find any performance differences for gender. 

Keywords: “computer adaptive testing”, “speed accuracy trade-off”, “scoring 
rule”, “digital assessment”, validity, reliability, CAT, DIF. 

1 Introduction 

This paper covers the results of the project: “New scoring rule for digital assessment” 
performed for SURF, the national collaborative organization for ICT in Dutch higher 
education and research. The project was part of a nationwide tender called “Testing and 
Test-Driven Learning”. The program stimulated institutions to cooperate in digital test-
ing. It aimed to generate a positive impact of digital testing in terms of study success, 
lecturer workloads and test quality (SURF1). In the following sections we will describe 
the speed accuracy trade-off, guessing behavior in testing and how the high speed high 
stakes (HSHS) scoring rule could offer a solution for digital assessment. 

1.1 Speed Accuracy Trade-Off 

One of the two classic problems in assessment is the trade-off between speed and 
accuracy (Wickelgren, 1977). The problem concerns for example the comparison of 
                                                           
1 http://www.surf.nl/en/themes/learning-and-testing/ 
 digital-testing/testing-and-test-driven-learning- 
 programme/index.html 
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two respondents, of whom one answered more items correct and the other responded 
faster. The question is how speed should be balanced against accuracy. Much research 
has been done on this subject. Not only in the assessment domain but also within 
experimental psychology and psychonomics. The developed solutions within experi-
mental psychology are based on mathematical decision models (Bogacz et al., 2006). 
One of the best known examples is the Ratcliff diffusion model for dichotomous deci-
sions where a respondent decides when the evidence transcends a certain threshold 
(Ratcliff, 1978). This model describes the relationship between speed and accuracy 
very well (Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998), but is hard to apply in the context of testing and 
examination. The estimation of the model parameters of the diffusion model requires 
many observations of behavior within one person on identical items (Vandekerckhove 
& Ruerlincks, 2007). Within psychometrics, Van der Linden (2007) recently proposed 
a hierarchical model where speed and accuracy are modelled separately. Item and 
person parameter within this model are merged on a higher level. This approach is 
applicable to digital testing.  

Both approaches share that the trade-off between speed and accuracy is left to the 
respondent and is modeled afterwards. Individual differences in chosen strategies will 
affect ability scores. It is conceivable that sequential answering of items will result in 
different results than selective answering, e.g. first answering easier items. Strategy 
choice can be reduced by imposing a scoring rule. The effectiveness of such a rule 
depends on the understanding of the rule by the participant. 

1.2 Guessing Behavior 

The second classical problem consists of guessing behavior of respondents. Due to 
costs and psychometric problems with the scoring of open ended questions, multiple 
choice questions are still very popular, but they have their constraints. Simply stated, 
chance plays an important role in the test results, especially for respondents who score 
just below or above the caesura. To reduce the role of chance, test constructors must 
either increase the amount of items or the amount of answer options, which results in 
overly complex or long assessments. Some respondents may be better at guessing, 
excluding irrelevant alternatives or distributing the available time for all items in a 
test. This differentiation poses a threat to the unidimensionality of the test. Many solu-
tions have been proposed in the history of psychometrics (Lord, 1974). 

The most frequently used scoring rule that we know is the sum correct rule, which 
sums the amount of correctly answered items. The result of this rule is that every wrong 
and non answer has a negative effect on the final score. Students who are aware of this 
will benefit by always giving an answer, while students who are not will lose points 
when leaving an item unanswered. The probability of a correct answer is indeed 1/M, 
where M is the number of answer options. A scoring rule that corrects for the number of 
answer options is the following. Suppose we have an item with M answer options. Res-
pondents can choose to answer or skip an item. For skipping respondents gain no points, 
for answering correct respondents gain one point and for an incorrect answer they lose c 
points. Now there is a penalty for incorrect responses. When the penalty c is larger than 
1/(M-1) it is unwise to make a random guess. Suppose there are M=4 answer options and 
the penalty c=1, then the expected value for a blind guess is negative -1/2. If c is equal to 
1/(M-1), this scoring rule is known as correction for guessing (Holzinger, 1924; Thur-
stone, 1919; Lord, 1975). If respondents do not have a clue of the wright answer, then the 
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expected value for guessing or skipping is equal. This scoring rule has been for many 
years implemented in important assessments in the US (Budescu and Bar-Hillel, 1993). 
The success of this rule has been debated. Burton (2005) and Lord (1975) are mostly 
positive but Budesco and Bar-Hillel (1993) have expressed concerns. The choice for 
c=1/(M-1) is a bit strange for when subjects blindly guess it does not matter if they guess 
or skip the item, but if they possess just a bit of (partial) knowledge, it is always better to 
guess. All in all it is always better to guess, though not all respondents understand this. 
The majority of honest students will skip all items that they are not sure of, resulting in 
systematic score reduction. This of course can be solved by choosing c>1/(M-1), but 
even then the drawback proposed by Budesco and Bar-Hillel remains that knowing how 
to use this rule implies an added skill in with respondents can systematically differ. 

1.3 High Speed High Stakes 

The scoring rules described in the previous section only provide a solution for guess-
ing, but not for the speed accuracy trade-off problem. Van der Maas and Wagenmak-
ers (2005) proposed a solution for the second problem. Their scoring rule consists of a 
per item time limit d, in their study on chess ability measuring 30 seconds. The accu-
racy (acc) was scored 0 for incorrect and 1 for correct answers. The score per item 
was equal to the remaining time multiplied by the accuracy: acc(d-RT). A wrong 
answer will result in no points while a fast correct response will yield more than a 
slow correct response. Using this scoring rule, Van der Maas and Wagenmakers 
(2005) managed to increase the validity of their test. Maris and Van der Maas (2010) 
proposed an important improvement to this rule. The described rule has the disadvan-
tage that it can, as the earlier rules, provoke risk taking behavior. If the respondent 
recognizes that an item is too difficult, it is better to guess immediately, since a score 
higher than zero is then still probable. Maris and Van der Maas therefore propose to 
make the rule symmetric by transforming accuracy to -1 (incorrect) and 1 (correct). 
The same formula (d-RT) multiplied by acc*2-1 now makes fast guessing extremely 
risky. A fast wrong answer will result in a very negative score (fig. 1). 

The high speed high stakes scoring rule thereby offers a solution for guessing as 
well as the speed accuracy problem. Given that the certainty about an answer increas-
es with time (an assumption in almost all decision theories), there is an optimal mo-
ment for actually responding. Interestingly, Maris and Van der Maas (2005) have 
proven, providing that the scoring rule is a sufficient statistic for measuring ability, 
that the model for the probability for answering correctly is identical to the most fre-
quently used model in assessment, namely the two parameter logistic model (Van der 
Linden & Hamleton, 1997). The discrimination parameter is shown to be equal to the 
time limit d for the item. This elegant result offers many opportunities for, among 
others, adaptive testing with reaction times. Maris & van der Maas (2011) have to this 
end derived all relevant conditional probability distributions. 

It is still relevant that respondents understand the rule. Through digital assessment 
this rule can easily be visualized. Figure 2 shows an implementation of this rule in the 
Math Garden. Respondents see their remaining time decreasing with the amount of 
available coins. The result of their response is shown by increasing or decreasing the 
total amount of coins, hereby shortening the feedback loop. 

 



 

 

Fig. 1. High speed high stake
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In the following section we will concisely present the main results of the carried 
out research. We will attempt to answer the following research questions. 

1. Does the use of the HSHS scoring rule result in an increased reliability 
and validity? 

2. Are respondents able to find an optimal balance between speed and accu-
racy? 

3. Are there individual differences in this ability? 
4. Do these differences relate to background variables as experience, gender 

and ability? 
5. Do respondents need to learn how to use the scoring rule or can it be ap-

plied easily? 
6. Does the use of the scoring rule result in more accurate ability estimations 

in adaptive testing with easy items? 

To answer these questions data has been analyzed from the Math Garden, from da-
ta gathered at the CORUS chess event 2008 and results from the “statistiekfabriek”. A 
short description of these three sources is in order here. In 2007 the department of 
psychological methods from the University of Amsterdam initiated the development 
of the Math Garden, a computer adaptive practice and tracking system for math in 
which the HSHS scoring rule was implemented. Currently Math Garden is commer-
cialized by Oefenweb and about 1100 schools in the Netherlands are subscribed to the 
service. The responses, about half a million per day, form the basis for the Math Gar-
den data set. Parallel to this development at the CORUS chess tournament of 2008, a 
chess test was administered where the same scoring rule was used. National and in-
ternational chess players ranging from novices to grand masters participated in this 
event. Their responses form the chess test data set. Within SURF’s nationwide tender 
“Testing and Test-Driven Learning” another project ran in which a statistics version 
of the Math Garden was being developed, called “Statistiekfabriek”. The results of 
that project form the basis for the statistics data set.  

In the following section a brief overview of the main results from the different data 
sources will be presented. We have chosen not to include the result section as the 
theoretical introductions due to the resumptive nature of this paper. The descriptions 
can be found in the original works, though some are only available in Dutch.  

2 Results 

2.1 Validity 

To get an indication of the convergent validity the HSHS scores had to be compared 
with an external measure. For the Math Garden data, scores could be compared to the 
national Dutch norm reverenced CITO scores. The chess players from that data set all 
had national or international chess ratings that could be used for comparison. Finally 
the “Statistiekfabriek” scores could be compared to different partial exams in statis-
tics. Convergent validity criteria where thus available for all three data sets. 

The correlations with the external measure proved significant for all three sources. 
For the Math Garden and the chess data sets, these where particularly high. Figure 3 
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shows the scatterplots for the Math Garden where the domains addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division where correlated with the CITO scores (Klinkenberg, 
2011). The correlations ranged from .78 to .84 all with p<.05. Regression lines are 
also plotted for each grade. 

 

Fig. 3. Correlations of HSHS rating with CITO scores 

The chess scores also showed, with regard to the known Elo ratings, high correla-
tions (Table 1). It is striking that the correlation between the HSHS sum score is high-
er than the sum correct score with the FIDE rating but not with the tournament  
performance rating (TPR). Evidently ratings based on an adaptive procedure perform 
considerably better (Klinkenberg & Van der Maas, 2013). 

Table 1. Correlations of test performance and with known chess ratings (FIDE) and tournament 
performance ratings (TPF). All p’s < .05. 

Response time Method FIDE TPR 
Excluded Som score 0.575 0.547 
Included HSHS test rating 0.808 0.777 

 HSHS som score 0.617 0.525 
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Figure 6 shows both distributions based on 100,000 responses of 65,000 unique 
players in the Math Garden. The distribution of correct answers looks as expected. 
Very fast correct responses are rare, given that respondents need a few seconds to 
read the question. For incorrect responses we see no massive guessing and a rather 
flat distribution. It is notable that in the first two seconds there is a relatively high 
frequency of incorrect answers. We presume this could be accounted for by a small 
group of risk takers. Further analysis would have to shed more light on this. 

2.4 Individual Differences 

With the introduction of response times in the assessment the question immediately 
rises if respondents could feel pressured and therefore perform worse than without a 
time constrain. The susceptibility for this could be a determining factor in the ability 
estimation and therefore diminishing the effect of the HSHS scoring rule. 

“Statistiekfabriek” results (Barkhof et. al., 2013) suggests no relation between 
positive or negative performance anxiety and ability. Ability correlated r=.09, p=.142 
with negative and r=.01, p=.85 with positive performance anxiety. The latter is note-
worthy because positive performance anxiety was expected to enhance ability. 

There was also no relation between risk orientation and the mean deviation with 
the expected score. Based on the available information of the item difficulty and the 
ability of respondents generated by to the computer adaptive algorithm, the expected 
score could be inferred. It was expected that risk takers would deviate more from this 
expected score and that their variation would be larger than non risk takers. Neither 
showed in the data. The mean deviation correlated r=.01, p=.125 and the dispersion of 
the deviation correlated r=.02, p=.404 with risk orientation. 

Risk orientation also did neither relate to response time nor to accuracy. The corre-
lations were r=-.06, and r=.03 respectively (p>.05). Differences in the amount of risk 
orientation did not manifest in the speed of responding or the amount of correct an-
swers. Nor was there a difference in ability between males and females. 

In “statistiekfabriek” (Özen et. al., 2012) the effect of risk taking behavior was ex-
amined to assess if the items showed differential item functioning (DIF). Students 
were asked to indicate if they saw themselves as risk takers or not. Subsequently, it 
was investigated if items performed different for these groups. Only one out of twenty 
items showed DIF when the HSHS scoring rule was applied, in comparison to six out 
of twenty when applying the sum correct rule. 

The above analyses imply that the HSHS scoring rule in these samples does not 
work differently for respondents with varying amounts of sensitivity to performance 
anxiety. Nor did the items perform different for risk takers and non risk takers. 

In Jansen et. al. (2013) we were not able to show, while using the adaptive assess-
ment procedure in the Math Garden with the HSHS scoring rule, that the perceived 
math anxiety decreased with ascending levels of administered item difficulty. Also 
the perceived math competence was not higher with easier items. Math performance 
did increase as the difficulty of administered items was lower. As mediation analysis 
showed, this appeared to be mediated by the amount of items played. Administering 
easy items increased the playing frequency which in turn resulted in higher math per-
formance. In all situations there was no effect of grade nor where there any differenc-
es between boys and girls. 
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(Elo + HSHS). The x-axis shows the item difficulty from hard (left) to easy (right). 
The graph on the right shows the standard error of these deviations for the same three 
procedures supplemented by the maximum information possible in a maximum like-
lihood setting. With easy items, the HSHS procedure exhibits the least amount of bias 
and the standard error is lower than when only accuracy is involved. The HSHS scor-
ing rule is potentially better at estimating ability while administering easy items. 

3 Conclusion 

Applying the HSHS scoring rule to both a non-adaptive and an adaptive setting yields 
valid and reliable estimations of ability. Though the reliability does not seem to be 
better than other scoring rules, the validity is shown to be higher than when only ac-
curacy is used, especially in an adaptive setting. In particular when administering easy 
items, the adaptive HSHS scoring rule performs better. Risk taking disposition does 
not seem to influence the performance of the HSHS scoring rule in terms of ability 
estimation, though respondents do indicate a wide range of positive and negative feel-
ings towards the rule. While the frequency distributions of response times for correct 
and incorrect answers show that respondents comply with the aim of the scoring rule, 
a considerable amount of students also reported a wrong interpretation of the rule. 
Either the intuitive behavior does not coincide with the perceived rule or the “statis-
tiekfabriek” implementation fundamentally differed from the Math Garden. This is 
partly the case as the “statistiekfabriek” incorporated a semi high stakes environment 
by applying the rule in a trial exam. Experiencing the rule for weeks on end in the 
Math Garden would result in a more elaborate understanding of the rule than applying 
is once in a trial exam. This would argue for getting students to familiarize with the 
rule before applying it in high stake assessments.  

We are encouraged by the research findings in the ability of the HSHS scoring rule  
to produce valid and reliable estimations of ability, though we remain mindful of 
individual differences and of the perceived attitude towards the rule in high stakes 
testing. We are, nonetheless, confident these attitudes are less of an issue in low 
stakes testing. The HSHS scoring rule promises to bridge the gap between speed and 
accuracy and we think we are on track with this approach. 
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Abstract. The study described in this article shows that embedding formative 
work placement tests in the student’s learning process facilitates the student’s 
development while on the work placement. This study measured the develop-
ment of the student's learning process by determining the extent to which stu-
dents gained an understanding of their current and desired levels of knowledge, 
felt challenged to learn, and more deeply explored the specialism of their work 
placement department. The exchange of knowledge between the student trainee 
and the work supervisor was measured. The E-Flow Nursing project was used 
as a case study. In this project, it was agreed that students were to include their 
test results in their personal activity plans, in line with recommendations from 
previous research into formative testing in general, which had revealed that 
formative testing can lead to positive developments in the learning process pro-
vided that it is embedded in the learning process. 

Keywords: Digital formative work placement tests, Learning process, Nursing 
students. 

1 Introduction 

In the fields of education and science, the importance of digital testing at the student 
trainee’s work place is being recognised more and more. Digital testing provides both 
student and lecturer with insight into academic performance. Provided a digital test is 
psychometrically sound, it can be an effective tool for increasing the level of know-
ledge of student trainees. However, it needs to be combined with a number of addi-
tional measures [6]. 

Digital testing has not been entirely without criticism. For example, the results of 
the ‘Building Bridges’ project revealed that the expectations raised by the test were 
too rarely met by student trainee nurses at the higher professional education level. The 
test alone is not enough if the digital test is to help optimise work placement supervi-
sion [6]. Both the trainee nurses and the work supervisors report that the test is still 
not sufficiently well regarded as a more effective means of preparing for the work 
placement. The results show that additional steps are required if the digital test is to 
benefit the structure of the student’s learning process as well as the work placement 
supervision performed by the work supervisor [6]. It is expected that student trainees 
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will be better able to address gaps in their knowledge (and draw up appropriate action 
plans for addressing these gaps) if the test results are included in their Personal De-
velopment Plans (PDP), Personal Action Plans (PAP) or Work Placement Plans, and 
if they discuss these results with their work supervisors and fellow students [6]. 

Another important point is that the digital work placement test must be only one of 
a number of interventions in the learning process, and not a stand-alone element. The 
learning pathway must be designed so that not only does it get the best out of the stu-
dent, but also has educational benefits for the work supervisors [6]. The E-Flow Nurs-
ing project, the case study in this article, elaborates on the expectations arising from 
the above studies and has embedded the intervention, namely the digital formative 
work placement test, more deeply in the student trainee’s overall supervisory process. 

2 Theoretical Framework 

Tests are usually divided into two different categories: summative and formative. The 
aim of summative testing is to assess academic performance, whereas the aim of for-
mative testing is to gain an insight into the learning process and to make adjustments 
where necessary [5]. Cilliers et al. [2] claim that carrying out formative tests enhances 
the learning process. It has become clear that formative knowledge testing has a posi-
tive effect on the student’s learning outcome, on condition the answers provided to 
students are accompanied by feedback [1], [3]. 

According to Black & William [1], a formative test is an effective and valid tool 
for boosting students’ learning outcomes, provided students receive feedback on their 
answers. It is important that students gain an understanding of their own shortcom-
ings. According to Dousma, Horsten and Brants [3], the greatest advantage offered by 
a formative test is that it allows students to adapt their learning at an earlier stage. The 
formative test is advantageous for the learning process if students receive feedback on 
their answers.  

The study carried out by Dijksterhuis et al. [4] shows that feedback, the credibility 
of feedback and a supporting learning environment with work supervisors are key 
factors for active student involvement in doing formative tests. A study by Rotterdam 
University of Applied Sciences [7] demonstrates that students and work supervisors 
view formative tests as an excellent way to prepare for the work placement. Where 
formative work placement tests are used, it is important to deploy subsequent inter-
ventions to ensure that students and supervisors actually work on the test.  

Samuels and Uil [8] studied the knowledge level of student trainee nurses. A key 
finding of their study was that student trainee nurses have insufficient knowledge to 
begin their work placements responsibly. Four hospitals therefore decided to improve 
student trainees’ grasp of theory prior to the work placement, and to introduce a work 
placement test. This work placement test improves students’ basic knowledge. More-
over, the test provides greater clarity with regard to the work placement department’s 
expectations. The evaluations reveal that taking work placement tests motivates  
students to prepare better for their work placements [8].  
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According to the above studies, in order for formative tests done during work 
placements to positively impact a student’s development, they must form part of the 
student’s learning process as well as the work supervisor’s supervisory process. ‘Posi-
tive development’ is understood as referring to ‘students’ insight into their current and 
desired levels of knowledge in the work placement department’, whereas ‘a positive 
effect on the learning process during the work placement’ refers to being challenged 
and motivated to learn, as well as undertaking ‘in-depth study of the specialism in the 
work placement department’. In terms of the supervisory process, ‘development’ can 
be defined as ‘contributing to the exchange of knowledge between student trainees 
and work supervisors’. The research questions we therefore aim to answer in this 
article are the following:  

- To what extent does a formative test contribute to students’ insight into their 
current and desired levels of knowledge?  

- To what extent does a formative test have a positive effect on the students’ 
learning process?  

- To what extent does a formative test have a positive effect on the in-depth 
study of the specialism?  

- To what extent does a formative test contribute to the exchange of know-
ledge between student trainees and work supervisors?  

3 Digital Work Placement Tests within the E-Flow Nursing 
Project 

The case study used in this study was the E-Flow Nursing project. The objectives of 
the E-Flow Nursing project are to develop a consistent, workplace-independent, digi-
tal test for 3rd and 4th-year senior secondary vocational education (MBO) nursing 
students, 1st and 2nd-year higher professional education (HBO) nursing students 
(without an MBO qualification in nursing) and 3rd and 4th-year higher professional 
education (HBO) nursing students (with an MBO qualification in nursing). The tests 
focus on both knowledge and attitude development as well as students’ insight into 
their future professional careers as nurses in general hospitals (AGZ), care for the 
disabled (GHZ), psychiatry (GGZ) and care for the elderly (OZ). 

The E-Flow Nursing project employed an approach whereby nurses from a work 
placement department prepare tests with specific questions about their department. 
These are the nurses who also supervise the student trainees. The Leerstation Zorg 
digital test bank is used during this process. This test bank contains more than 13,000 
practice-based questions about various healthcare specialisms. This number is  
continuously updated and supplemented with new test items. The questions address 
knowledge, attitude and insight.  
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3.1 The Initial Test 

Doing the test forms part of the student’s preparations for the work placement. The 
rule ‘No E-Flow, No PAP’ was introduced for this purpose. The test level is equiva-
lent to the knowledge level of a nurse with two years’ work experience. By doing the 
tests, the students gain an understanding of what to expect in the work placement 
department in terms of subject areas. After answering each question the student sees a 
‘knowledge flash’: a brief explanation of the question and the correct answer. The 
most recent source of the information concerned is also referenced.  

3.2 Insight into Results 

The student and the supervisor do the test on the work placement department prior to 
the work placement, and are the only ones who have access to their own results. Stu-
dents include their result in their PAP or Work Placement Plan. The student and su-
pervisor discuss the result during their introductory meeting in the work placement 
department. This encourages students and their supervisors to discuss the desired 
level of knowledge for the trainee, as appropriate to his or her phase in the learning 
process. They jointly discuss which learning objectives the student trainee is going to 
work on during the work placement period. The student may work on achieving these 
objectives through catch-up tests, by studying the relevant professional literature or 
by discussing the objectives with the supervisor (Table 1, section C).   

3.3 Catch-Up Tests 

Catch-up tests are short tests centred around repetition: the student chooses a number 
of subjects that he or she wants to practise. The student then does short tests, consist-
ing of ten questions per subject. These tests assess basic knowledge of the subjects 
selected. If the student’s score is too low, he or she is automatically presented with a 
new test on the same subject. The standard is determined on the basis of the average 
test score. The level of difficulty of the second test equals that of the first. Through a 
process of repetition, the student practises and reduces his or her knowledge gaps in 
this subject. 

3.4 Final Test 

At the end of the work placement, the students and their supervisors have the option 
of doing the initial test again in order to compare the results and give both student and 
supervisor an idea of how the student’s knowledge has developed over the course of 
the work placement. When discussing the test results during the final work placement 
interview, the student and supervisor could agree to new learning objectives to be 
pursued as the student continues his or her study programme or during a possible 
follow-up work placement.   
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Fig. 1. E-Flow Nursing digital work placement test 

4 Research Method 

A quantitative study was carried out. In the period 4 January 2013 to 13 March 2014, 
written questionnaires were conducted among the students and supervisors following 
completion of the formative test as part of the work placement. The data was collected 
from MBO and HBO Nursing programme students at a Regional Training Centre or 
higher professional education institution in the Groningen, Drenthe and Noord-
Overijssel region. These were 3rd and 4th-year MBO nursing students and 2nd, 3rd 
and 4th-year HBO nursing students. Questionnaires were also conducted among the 
work supervisors who supervised these students during their work placements. These 
supervisors were employed at a healthcare institution in the Groningen, Drenthe and 
Noord-Overijssel region, and worked in one of the following sectors: general hospit-
als (AGZ), care for the disabled (GHZ), psychiatry (GGZ) and care for the elderly 
(OZ). 

The measuring tool used was a written questionnaire. This questionnaire was con-
ducted previously during the ‘Building Bridges’ project (Rotterdam University of 
Applied Sciences, 2011). Two types of questionnaire were used: one for students and 
one for supervisors. All items were measured on a scale of 1 (= strongly disagree) to 5 
(= strongly agree). To determine the extent to which the formative test influences the 
variables, the items were merged into three sub-scales for students. Table 1 shows 
sub-scales A, B and C for students.  

Student and supervisor do 
the work placement test 

Introductory meeting:  
results are discussed 

Catch-up tests

Student and supervisor do 
the final test 

Final interview 
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Table 1. Scales and items (students) 

Scales: insight into the current and desired levels of knowledge, positive effect on the 
learning process, in-depth study of the specialism 
 
A. Insight into the current and desired levels of knowledge  
 
Doing the work placement test .. 
has made me aware of my current level of knowledge of the specialism 
has made me aware of the desired level of knowledge of the specialism 
has made it clear to me what I need to know in order to understand syndromes and 
their treatment 
has made it clear to me what I need to know in order to account for my actions 
has made it clear to me what I need to know in order to provide the patient/client 
with the right information 
has made me aware of what I need to know in order to contribute to the exchange of 
knowledge with colleagues 
means that I can focus during my work placement on increasing my level of  
knowledge within this specialism 
has made me acquire more knowledge about this specialism 
means that I can ask my work supervisor for specific help in acquiring knowledge 
 
B. Positive effect on the learning process  
 
Doing the work placement test has ... 
had a positive effect on my learning process 
had a positive effect on my work placement 
challenged me to learn 
motivated me more for my work placement within this specialism 
motivated me to study the specialism in greater depth 
 
C. In-depth study of the specialism 
 
I prepared for the work placement test by studying theory 
Having done the work placement test, I will now gather information specifically to 
fill the gaps in my knowledge 
Having done the work placement test, I will now study the specialism in greater 
depth by talking to my work supervisor about the specialism 
Having done the work placement test, I will now study the specialism in greater 
depth through reading relevant literature 
I will prepare myself better for the final test  
Because I will gain experience within the specialism during my work placement, I 
expect to obtain a higher score in the final test than in the first work placement test 
Having done the work placement test, I studied the specialism in greater depth by 
talking to fellow students about the specialism 
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To measure the extent to which students gain greater insight into their current and 
desired levels of knowledge, nine items were merged into sub-scale A. Current and 
desired level of knowledge. Cronbach’s alpha > 0.79 allows us to assume that these 
items can be merged into a single sub-scale. It included items such as “Doing the 
work placement test has made me aware of my current level of knowledge of the spe-
cialism”, “Doing the work placement test has made me aware of the desired level of 
knowledge of the specialism” and “Doing the work placement test has made it clear to 
me what I need to know in order to understand syndromes and their treatment”.  

To measure the extent to which the learning process was positively affected, five 
items were merged into sub-scale B. Positive effect on the learning process. Cronbach’s 
alpha > 0.94 allows us to assume that these items can be merged into a single sub-scale. 
It included items such as “Doing the work placement test has had a positive effect on my 
learning process”, “Doing the work placement test has had a positive effect on my work 
placement” and “Doing the work placement test has challenged me to learn”.  

In-depth study of the specialism was measured using eight items (sub-scale C). 
Cronbach’s alpha > 0.90 allows us to assume that these items can be merged into a 
single sub-scale. It included items such as “Having done the work placement test, I 
will now study the specialism in greater depth by talking to my work supervisor about 
the specialism” and “Having done the work placement test, I will now study the spe-
cialism in greater depth through reading relevant literature”.  

To determine the extent to which knowledge is exchanged as part of the supervi-
sory process, items from the questionnaire for supervisors were merged into the two 
sub-scales D and E. See Table 2. To measure the extent to which knowledge is ex-
changed between supervisor and student as a result of the test, five items were merged 
into sub-scale D. Knowledge exchange. Cronbach’s alpha > 0.80 allows us to assume 
that these five items can be merged into a single sub-scale. It included items such as 
“The work placement test helped me to exchange knowledge with the student” and 
“The work placement test has helped me to supervise the student’s knowledge devel-
opment more effectively”.  

To measure the supervisors’ views as to whether the formative test has a positive 
effect on the learning process, ten items were merged into sub-scale E. Positive effect 
on the learning process. Cronbach’s alpha > 0.81 allows us to assume that these ten 
items can be merged. The sub-scale included items such as “I feel that doing a work 
placement test is part of proper preparation for the work placement”, “I feel that the 
questions in the work placement test are relevant to my specialism”, “I expect that 
doing the work placement test will challenge the student to learn”.  

Table 2. Scales and items (supervisors) 

Scales: knowledge exchange and positive effect on the learning process
 
D. Knowledge exchange  
 
I expect that doing the work placement test will ensure that the student is able to 
ask me for specific help in acquiring knowledge 
The work placement test has helped me to exchange knowledge with the student  
The work placement test has helped me to supervise the student’s knowledge de-
velopment more effectively 
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Table 2. (continued) 

Scales: knowledge exchange and positive effect on the learning process 
 
Doing the work placement test myself has helped me to exchange knowledge with 
the student 
Doing the work placement test myself has helped me to supervise the student’s 
knowledge development more effectively 
 
E. Positive effect on the learning process  
 
I feel that doing the work placement test is informative for a student within my 
specialism 
I feel that the work placement test accurately reflects the content of the specialism 
I feel that a work placement test should be compulsory for every work placement 
I feel that doing a work placement test is part of good preparation for the work 
placement 
I feel that the questions in the work placement test are relevant to my specialism 
I expect that doing the work placement test will challenge the student to learn 
I expect that doing the work placement test will motivate the student 
I expect that doing the work placement test will have a positive effect on the stu-
dent's learning outcomes 
I feel that the work placement test encourages the student to study the specialism in 
more depth 
I feel that the work placement test motivates the student for a work placement with-
in this specialism 

 

5 Results 

The questionnaire was completed by the students and supervisors who did the tests in 
E-flow Nursing. The test was done by a total of 1102 students, of whom 559 also 
completed the questionnaire. This is a response rate of 50.70%. Questionnaires were 
also completed by the students’ supervisors. The test was done by a total of 333 su-
pervisors, of whom 148 completed the questionnaire. This is a response rate of 44.4%.  

The results in Table 3 show that students indicate that the formative test provided 
them with greater insight into the current and desired levels of knowledge (average 
score of 3.53 on a scale of 1 to 5). They also indicate that the formative test had a 
positive effect on the learning process (average score of 3.4 on a scale of 1-5). Final-
ly, students indicate that doing the test enabled them to specialise more in the special-
ism (average score of 2.96 on a scale of 1-5).  

To measure the link between insight into current and desired levels of knowledge, the 
positive effect on the learning process and the in-depth study of the specialism, a correla-
tion coefficient (Pearson R) was used to test whether a linear relationship exists between 
the three scales. The Pearson R correlations in Table 3 show that there is a significant 
positive relationship between these three variables. A particularly strong relationship  
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exists between ‘Learning Process’ and ‘In-depth Study of the Specialism’, with a correla-
tion of 0.83. This demonstrates that, in addition to the formative test having a positive 
effect on the three elements, the three elements are also connected.  

Table 3. N, averages, standard deviations, range, missing values and correlations between 
scales A, B and C 

 

The work supervisors indicate that the formative test led to a greater exchange of 
knowledge with the students (average score of 3.68 on a scale of 1-5). Work supervi-
sors also indicate that the formative test has a positive effect on the learning process 
(average score of 3.84 on a scale of 1-5).  

To measure the link between knowledge exchange and positive effect on the learn-
ing process, a correlation coefficient (Pearson R) was used to test whether a linear 
relationship exists between the two scales. The Pearson R correlations in Table 4 
show that there is a significant positive relationship between these two variables, with 
a correlation of 0.54. It can be deduced from this analysis that a connection exists 
between the exchange of knowledge between work supervisors and students and a 
positive effect on the learning process.  

Table 4. N, averages, standard deviations, range, missing values and correlations between scales D 
and E 

 

 N M SD Range Missing 
values 

Insight into 
the current and 
desired levels 
of knowledge 

Learning 
process 

In-depth 
study of 
special-
ism  

Insight into the 
current and de-
sired level of 
knowledge 

 

549 3.53 0.59 1-5 10 1 0.57** 0.49** 

Learning process 
 

543 3.40 1.12 1-5 16 0.57** 1 0.83** 

In-depth study of 
specialism 

550 2.96 1.05 1-5 9 0.49** 0.83** 1 

** = p<0.01 (2-sided) 

 
 N M SD Range Missing 

values 
Exchange 
of 
knowledg
e 

Positive 
effect on the 
learning 
process  

 
Exchange of 
knowledge  
 

144 3.68 0.90 1-5 4 1 0.54** 

Positive 
effect on the 
learning 
process  

145 3.84 0.63 1-5 3 0.54** 1 

        
** = p<0.01 (2-sided) 
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6 Conclusion and Discussion 

The study described in this article examined the embedding of a formative work 
placement test in the learning process of MBO and HBO Nursing students, based on 
expectations from previous research. The case study for this research is the E-Flow 
Nursing project. In this project, a digital work placement test was deployed as an 
intervention as part of the learning process. A key rule was ‘No E-Flow, No 
PAP/Work Placement Plan’. The aim was for students to incorporate the results of the 
knowledge test into their learning objectives and activities during the work placement, 
and to discuss them with their work supervisor. The measurement tool employed, the 
questionnaire, was used previously in a similar project, in which the formative test did 
not form part of the learning process but was instead a stand-alone element. It was 
expected that since the formative test was now embedded in the learning process, it 
would indeed lead to development in the learning process, namely the acquisition of 
greater insight into the current and desired levels of knowledge, a positive effect on 
the learning process and more in-depth study of the specialism in the work placement 
department. It was furthermore expected that knowledge would be exchanged be-
tween the student and the work supervisor. 

The results confirmed these expectations, with both students and work supervisors 
giving positive assessments. Students indicate that they have greater insight into the 
current and desired levels of knowledge, that the test has a positive effect on the 
learning process and that they have started studying their respective specialisms in 
greater depth. The supervisors indicate that more knowledge is exchanged and that the 
test has a positive effect on the students’ learning process. There is also evidence of a 
significant positive relationship between the three scales ‘insight into the current and 
desired levels of knowledge’, ‘positive effect on the learning process’ and ‘in-depth 
study of the specialism’.  The strongest relation exists between ‘in-depth study of the 
specialism’ and ‘positive effect on the learning process’ in the case of students. The 
study demonstrates that students believe that doing the formative tests has resulted in 
studying their respective specialisms in greater depth and that they consequently ex-
perienced the tests as having a positive effect on their learning process. The students 
also experience this effect on their insight into the current and desired levels of know-
ledge, though less strongly.  

7 Scientific Contribution 

This study has contributed to scientific research by confirming that embedding the 
formative knowledge test in the learning process results in enhanced development, 
more insight on the part of the student into his or her starting situation (the current 
and desired levels of knowledge), greater motivation by the student to study the re-
spective specialism in more depth, and a positive effect on the learning process.    

This study also has methodological limitations, however. This study used a ques-
tionnaire to measure how the student and supervisor experienced development in the 
learning process. Consequently, the study measured the development as experienced 
and not the progress in that development. There may be some degree of distortion due 
to a tendency by respondents to give socially desirable responses.  
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The average test scores were not analysed for this study since the objective of the 
intervention, formative testing, is to provide students with insight into the learning 
process, and adapt it where necessary. The assessment of academic performance is an 
objective of summary testing, which was not the intervention investigated. Further-
more, the results of the catch-up tests were not analysed since the students were not 
obliged to take these tests. The students were free to decide how they worked on fill-
ing their knowledge gaps through, for example, reading the professional literature or 
engaging in discussions with their supervisors. Although students indicated, for ex-
ample, that they went about collecting more information, the study did not verify how 
the students went about collecting this additional information. More in-depth research 
into the activities that students undertake would be interesting as it would provide 
insight into student behaviour and action when it comes to actual learning.  

For these reasons it was decided that in order to answer the research questions for-
mulated for this study - the extent to which a formative questions contributes to in-
sight, the learning process, deepening of knowledge and knowledge exchange - the 
study should measure how students and supervisors perceived the items. 

The students and supervisors were analysed as two research groups. The supervi-
sors were asked to give their opinion about the use of formative testing in general, and 
not in respect of individual students. Since the supervisors often supervised three to 
four students, it was not possible to link the results of supervisors to the results of the 
students. In the event of a follow-up study, this would be an interesting link to moni-
tor, in combination with the activities undertaken by the students and the feedback 
provided by the supervisors.  

Finally, a follow-up study would yield valuable information if it measured whether the 
use of formative tests combined with supervisor feedback and student learning activities 
resulted in better study results (summative testing). This would require a longitudinal 
study linking test results, study results, and student and supervisor perceptions.  
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Abstract. The Master of Advanced Nursing Practice (MANP) programme in 
the Netherlands is the professional training for the nursing specialist. The field 
of MANP is in flux; taking independent medical action and prescribing medica-
tion are among the principle aspects of this. Consequently clinical reasoning is 
an important part of the curriculum and makes great demands on the level of 
medical and nursing knowledge.  At the moment the clinical reasoning capabil-
ities of students are tested by means of two methods (assessment, case-history 
papers) that are frequently very labor-intensive for the teachers in regard to both 
developing questions and evaluation. The case-history papers also have a low 
inter-assessor validity, which is undesirable. The digital test is not suitable for 
this method of examination. In addition, the field of work is not involved in ei-
ther the development of the questions or their validation. 

Three Universities of Applied Sciences (Rotterdam, Fontys, Zuyd), along 
with the Learning Station Care Foundation initiated this project. The question 
was whether there was a suitable type of question to assess digitally the clinical 
reasoning capabilities of the trainee nursing specialist. The aim was greater pos-
sibilities for the teacher and trainee nursing specialist to support learning and to 
establish and pursue the desired level of knowledge. Based on a literature study 
it was jointly decided that the question type Script Concordance Test (SCT) 
could be used for this. The SCT type is in English and has been in use for 15-20 
years. The starting point is the generic knowledge of the MANP trainee (medi-
cal and nursing) that is necessary for clinical reasoning. As the MANP pro-
gramme is practice oriented it has the added value that in constructing SCT 
questions experts (medical and nursing specialists) working in the field have an 
essential role in validating the questions. Accordingly, this project will investi-
gate whether there are digital test systems that can support this process and im-
prove the quality of the tests.  

In this project the SCT question type is digitalized, and digital tests have 
been developed for the complex practice of clinical reasoning for the MANP 
programme. The SCT question type has been included in the system of the 
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Learning Station Care Foundation especially for this project. The conclusion is 
that the digital training and testing with the SCT type offers new possibilities 
for education and retraining. It must be noted that construction of the question 
type is labor-intensive and recruiting experts for the validation process is time-
consuming. An expected result of the project is that the question type supports 
the learning process of clinical reasoning and teachers are enthusiastic about the 
various possibilities. The SCT question type can make an important contribu-
tion to the development and maintenance of clinical reasoning skills in (trainee) 
nursing specialists. 

1 Introduction 

Teachers of the Master of Advanced Nursing Practice (MANP) programme must meet 
the challenge of training students with a nursing background  in professional actions 
in the medical and nursing domain at master’s level, and in a relatively short time. 
Clinical reasoning is an essential part of this and one in which makes high demands in 
quality. What is unique about the MANP programme is that medical and nursing rea-
soning are used together. In what are called the Dublin Descriptors the differences 
between doctor, master, and bachelor are set out. 

Clinical reasoning has always been aimed at establishing a medical diagnosis of a 
health problem and its treatment. In this, clinical reasoning is linked to the establish-
ment and treatment of the concomitant nursing care questions and needs. It is an ex-
tremely complex process that consists chiefly of collecting cues, interpreting these, 
and, with the patient, using them by setting up a plan and/or intervention and then 
evaluating this. The process of clinical reasoning is not easy to teach. It demands from 
the student a solid basis of knowledge and insight. During the process of differential 
diagnostic thought what is relevant is separated from the irrelevant in the data col-
lected, then interpreted and examined for possible mutual relations that put the nurs-
ing specialist in the position of being able by means of deduction or clustering to form 
a logical differential diagnosis. A casual comment by a patient, for example, can 
throw a whole new light on the likelihood of possible hypotheses, examination or 
treatment contemplated. 

The test methods for clinical reasoning are often very labor-intensive, both in the 
development and the evaluation. Students are usually given case-history papers with 
concrete questions by which they pursue the diagnostic process. 

In order to digitally test clinical reasoning capabilities for the MANP programme 
the “knowledge test bank” of the Learning Station Care Foundation 
(www.leerstationzorg.nl ) was used as a basis. Learning Station Care is already used 
by care institutions and all Bachelor Nursing programmes in the Netherlands, and in 
this present project is also adapted for the MANP programmes. Learning Station Care 
offers an integrated “Learning Management System” and a databank. Thanks to this, 
there is a unique combination of more than 13,000 test items, including the possibility 
of question construction with a media bank, test structure, test distribution, examina-
tion, and question maintenance. Learning Station Care has been developed from the 
viewpoint of learning value.  
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2 Theoretical Framework (Relation to State-of-the-Art) 

It is expected of the (trainee) nursing specialists that they are able reason clinically to 
make an integral medical and nursing diagnosis of a patient with a health problem. To 
do this they should have the competencies to draw up a complete anamnesis, to carry 
out a technically competent physical examination, and to write a report in an interdis-
ciplinary manner in the patient’s case file.  Even more important is the ability to 
make a logical differential diagnosis based on the patient’s complaint. In order to do 
this it is essential to differentiate which data from the anamnesis, physical examina-
tion, and other examinations are relevant for the diagnostic process and why. This is 
followed by the interpretation based on deduction and/or clustering of the data col-
lected. In other words, the (trainee) nursing specialists are capable of making the right 
decisions in the diagnostic process by means of clinical reasoning. For this a thorough 
knowledge of anatomy, physiology, patho-physiology and epidemiology is necessary. 
Clinical reasoning is based on nursing classifications such as NANDA, NIC, and 
NOC. In the reasoning process trainee nursing specialists are expected to integrate the 
wishes and values of patients and the scientific evidence, as well as their own know-
ledge, following the principles of Evidence-Based Practice.  

At the start of the project a choice was made from the most suitable digital question 
types. From a thorough literature study the Script Concordance Test (SCT) type 
seemed to offer good possibilities for the MANP programme. The SCT question type 
can make an important contribution to the development and maintenance of clinical 
reasoning skills in (trainee) nursing specialists. Literature indicated that testing clinical 
reasoning with the help of SCT items is very real possibility, as long as the test also 
checks the underlying facts, concepts, and connections in a more classical manner.  

The SCT question consists of three parts, the first of which is the clinical sketch. 
This is a real clinical situation in which a patient comes with a complaint, as it would 
happen in daily practice. In the second part (the scenario), in relation to the sketch a 
potential diagnostic hypothesis, examination, or treatment option is described. In the 
third part new information is provided in the form of a new symptom or the results of 
further examination. The participant should answer the question of the degree to 
which this new data impacts or has effect on the hypothesis, examination, or treatment 
option described in part two. The candidate can answer on a 5 point Likert scale rang-
ing from unlikely to extremely likely. Below each sketch there are various scenarios 
that, according to the literature, emphasize the importance of complete mutual inde-
pendence. In fact, based on the on-going experience and insights of the construction 
group an important adaption has been made: the independence of the data in the vari-
ous sketches is found to be confusing and not in accordance with the practice. In the 
functional design this has been adapted, whereby a variant of the original SCT type 
has been created.  

The construction of the SCT question is based on the differentiation in scoring 
rules. An important part of the development of an SCT question is that practice train-
ers in clinical practice have a part to play in the validation of the questions in (specif-
ic) practice. The recruitment of experts for the panels strengthens the involvement of 
those in the field of practice in the programme, both nursing specialists (alumni) and 
medical specialists are asked to participate. 
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From the literature research it appears that the differential possibilities in the score 
of the SCT question type lead to higher Rit values, and thereby contribute to the 
greater reliability of a test. It is argued that in clinical practice answers are not always 
100% right or wrong. The use of scoring rules with weighted answers is closer to the 
clinical practice. With such a scoring rule the score that a student can make reflects 
the degree to which there is agreement between the student’s answer and that of the 
reference panel of experts. The development of the Functional Design (FD) of the 
Script Concordance Test (SCT) question type is based on the open access article1: 
Script Concordance Tests: Guidelines for Construction (2008) http://www.biomed 
central.com/1472-6947/8/18. The SCT question type was specially developed for this 
project in the system of the Learning Station Care Foundation.    

3 Research Questions 

This project involves three questions: 

1. Is there a suitable question type that can test digitally the clinical reasoning compe-
tence of the (trainee) nursing specialist, and at the same time meets the demands of 
the educational institution and professional practice?   

2. What is the degree of user satisfaction of the (trainee) nursing specialist and the 
teachers in respect of the question type and the digital testing? 

4 Objectives 

In this project the SCT question type has been digitalized, and for the MANP pro-
gramme digital tests have been developed for the complexity of clinical reasoning in 
practice. The point of departure for the content of the questions is the generic know-
ledge of the MANP programme (medical and nursing) that is necessary for clinical 
reasoning. With the help of focus groups insights were obtained into the effects and 
experiences of (trainee) nursing specialists and teachers after the use of the digital 
tests with the SCT question type that had been developed.  

5 Method 

5.1 Literature Study 

At the start of the project a choice was made of the most suitable digital question 
types. This choice was based on the literature study of the SURF project “Digital 
testing of clinical reasoning in medical programmes.” From this literature study,  
it appears that the SCT type offers good possibilities for the testing of (aspects of) 

                                                           
1 © 2008 Fournier et al; licensee BioMed Central Ltd.  
 This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribu-
tion License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, 
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. 
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clinical reasoning for the MANP programme. At the same time, the adaptability of the 
question type in relation to the aims of the programme was taken into consideration. 
The quality and the digital use of the question type were of primary importance.  

5.2 SCT Question Type 

For this project a workgroup was set up to consider the SCT question type, and in 
which the three colleges involved were represented by at least one teacher. The 
workgroup first had to become thoroughly familiar with the question type by construct-
ing SCT questions themselves and then in plenary session to evaluate and discuss 
these. It was decided to develop questions for the specialisms of cardiology, neurology, 
pulmonology, gastroenterology, endocrinology and psychiatry. This was done by a 
number of experts who set questions in their own area of expertise. After formulation, 
the questions were evaluated by an editorial board on their content, language, and 
structure. After this, the questions were laid before a panel of experts who were asked 
to validate them. The validation process was done digitally, making use of internet. 
The three colleges made use of their networks of medical and nursing practice teachers 
in order to involve experts in the field and set up panels for each discipline.   

5.3 Effects and Experiences of (Trainee) Nursing Specialists 

In two separate focus groups of around ten volunteer alumni and trainee nursing spe-
cialists from the three Universities of Applied Sciences (Rotterdam, Fontys, Zuyd) the 
participants will be interviewed on their effects and experiences in the digital testing 
of clinical reasoning capabilities with the help of the SCT question type.  

Through these focus groups we also expect to gain input on the level of difficulty 
of the SCT questions. The meeting of these focus groups will be held during the an-
nual symposium of the Fontys Hogescholen MANP. Respondents could sign up for 
this meeting. The time frame was set to 45 minutes. Two weeks before the meeting 
each respondent received a trial version of some SCT questions. They were asked to 
answer the questions and document their first experiences with the aid of a survey. 
The technique that is used in this survey is the tree model (Evers, 2007). This model 
consists of predetermined main and sub themes. The tree model is a structured inter-
view in which the research topic forms the stem and the sub themes the branches. 
Both the main and the sub themes are translated into several main questions. In the 
model all the themes  are emphasized equally. By using this model the interview has 
width and depth.  

 During the focus group meeting there will be a discussion leader and an observer. 
The observer will guard the  timeframe and register the interactions and events that 
take place. Special attention will be payed to personal dominants and group formation 
and the effect this has on the participants.  The meeting will also be recorded with a 
voice recorder. After the meeting the voice recording will be analyzed. To support the 
dialogue participants have access to a white board/flip-over.  

The meeting will start with the main question. The discussion leader is going to lead 
the discussion and ensure that all sub themes are discussed. Within 5 days the results of 
the meeting will be analyzed. After the meeting the discussion leader and the observer 
will individually evaluate the focus group meeting.  After the individual evaluation the 
discussion leader and the observer will discuss the results. 
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5.4 Experiences of Teachers 

Considering the small number of teachers (N=5) involved in this project, qualitative 
methods have been chosen – focus group interviews. All teachers from the three insti-
tutions who were members of the SCT workgroup will participate in the focus group. 

By doing so the experiences with developing SCT questions can be mapped out. 
This will also offer an insight into the stimulating and restricting factors in the devel-
oping process of questions up and to the validation by experts. 

6 (Expected) Results 

6.1 Literature 

The SCT question type gives the future professional direct insight into the fact that 
there is not always a single correct answer (reaction of the panels of experts), and also 
the insight into the choices that are made from limited data in order to arrive step by 
step at a good treatment plan. Digital training and testing with the SCT type will offer 
new possibilities for education and retraining in the field of clinical reasoning. Consi-
dering the complexity of clinical reasoning, there is great need for a good and appli-
cable method of learning, and on the basis of this project both the formulation of the 
questions and doing the tests was seen as a powerful learning instrument by teachers.  

6.2 Project 

The SCT type is ready for use in the MANP programmes, and as soon as sufficient 
questions are produced and validated it can be used independently of teachers and the 
test results directly reproduced. At the moment 40 questions (patient sketches), each 
with six scenarios, have been formulated in this project. The SCT questions have been 
constructed by teachers and doctors from the courses involved. Each question was 
validated by a panel of about 20 experts. Considering the total of developed items, for 
the present the test items will be used only as diagnostic learning tools (formative) 
and not used in examination (summative). In the coming period the tests will be ex-
panded by alumni and we would like to present the result of this at the conference.  

6.3 Effects and Experience 

The expectation is that the results of the focus groups will indicate that the SCT-
questions can make an important contribution to the development of the clinical rea-
soning skills of MANP students and that teachers will be enthusiastic about the digital 
possibilities.  

6.4 Limitations 

An important drawback of the question type is that the formulation and editing 
process take a great deal of time. This is also true for the recruitment of experts used 
for the validation. Since the number participants was limited and the time scale of the 
project was short, it is impossible to establish unambiguous qualitative and quantita-
tive results.  
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True effects will be visible only once the implementation is complete and, thanks 
to the digital intervention, a new situation has come into being. That means that a 
cycle of a number of academic years will be needed to examine whether the learning 
process of clinical reasoning has really improved.  

6.5 Experience of the Process 

Nevertheless, above all, on the basis of the experience gained in the project it can be 
stated that the joint development of tests with various institutions contributes to the 
quality and clarity of the tests. For the results of this project the emphasis is on the 
contribution to the learning process, the enthusiasm and satisfaction of the teachers, 
and the usefulness of the digital testing.   
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Abstract. The testing of image interpretation skills within the profession of 
Radiology (often paper- pencil) lags behind practice. To increase the 
authenticity of assessment of image interpretation skills, the Dutch national 
progress test for medical specialists in training to become radiologists, is 
digitized using the program VQuest. This programme makes it possible to 
administer a test with 2D and 3D images, in which images can be viewed and 
processed as they can in practice. During implementation, the entire assessment 
cycle from test design to assessment analysis and evaluation has been run 
through twice. Excluding some small improvements, both trainee specialist and 
organizational members were satisfied with the digitized assessment. Amongst 
other things, the trainee specialist feel that this application of digital testing is 
more consistent with the situation in practice than the conventional testing 
method.  

Keywords: Radiology, test, VQuest, images, assessment cycle, test design, 
item construction, test administration, preconditions. 

1 Background 

The current state of the art in radiology allows for the viewing and interpretation of 
both two-dimensional (2D) and multidimensional (3D) images. However, the testing 
of image interpretation skills lags behind practice and is still based on written work. 
The now completed SURF ‘Testing visualised’ project investigated the quality of 
digital testing with 2D and 3D images. The ‘Digital testing using images, an 
additional dimension’ project, also subsidised by SURF, builds on this work and will 
implement digital testing with 2D and 3D images in the national test for medical 
specialists in training to become radiologists (progress test, VGT). 

The national progress test (VGT) was introduced within the radiology specialist 
study programme in 2003. It is designed to monitor, and to encourage via feedback, 
the development of image interpretation skills and radiological knowledge by doctors 
during their five-year specialist training period. A formative written test, the progress 
test is administered simultaneously to all trainee specialists in radiology in the 
Netherlands every six months.  
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As the testing process lags behind practice, new methods of assessing image 
interpretation skills are needed, such as digital testing using 3D image questions and 
digital processing options for 2D image questions. A unique programme that allows 
this type of assessment and that can be applied within various disciplines is the 
VQuest programme [1]. The VQuest programme makes it possible to administer a test 
with 2D and 3D images, in which the images can be viewed and processed as they can 
in practice. In order to integrate testing with digital 2D and 3D image questions into 
the national progress test on a large scale, an adequate ICT infrastructure, the right 
test design with the right types of questions and an effective feedback system are 
required. The aim of this project is therefore to implement innovative image testing in 
practice. 

2 Method and Results 

The final digital test has been developed on the basis of the assessment cycle in 
combination with the preconditions. The assessment cycle [2] is made up of the 
following four stages: 

1. Test design 
2. Item construction 
3. Test administration 
4. Assessment, analysis and evaluation 

2.1 Test Design 

Before the questions can be drafted, the first step is to produce a test matrix that 
corresponds to the formulated learning objectives in the educational context. This 
matrix provides an overview of the topics and skills that need to be covered in the test 
(the 'content' of the test). In the progress test matrix, the learning objectives for each 
sub-area are described in the HORA (radiology training review committee) training 
plan. Examinees can be tested on the syndromes listed here using text questions or 
using image questions.  

2.2 Item Construction 

Before questions can be formulated, suitable images first need to be gathered. One 
way of doing this for radiology is by selecting images from clinical practice. When 
selecting suitable images it is important to bear a number of points in mind: 

• Raw data must be available for the examination 
• Each examination selected should preferably feature only one abnormality 
• The image must be anonymous 

Following the switch-over to digital testing, the software used means that non-
conventional question types can be introduced. VQuest was used for both SURF 
projects. In addition to multiple choice questions with only one answer allowed and 
multiple choice questions with multiple answers allowed, the programme also offers 
options for hotspot questions and long-menu questions.  
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2.3 Test Administration 

As an image interpretation test often contains many images (e.g. CT series), the data 
communication load for this type of test is high. Consequently, it is not currently 
possible to administer the test in VQuest online. The test data must therefore always 
be loaded onto the relevant computers before the test. Depending on the speed of  
the (wireless or otherwise) network connection, the number of computers on which 
the test will be administered and the size of the server, the tests can be distributed to 
the computers automatically from a central server.   

It is important that the test is administered in a secure environment (no Internet 
access) and that the answers can be saved securely. In the case of the progress test, a 
location with around 380 PCs was required. For image interpretation questions it is 
vital that the images are displayed clearly on the monitor. Darkening the room and 
tilting the screen if necessary to prevent glare can help to achieve this. For a large-
scale test it is essential to draw up guidelines describing all logistical aspects and 
responsible parties. The first progress test was administered at the University Medical 
Center Utrecht (UMCU) and Academic Medical Center Amsterdam (AMC) in a large 
number of small rooms. The second progress test was administered at the VU 
University Amsterdam (VU) in a large computer room. 

2.4 Assessment, Analysis and Evaluation 

At the end of the test the answers of all trainee specialists were located on the server. 
There was a folder for each trainee specialist containing all the answers entered. 
VQuest was able to read the answer files into the lecturer module, where they were 
then checked automatically. After the test, the trainee specialists received an 
evaluation form, followed a few days later by an e-mail stating the answers they 
entered and the correct answers. Amongst other things, the evaluation revealed that 
the examinees found the VQuest programme to be very user-friendly. 

For digital testing in general, a number of preconditions must be met before a test 
can be administered. One of the key requirements is an emergency procedure. This 
procedure describes the steps that will be taken if the test cannot be administered 
digitally for any reason whatsoever. It must be possible to take this decision both prior 
to and during the test. The emergency procedure also describes who plays what role 
and therefore has what specific responsibilities. Comprehensive guidelines are also 
essential. They must include the following important points: the deadline for 
supplying questions, allocation of roles and the need for a number of trial runs of the 
test on site. 

3 Conclusion 

The two digital tests administered during the project period were entirely satisfactory. 
The survey revealed, amongst other things, that the trainee specialists feel that digital 
testing is more consistent with the situation in practice than the conventional testing 
method. Both digital tests went smoothly from a technical perspective, with the 
exception of a few minor points for improvement. The first (UMCU and AMC) was a 
huge challenge in terms of logistics because the around 390 trainee specialists had to 
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be split between 13 rooms. The second progress test at VU, at which there was access 
to one large room, was therefore a massive improvement from a logistical point of 
view. 
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Abstract. Lifelong learners are confronted with a broad range of activities they 
have to manage every day. In most cases they have to combine learning, work-
ing, family life and leisure activities throughout the day. Hence, learning activi-
ties from lifelong learners are disrupted. The difficulty to find a suitable time 
slot to learn during the day has been identified as the most frequent cause. In 
this scenario mobile technologies play an important role since they can keep 
track of the most suitable moments to accomplish specific learning activities in 
context. Sampling of learning preferences on mobile devices is a key bench-
marks for lifelong learners to become aware on which learning task suits in 
which context, to set realistic goals and to set aside time to learn on a regular 
basis. The contribution of this manuscript is twofold: first, a classification 
framework for modelling lifelong learners’ preferences is presented based on a 
literature review; second, a mobile application for experience sampling is pi-
loted aiming to identify which are the preferences from lifelong learners regard-
ing when, how and where learning activities can be integrated. 

Keywords: lifelong learning, experience sampling, mobile learning, self-
regulated learning, reflection. 

1 Introduction 

Choosing time and learning opportunities effectively is one of the major challenges for 
lifelong learners as confirmed by recent statistics of the European Commission [1]. 
This survey shows that the participation in lifelong learning activities in Europe de-
creased between 2006 and 2011. Participants in this survey mention access, time, 
place, and lack of personalization as barriers to accomplish learning activities. Other 
authors stress the importance of supporting self-direction and self-organization of life-
long learners with regards to using new technologies [2]. Lifelong learners face the 
challenge that they have to combine their professional activities with learning activities 
and must engage simultaneously with family time to ensure a balance of adults’ re-
sponsibilities, overall wellbeing and their personal development. However, finding an 
appropriate balance between different life domains is neither easy nor instantaneous 
[3]. We have recently conducted a study concluding that lifelong learner’s learning 
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experiences are disrupted and finding a suitable time slot to learn during the day is the 
most frequent difficulty reported by participants [4]. Moreover, learners highlight the 
importance of smartphones to support more constant learning experiences. Hence, 
there is a need to integrate learning activities in daily life. The European Reference 
Framework [5] enumerates eight key competences that are fundamental for each indi-
vidual in a lifelong learning society. One of them is “Learning to learn”, being the 
ability to organize one’s own learning through effective management of time and in-
formation, and becoming aware of one´s learning.  

Providing in-context support and feedback for lifelong learners is key to identify the 
best learning moments, identify available resources in each context, self-organize their 
learning day, and set realistic goals. Lifelong learning not only implies setting aside 
regular time for learning during the day, but also combining learning activities with 
daily life activities. Mobile devices can facilitate users to keep track of learning prefer-
ences in context [6]. Hattie and Timperley [7] differentiate between three different 
types of feedback and four different effect levels. To provide support for lifelong 
learners we are currently developing mobile tools and services to provide feed forward 
feedback (answering the question “Where to next?”) targeting the process and self-
regulation level. As a method for the development and data collection we have chosen 
the Experience Sampling Method (ESM). 

Sampling of learning experiences in context provides an important benchmark for 
lifelong learners to identify productive times during the day and to scaffold their learn-
ing day on top of these moments. ESM is a method that asks participants to stop at 
certain times and make notes of their experience in real time and it also allows to 
gather direct and contextual objective measures and situated subjective measures. A 
good portion of ESM research has been done exploring both the structure of class-
rooms as well as students’ and teachers’ subjective experience in them, by linking 
variation in attention, interest or challenge to specific instructional practices or condi-
tions [8, 9]. Likewise, contextual ESM has been used to understand daily information 
needs of people in longitudinal studies [10]. ESM responses measure what the person 
decides to communicate about his inner states whenever he is prompted a question. It is 
well known that we tend to be biased and that we edit out responses according to social 
desirability [11]. For instance, what does it mean if I score 4 in a 5-Likert scale on the 
question “how busy are you in this moment?” where 1 corresponds to “very busy”? 
This measure can be quite different depending on the habits or culture of the person 
who answers. Nevertheless, these reports are significantly more powerful and accurate 
when they are self-reports (since I only take myself as a reference to measure how busy 
I am in this moment). Hence, ESM facilitates an intimate and exhaustive account on 
how people experience their daily existence [11]. Mobile technologies provide an in-
teresting opportunity for users to evaluate situations based on “stimulus variables in the 
natural or customary habitat of an individual” [12] since they are reported in our own 
personal device.  

This manuscript presents a classification framework that aims to support lifelong 
learners in their need to model the learning day by instantiating different variations of 
the ESM. Furthermore, results from a small-scale pilot study are presented to collect 
experiences and feedback about the chosen approach, the type of the preferred notifica-
tions received, and their preferred format when sampling the experiences on a mobile 
device. 
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learning moments. The fact of randomizing notifications is not only referred 
to the timing, but also randomizing the number of alerts sent, or randomizing 
the order in which a sequence is sent. 

c) Event-based: Notifications are triggered on the accomplishment of an event 
that happened in the context of the user. Hereby, the dimensions of mobile 
context (Figure 2) are explored with the aim to identify ways to support life-
long learners in their goal to organize their own learning towards effective 
context adaptation: 
i) Location. Mobile devices are equipped with capabilities (e.g. GPS or 

Bluetooth) that make them aware of the current location of the user, e.g. 
send me a notification every time I arrive to the University in order to ask 
me what do I expect to learn today. Sampling this experience fosters life-
long learner´s capacity of reflection [6] and set reasonable goals before 
starting the learning day.  

ii) Identification. Mobile devices are equipped with capabilities (e.g. Near 
Field Communication readers or Quick Response code reader) that en-
able them to identify tagged artefacts in lifelong learner´s context. E.g. 
every time I approach with my mobile device the (NFC) tag attached to 
my German grammar book, send me a notification asking me how many 
pages did I read today. Sampling this experience helps the lifelong 
learner to track his pace of reading while learning the German language 
and set aside time to learn on a regular basis. 

iii) Time. Mobile devices provide calendar functionalities that facilitate the 
configuration of notifications triggered on the accomplishment of time 
conditions. E.g. two weeks before I have an exam-appointment in my cal-
endar, send me a notification asking me to rate from 0 to 10 how pre-
pared I am for the exam. Sampling this experience helps the lifelong 
learner to monitor his perceived knowledge on a subject, and make a plan 
to prepare the exam with enough time. 

iv) Relation. This dimension captures the relation an entity has established to 
other entities, and describes social, functional and compositional relation-
ships. Mobile devices are equipped with capabilities (e.g. social network 
apps, Near Field Communication) that enable them to identify and/or 
cluster in groups other entities, and the type of connection they have with 
the lifelong learner. E.g. every time my colleagues are online in the cam-
pus social network, send me a notification to ask me whether I had any 
problem making my homework. Sampling this experience helps the life-
long learner to identify drawbacks accomplishing learning activities, and 
provide direct cues of support to existing drawbacks. 

v) Environment. This dimension captures tasks and actions happening in the 
environment. Mobile devices are equipped with sensors (e.g. compass, 
GPS) and apps (e.g. forecasting weather or traffic jam) that make them 
aware of the context in the environment of the user. E.g. send me a noti-
fication when the weather forecast for the weekend is rainy so I can bor-
row a book from the library and stay at home. Sampling this experience 
helps the lifelong learner to model his week based on the conditions of 
the environment. 
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iv) Sliders facilitate collection of a specific value within a range of them. 
E.g. rate your overall progress of the week in statics towards your goal 
of being able to analyse data with ANOVA test (0 to 100%). 

d) Sensor data facilitates the enrichment of the questions with context data. E.g. 
today is a grey rainy day to stay at home, do you feel like posting an entry in 
your sew blog? 

2) Timeout is the time that the question is available for the lifelong learner to be read. 
Most of the questions are only significant when they are read within a specific 
range of time. 

3) Question design. [12] contemplate three variables when designing questions in 
ESM: 1.) order: whether the prompts´ order should be fixed or random; 2.) de-
pendency: whether a prompt is presented depending on what the user reported in a 
previous question (e.g. every time I report low learning performance, trigger an 
instance asking me to report on my regular sport activity so I can see weather 
there is direct correlation) and 3.) probability: whether there is a need to assign 
probabilities that a question will be asked. 

2.3 Provide Answer 

Answer refers to the externalization of lifelong learner´s experience in a mobile device. 
We distinguish the following components as relevant for the classification framework. 

1) Timeout.  The time the user has to answer the question. 
2) Answer format. Mobile devices today are equipped with text editors, audio and 

video recorders or photo camera. Likewise, the proliferation of apps to survey data 
(e.g. personal response systems, questionnaires) facilitate lifelong learners a wide 
range of input formats to record their experience. Lifelong learners not only learn 
by analysing the data answered in subsequent iterations of the ESM, it is also ex-
pectable that the single fact of externalizing an answer will trigger a different cog-
nitive process depending on the format of the answer. For instance, reporting an 
answer with an audio-speech [16] implies a different cognitive process than the 
one triggered by answering to a multiple-choice-question. Question and answer 
within an instance of the ESM do not necessarily need to have the same format. 
Answers reported in an ESM can be:  
a) Quantitative. Refers to data that can be quantified in a specific number. Slid-

ers, rankings, mappings and sensor data are instances of items to collect quan-
titative data. E.g. report how many hours did you invest this week on physical 
activities. 

b) Qualitative. Refers to data aimed to collect descriptions, sensations, features 
or abstract characteristics. Open answers in text, audio or video recordings are 
instances of items to collect qualitative data. E.g. every time I pass an exam, 
record a power video to motivate you for the next one. 

3) Sensor data facilitates the enrichment of the sample with context data so lifelong 
learner´s report can be correlated with variables that a mobile device can capture. 
E.g. every time I run and report a good performance, record the local temperature 
to find a correlation with weather conditions. 

4) Acknowledgment checks can be used to indicate whether the question was read or 
an answer was given. 
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3 Qualitative Study 

3.1 Introduction 

The qualitative study presented in this section instantiates the framework of the previ-
ous section with the aim to make participants aware of their learning preferences, and 
evaluate which type of questions and answers do they find more suitable in their con-
text. This study took place in a workshop at the Joint European Summer School on 
Technology Enhanced Learning 2013 (JTELSS 2013) in Limassol (Cyprus). This 
event offers a learning environment where participants get opportunities to develop 
research skills, increase their knowledge base, engage in debate, have access to ex-
perts in the field, and discuss their own work. 

A hands-on workshop presented the ESM as a method of research in the field of 
lifelong learners, showed existing tools and piloted an app for sampling of experi-
ences. This pilot was guided by the following research question: 

1) What are lifelong learner’s preferences, requirements, and needs for ubiquitous 
support? Including the following sub-questions: 
a) When do lifelong learners prefer to be alerted to report about learning prefer-

ences, requirements and needs? 
b) How do lifelong learners prefer to be alerted to report about learning prefer-

ences, requirements and needs? 
c) Which formats do lifelong learners find more suitable to report about learning 

preferences, requirements and needs? 

3.2 Method 

Participants 
The experiment involved 12 voluntary and non-rewarded participants. They were all 
researchers in the field of technology-enhanced learning, five of them were women and 
the average age was 29. 

Materials 
The ESM pilot was developed adapting an existing open-source tool suite for educa-
tors, researchers and learners: ARLearn [17] (Figure 3). Two participants used their 
own mobile devices. The rest borrowed smartphones for the experiment. 

Design 
All the participants in the experiment had the same treatment. This experiment took 
place during 90 minutes distributed in the following time slots: 

• Lecture. 30 minutes introducing the ESM and showing theoretical framing of the 
workshop. 

• Field trip excursion sampling experiences. 40 minutes of practical experiment 
where the participants followed the flow given in the mobile app and illustrated in 
figure 4. 

• Questionnaire & discussion. 20 minutes, brainstorming, feedback and data collection 
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natural interventions when reporting. P#5: “Audio recording is a more natural inter-
action interface”. Pictures seem to be really popular and easy to report method. P#5: 
“Taking pictures is a pretty common way to report with a mobile phone”. Some par-
ticipants discarded the use of text of notifications because of the difficulty of writing 
long text messages on the small keyboards of smartphones. Even more remarkable 
when the smartphones are borrow and they are not the personal ones. P#8: “Audios, 
pictures and videos are easier and faster to use”. P#9: “I am more used to text and 
pictures”. P#10 preferred picture reminding that “A picture is worth a thousand 
words”. Some consider pictures as easier to assimilate information. P#11: “Text con-
tent is easier to process for me”. Videos are well suited to analyze the participant, 
gestures, or physical reactions when reporting. P12: “They are more indicative tow 
what you like to know from the participant”. 

4 Discussion and Conclusions 

The European Reference Framework [5] highlights the ability to organize one’s own 
learning through effective management of time and information, and becoming aware 
of one´s learning (“learning to learn”), as one of the eight key competences for each 
individual in a lifelong learning society. This manuscript presents a suitable approach 
for introspection and modelling the learning day in lifelong learners. Instantiations of 
the ESM in personal mobile devices are proposed to foster awareness and to facilitate 
an intimate and exhaustive data collection on learning habits in context. 

Recent work [18] reviews time preferences and availability in e‐learning class-
rooms across a 10‐year period in scientific literature concluding that almost all the 
papers dealt with formal education and quantitatively oriented. The classification 
framework presented in the current manuscript extends the walls of the classroom in 
lifelong learners to the mobile context, and proposes a suitable scaffold to identify 
productive moments exploring not only the quality and quantity of the time, but also 
the rest of the dimensions in the mobile context (location, relation, environment, arte-
fact) [15].  

Moreover, this classification framework is instantiated in a study where a mobile 
app is piloted with the aim to make lifelong learners record and reflect on qualitative 
and quantitative learning preferences through the use of different features in smart 
phones. The experiment resulted in a successful experience where participants where 
able to report their learning preferences in the specific context of a technology-
enhanced learning summer school. 

The work presented in this manuscript represents a promising approach for lifelong 
learners to get actively involved in experiencing their own learning day. The ESM 
instantiated in personal mobile devices is suited for lifelong learners to explore their 
own specific context, learning style, and available resources to model each learning 
moment. 

This pilot has raised the following limitations: first, this pilot was tested at the 
venue of a summer school, which is an exceptional learning context. Real lifelong 
learning scenarios imply daily routines like workplaces, transitions, etc.; second, the 
length (in time) of the experiment was too short. Modelling one’s lifelong learning 
day implies a long-term experiment where moments of the day and moments of the 
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week are explored. The analysis on work time and learning activities from Living-
stone & Stowe [19] stresses the lack of longitudinal studies especially in job-related 
informal learning. Likewise, they highlight that initiatives to achieve better work-
family balance are most likely to have a positive effect on either quality of work life 
or workers’ learning opportunities, if the full extent of these long hours is recognized 
more clearly. 

Mobile tools are increasingly used for sampling of experiences [10, 20, 21] in the 
last years where different reports have reviewed existing tools for sampling of experi-
ences [21, 22] classifying them by operating system (iOS, Android, etc.), the price of 
the app, the project where it was used, or the URL where it can be downloaded. Nev-
ertheless, there is no scientific work reviewing existing apps deepening into the fea-
tures for experience sampling on mobile devices. In future research, we will extend 
this work by providing a review of apps for ESM classifying the in accordance to the 
framework presented in this manuscript and with a special focus on the use of ESM 
for self-regulated lifelong learning. Likewise, this research will be further extended 
developing mobile tools and services to provide effective feed-forward feedback tar-
geting the process and self-regulation level. 
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Abstract. Using Tangible User Interfaces (TUI) for assessing collabora-
tive problems has only been marginally investigated in technology-based
assessment. Our first empirical studies focused on light-weight perfor-
mance measurements, usability, user experience, and gesture analysis
to increase our understanding of how people interact with TUI in an
assessment context. In this paper we present three of those studies: a
windmill scenario where users can learn about the dynamics of energy
generation using wind power; a traffic simulator educating the audience
on the impacts of different traffic parameters on its fluidity; and a sim-
ple climate change scenario allowing children to comprehend the relation
between their family’s behaviour and its effect on CO2 levels. The pa-
per concludes each scenario by presenting assessment methodologies and
observed learning outcome.

Keywords: Tangible User Interfaces, Technology-based Assessment,
Complex Problem Solving, Collaborative Problem Solving.

1 Introduction

For the last few years, the term 21st Century skill has shown up in scientific
literature [1]. These skills include, for example, complex problem solving, cre-
ativity, critical thinking, learning to learn, and decision making [2]. A particular
21st Century skill is complex problem solving which encompasses the ability to
successfully deal with fuzzy and dynamically changing problems. Despite their
importance, assessing these skills with existing technologies poses a challenge.
Therefore, exploring new technologies, such as tangible user interfaces (TUI),
may prove useful for discovering viable alternatives. TUI offer the possibility
to assess collaborative scenarios due to their accessibility to groups. They also
allow for using metaphors to imply functionality which can improve understand-
ing and knowledge generation by tapping into the power of human cognition,
especially visual cognition.

For each scenario we set up a tangible tabletop system based on the optical
tracking framework reacTIVision1, a toolkit for tangible multi-touch surfaces.

1 http://reactivision.sourceforge.net/ (accessed April 14, 2014).
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The worktop has an interactive area of 75 x 120cm. Onto the table we project
an image according to the scenario as shown in Figure 1 respectively Figure 2.
In addition, for each scenario we create a set of tangible widgets, objects both
physical and digital used to interact with the tangible table. The objects are
tracked using a camera underneath the semi-translucent tabletop surface. Also
located beneath the tabletop, a short throw projector provides real-time feedback
as well as the initial scenario context images. The following short sections will
elaborate briefly on each scenario before elaborating on the set-up for capturing
user data and concluding.

2 Windmill Scenario

The windmill scenario allows exploring and understanding the relation of exter-
nal variables on the production of electricity in a wind-powered turbine. Users
can engage in the scenario by rotating tangibles on the surface to change in-
put parameters. Input parameters such as wind speed or the number of blades
are reflected in real time on output parameters such as rotor speed or electrical
power output. Because all the tangibles can be moved freely on the table and
exchanged, each participant gets a vote and hence collaboration and motivation
was expected to be improved.

Fig. 1. Windmill scenario Fig. 2. Traffic Simulator

3 Traffic Simulator

The traffic simulator was adapted from an online traffic simulator of the Tech-
nische Universität Dresden’s Institute for Transport & Economics. The original
purpose as well as more information can be found in [3]. The adapted simulator
has its interface revamped: all control elements are replaced by the functionality
provided by tangibles. Akin to the Windmill simulator, feedback on the input
dials is provided in real time but due to the nature of the simulated content,
traffic reacts true to the laws of traffic dynamics: forming and dissipating traffic
jams as given by the traffic dynamics influenced by the users. The simple sce-
nario (Figure 2 lets users adjust the number of vehicles on the motorway and
influx ramp as well as the average speed, and politeness of drivers.
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4 Climate Change Scenario

The climate change scenario was build to allow children to understand the rela-
tions between causes of climate change and their effect. Special care was taken to
expose causes that children of a young age (9 to 12) can relate to. The scenario
builds upon the MicroDYN methodology of Greiff et al [4]. The TUI allows using
widgets to ask questions to a group of test takers which each can vote on one of
the proposed answers. Their votes are fed into a system of linear equations which
gives feedback on the effect on climate change. In a second phase, test takers
are able to freely manipulate parameters, that is, change votes on questions, to
explore the climate model.

5 Experimental Set-up

During experiments, participant behaviour is monitored using video recording
from multiple angles. Further, a researcher observes participants and takes notes
of the solving strategies and arising usability issues. Afterwards, participants are
asked to fill out two questionnaires. The first questionnaire aims to assess the
knowledge of the participants gained during the exploration phase, the second
consists of questions on the usability and user experience of the system.

The set-up has been tweaked during each experimentation such that for the
Climate Change scenario, scheduled to run in 20 sessions in 2014 and 2015,
participants will be video and audio recorded during the sessions. Using separate
data channels, we prepare for our next iteration of the set-up where we intend
to add more data sources and combine them using multi-modal fusion.

Results on a first set of studies using the Windmill scenario are presented
in [5]. A detailed description of the Climate Change scenario, the MicroDYN
methodology, as well as research questions and expected outcome can be found
in [6].

6 Conclusion

Technology-based assessment has the potential to support educational inno-
vation and development of 21st century skills, such as, for example, complex
problem solving, communication, team work, creativity and innovation [2]. The
multi-dimensionality of TUI: the tabletop and physical objects, the projection
and feedback, body language, and speech enable users to benefit from many
inputs and learn naturally in a collaborative environment. While the system
is not without its faults, mainly due to the spatial limitations of the tabletop,
future iterations of the set-up will feature more feedback and information gath-
ering dimensions and enable the use of multi-modal fusion to aggregate data
into learning traces. This will in turn enable us to provide better feedback to
encourage self-regulating behaviours.
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